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Canada A t  W ar
A  Review of Developments on the Home Front
T h e  K e l o w n a  C o u r i e r
V O L U M E  38 Kclowna, British Coluiiibia, r^iiursday, April 2nd, NUMBER 36
The Government has launched an extended N A T IO N A L  
S E L E C T IV E  SE R V IC E  P L A N  desifjned to obtain from every 
Canadian the utmost contribution to the war elTort through 
application of “ the negative compulsion of restriction.” Prime 
Minister Mackenzie King outlined in the House of Commons 
new regulations re.stricting employment in non-essential civil­
ian occupations, increasing to thirty years the age limit for com­
pulsory service in Canada, and conserving the available farm 
labor. The fruit of months of planning under the direction of 
the Cabinet W ar Committee, a scries of orders-in-council has 
been tabled by the Prime Minister, giving effect at once to the 
new regulations. Among main points of the new program arc: 
1. Establishment of a directorate of national selective service 
under Labor Minister Mitchell— the director to be E, M. Little, 
present director of the Wartime Bureau of Technical Personnel, 
who will be assisted by an elaborate organization of appeal 
boards and volunteer advisory committees. 2. Obligation on
Kelowna Faces Serious 
Housing Shortage A s  
Visitors Grab Homes
WORKING ON ALASKA HIGHWAY
Coast Residents Flock Here to Escape Anticipated 
Japanese Blitz— Few  Homes For Sale and None 
For Rent Report Real Estate Agents— Sales of 
Houses to Local Citizens Approach the Boom  
Stage W ith  all Firms Reporting Brisk Business
Auxiliary Defence 
Force To Be Formed 
In Kielowna District
'E L O W N A  is face to face with an acute housing shortage 
and The Courier reporter is adv'iscd by Kelowna real es-
the part of employers to release for E S S E N T IA L  W A R  SER- tale linns that there are oraetically no houses for rent or pur- 
V IC E  and reinstate afterward professional technicians who chase in the city proper^The housing .shorLige is primariU due
consent to entering service aliocated to them by the Govern- renting of ali fair sirred hoines l)y Coast r^idents who
........*’ , ,  ^  ^ . anticipate trouble from Japanese raids on Coast cities this sum-
ment. 3. I rohibition of employment, except under certain con- There are no homes listed for rent except shacks or large
ditions, of male applicants for work in a long list of non-war homes that have been vacant for years. Buyers can find 
occupations, unless the applicant has a release from a National the odd house for sale but prices are up and it is strictly a scl- 
Selective Service officer. 4. E X E M P T IO N  from compulsory Icr's market. Real estate dealers report that the demand far
training and service of farmers, farmers’ sons and agricultural exceeds the supply for rental houses and they are in t ic un- 
, . r happy position of having to turn away prospective customers
workers unless it is established they are not essential to farm gyp^y day
production, 5. Prohib ition  against farm  workers leav ing  the Qne member of the fair sex. the ----------------------------------------------
Bill Shugg Has Been Recommended as Commanding 
Officer of N ew  Guerilla Force— Not Ready For 
Recruits Yet— Members Cannot be of Military 
A ge  Unless Turned Down by Active and Reserve 
Forces— Specialized Training to Equip Unit to 
Meet Any 'Emergency That M ay Arise— Unit 
W ill be a Cross Between Military and Police For­
ces— W ill Give Protection to District in Case of 
Emergency or Should Reserve Force be Called 
Aw ay
Organizatioif nas Official Status
l i F j
<V4t'
farms to take other em ploym ent, except to enter active m ilitary wife of a prominent Coast profes-
service m Canada, or for seasonal work m primary industries. j,ot trying to find accommodation.
6. A  proposal to select single men and childless widowers up to and local real estate men in turn 
r r I j have been routed out of bed tothirty years of age for compulsory training and service m Can- calls demand-
ada by d raw ing lots over the w hole field o f those subject to Ing they work miracles, 
call and extension o f the liab ility  for service to all residents o f fln^ing'^Scomml^atfon for''wo”?rie‘d 
Canada in the age classes) whether British citizens or not. 7. outsiders, the real lestate agents are
WILL PRESS 
FOR CONTRACT 
ENDORSATION
i : '
TruTTi? nyrT7r »T r 'A T  A'rTV/rtrM'T’ also faced with the job of securing B.C.F.G.A. Executive W ill Ask a  great caterpillar power excavating tool is shown at work at thet'rovlsion Ot tor tnose wno hnxro ofnrf nt r1r.fr.nna fa Alaclrn Tnolnooro aAfVva TTni+arl Qlofae
O f Standard Contract
homes for local residents who have
have been rejected by the armed forces on physical grounds, to leave their present quarters ow- 
providing they undertake to enlist when made fit. 8. Establish- {hf Ae^ds.^or 
ment of classes to be set up in co-ojperation with educational in- lords have sold | their own places
stitutions to  prepare men for industrial posts in essential in- homes for their ______
dustries. 9.. A  widespread cam paign to ge t wom en into in- The result is that tenants ■who Royal Commission on Market-
Growers For Quick Signing start of the defence highway to Alaska. Engineers of the United States
A  G U E R IL L A  organization with official status as a unit of the auxiliary defence force will be formed in the Ke­
lowna district in tfie near future. Official organization is now 
waiting the appointment of an officer to take charge of the 
force. Throughout the province these forces are being formed 
and the Canadian Legion have been asked here to undertake 
the formation of the local unit. At a meeting held this week 
the Legion named a committee, composed of O. St. P. Aitkens, 
G, Kennedy and R, Eden, and instructed this group to suggest 
an officer. The committee has suggested the name of Bill 
Shugg and it has been forwarded to the General Officer Com- 
rrianding the Pacific Command. On Wednesday no ratification 
had been received..
army operate the big diggers at Dawson Creek, British Columbia, end 
of the railway line, whence the new road will be pushed to Alaska.
C O N SID E R S  L A B O R  
P R O B L E M
dustry, thus releasing men for war service and em ploym ent in fiS^mselver^on their forSfght^i^nd
essential w ar work. 10. A  national registration  to be conducted those on Prompt and vigorous endorsation
CAR OWNERS RED CROSS 
FILL TANKS DRIVE STARTS 
ON TUESDAY ON MAY 11_ monthly tenancies are £.«..*va.by all em ployers under direction o f the Unem ploym ent Insur- wondering if they will be the next contract on the part of the
ance Commission. What Mr. King described as the negative a  large number of residence sales feutive erf the British Columbia -------  -------^
compulsion of restriction” was indicated in the  ^orders-in- Fruit Growers’ Association, as a re- Gas Stations do Rushing Busi- Seek Nine Million Dollars to
• ) 1 1- 4.U 4. f 1 4. 4- weeks but, contrary to pre- its meeting in Kelowna yes-
council as the obligation on the part o f the em ployers not to  vailing opinion, the majority of terday when the whole matter was
employ applicants’for work in registered occupations. Further- these tranpetions have been reviewed intensively. This was the
, 4. , r • tween local residents. Out of some statement made by President A. G.
m ore, there is an obligation  on em ployees to release protession- twenty homes sold not more than uesBrisay, following the sessions.
al technicians called for w ar work, and to reinstate them in fav- half a dozen have been to Coast The Executive, he said, was
buyers.
orable positions at the conclusion of their war service. A  third
ness on Last Day of Open 
Sales —  W ill Padlock Sta­
tions Selling Illegally
Carry
Year
on W ork For Next
Membership of the auxiliary force 
will be composed of men who are 
not of military age or those who 
have been turned down by the act­
ive and reserve forces. While it is 
not absolutely essential, the know­
ledge of how to handle firearms 
would be extremely valuable to any 
prospective recruit.
The auxiliary force w ill not be
-------  trained on strict military lines but
Kelowna City Council Takes will rather be something between 
Definite^Stand on Individual “ ^
Applications easily adaptable to meet any emer-
/’ -------- geney that may arise in the district.The Kelowna City Council will A ll members w ill be sworn in
NO PERMITS 
TO COME HERE 
FOR ANY JAPS
A S K E D  T O  IN C R E A S E  
W O R K_________  ^ __ ___ _ ___  “Fill her up” was the cry all day
strongly in' f^ o r  of as great speed Tuesday in Kelowna and the rest 
McTavish, Whillis and Gaddes re- as possible in getting the contract of Canada as automobile drivers Q j^ , ^  ^
measure of “compulsion of restriction” was the order prohibit- before the growers for signature and t<wk a d v ^  last day of Year it is Understood
, ■ . , . . .. ^ - chase of Fred Tutt s home by J. W. would impress on the growers the unrestricted selling to • establish a x ear ir is onaersioou
m g  farm  workers from  go in g  to  other occupations except under jones, of Prince Rupert. Mr. necessity for quick and decisive en- reserve against rationing for the -------
rprtai'n ronr1i'tinn<; Tutt, in turn, has purchased the dorsation oil their part. duration. An appeal for $9,000,000 in volun-
house previously owned by C. Shay- The contract. President DesBrisay The rush started the first thing tary contributions to the work of 
ler, and R. A. Grant has bought the stated, would be in the growers’ pn Tuesday morning, and gas sta- the Red Cross will be launched 
Munitions Minister Howe has announced a “sweeping new G- S. McKenzie home. In addition, hands very soon. . tions report the busiest day in many throughout Canada on May 11th and
the H. Ryan house has been pur- Labor shortage was under review moons.__________  ____ ______________________ _____________________  . The average tank holds will continue for two weeks. Kel-
o fd e r ”  curtailing U SE  O F  R E C L A IM  R U BBER . T h e  manu- chased by A  "VT ^  and the Executive heard from Coi. twelve gallons, and the majority owna will participate in the^drive
facture o f hundreds o f articles using reclaim  rubber has been Garruthers & Son advise that the George EndacotL special represent- of Kelowna cars had tji^ ^^ ^^  an organization under the
, Monica Large home has been ative of the B.C. Department of Lab- fore seven o’clock on Tuesday night, chairmanship of Capt. C. R. Bill is
halted and ho more such rubber now  may be processed except bought by J E. Angers, of Vancou- or, who has been making school con- Wednesday sales were in great already being put together.
b v  nerm it or for essential w ar snoolies the statement said A lan  ver, and the A. H. Crichton home tacts for the last fortnight, that 772 contrast to those of Monday and A  statement issued this week an-Dy perm it or lo r  essential w ar supplies, tne statement saiQ. A lan  boys and girls have already entered Tuesday. Most stations reported nouncing the drive stated:
H . W illiam son, supplies controller, has frozen all stocks o f by Alex Mitchell. their names as being willing to little or no business, and it will be VThe Canadian Red Cross Society
r iv i l i in  rerlai'tn riihher not in nrocess nendinp-issuanre o f ner- Okanagan Loan and Investments work in orchards and-on farms. some ^ y s  before the average mo- needs urgently a minimum of $9,-
c iv ilian  reclaim  rubber not m process, penaing issuance ot per ^  Fleck, of From Westbank and the Kelowna tonst _starts using his gas coupons. 000,000 in order to carry oh its
m its fo r its Use for essential civilian  goods. Manufacturers, ad- oyama who purchas^ the home district, north to Armstrong and Station operators ;^int out that work for the current 12 months in
vised nf the new  nrder w ere tnid ‘6he rnntrnller w ill issue owned by P. E. Russell, and to C. Lumby, including Vernon, 585 boys car owmer? shpuld be_careml to mitigation of human suffering,”Vised ot the new  order, w ere to ld  the controller w ill issue house and girls have enlisted with their see that their ta n k s ^ l l  hold the ^he statement declared, continuing:
perm its on application authorizing use o f reclaim  rubber for nreviouslv ’ owned by Mrs J. W. parents,, teachers’ and inspectors amount of gas covered by the cou- «This is the first appeal since Octo- 
X u- u X J U K  • 4.U • A T ^ owneo D y ^viib. J . w. g g n s e n t  and Will be available, whcn pon. I f  the tank only takes four her 1940 to the voluntary eeneros-
purposes fo r which the use o f crude rubber now «s authorized called on. Of these 325 are boys and gallons above the gas already in it. f
fo r  essential c iv ilian  items.”  The new  order, approved by R. C. turned over during the period The ages range from the purchasers out of luck, as cou- Must Be Voluntary^  . I  . . i  , ^  • u 13 to 18 and over. The younger pons cannot be broken up mtofrac- JYiust ise vommary
Berkinshaw, chairman o f the W artim e  Industries Control Charles Gaddes, of McTavisn, wnu- assigned to work tional units. Private users will be '‘The Government of Canada re-
not grant, in so far as it is able, just as in the regular active and 
permission for any Japanese to reserve forces. The organization is 
come into this districtVlTiis stand not a standard one but is entirely 
was taken at a committee meeting flexible, so that it may be easily 
of the Council on Monday night, adapted^to the needs of the local 
when several requests from indiv- community. '
idual Japanese were considered, Should an emergency arise and 
Most of the applications stated the local reserves be called away 
that permission could be obtained from this district, it would be the 
from the B. C. Security Commiss- duty of the auxiliaries tq render 
ion, provided that permission could such protection as the district would 
be secured from some body such as require.
the Kelowna City Council. While a tentative plan of organ-
Members of the committee exr ization is now being considered, 
pressed sympathy' for some of the there can be no definite steps teken 
applicants but unanimously took until the local auxiliary force is of- 
the stand that, at this time, to con- ficially recognized and a commandr 
sent to any person of Ja,panese ori- irtg officer appointed by the Paci- 
gin coming here from the Coast fie Command.
would be a backward step, weak- Until this is done, no members 
ening all the work that had already can be sworn in and, it is stated, 
been done. ample time w ill be penhitted for
A ll applicants have been so ad- those desiring to join to make ap- 
vised. of the Council’s decision, and plication. A t present the application 
a letter outlining the Council’s forms are not available. When re­
stand has been forwarded to R. G. emits are needed, this paper will 
Rutherford, member of the Advisory carry the announcement.
Board of Ihe B. C. Security Com- — -^----—— ---------—
mission. Finance Chairman O. L. Jones an-
Board, says that “after midnight, March 23, 1942, no person Thos. Lawson Ltd. block and thelis and Gaddes, reports the sale of ivjrantcs* rwinaao able to buy two and a half gallons, cently arranged to supply the funds
’The understanding here is that the nounces that the City budget has
Farther south, the registrations however, as the five gallon unit cou- needed by various war service or-
shall, except under a permit in writing issued by the controller, old Roweliffe Block at present oc- jg„ made ’up of 16 at Peach- pons can be tom in half by the sta- ganizations, but the Canadian Red Okanagan.
Commission w ill issue no more.ror- been passed in committee and will 
mits for Japanese' to come intoxhe be brought down at next meeting.
start in process any rubber reclaim, ground scrap, crumb.
cupied by the New Moon Cafe
springs, or ground uncured scrap contain ing fabric, for <5ther HOSP. AUXILIARY 
than defence projects or for the m aking o f munitions. Under 
previous orders a ffecting use o f new  crude rubber, hundreds 
o f  c ivilian  artic les 'cou ld  no longer be made. 'T h e  new  order 
now  shuts oflf com pletely the manufacture o f many other art­
icles fo r which reclaim rubber was suitable. H ock ey  pucks.
HOME COOKING 
SALE SUCCESS
land, 64 at Summerland, 21 at Prin- tion operators. Cross Society was necessarily ex-
ceton, 16 at Keremeos aiid 70 at The rationing will not affect the eluded from that arrangement. The 
Oliver. early closing hours that have been reason for this is that the Red Cross
It was reported that the Oliver in effect for some time, Ottawa an- society is international. Its position 
and Osoyoos B.C.F.GA.. Locals had nounces. . _ _ rests Upon the conventions of Gen-
completed a survey in that district _ United States tourists remaining eva ratified by act of parliament, 
by means of ^gned questionnaires, in Canada for forty-eight houre or “These require the Red Cross So-
However, it would seem that the Commission’s action.
Commission has indicated to at It is understood that the Kelowna 
least some Japanese that permits action has been duplicated-by other, 
would be issued, if the local au- bodies in other sections of the Ok- 
thorities would acquiesce in the anagan.
Turn to Page 5, Story 4
, , , ut, t-t. n  Kelowna Hospital Women’s
tennis and lacrosse balls, children s rubber toys, rubber fly Auxiliary Makes Profit of
swatters, mats, matting, garden hose, rubber soles and rubber One Hundred and Fifty Dol-
heels, are some of the articles which will no longer be manu- lars
factured. Under the new regulations processors of rubber, both
JAYBEES WILL 
LOAD SALVAGE
The sale of home cooking, held by
First Car for Coast W ill be 
Loaded This Afternoon-—As-
less wiU be allowed twenty gallons ^iety to be supported by voluntary 
of gasoline unddr present arrange- subscription, and it is only by main- 
ments. ’Tourists remaining s ix  ;^aining such support that the Cana- 
months w ill be allowed 100 gallons. . “  „  * o.. o
After sixty days, however, the tour- Turn , to Page 4, k^to^ 3 
ist may apply for a ration book
placing him in the same category as U | J | U T | jy | ,
a Canadian driving a non-essential *
BANNED FOR JAPS
Dominion Plebiscite Requires,. 
Setting Up O I  Ninety-Nine 
Polling Divisions In Riding
Only half the motorists in Cana-
crude and reclaim , are perm itted to make on ly a few  civilian the Kelowna Hospital Women’s -uvui books to’ * ------- 1—4.-------------------------  sistance ot Volunteers w in  date, Ottawa states, but it
articles regarded as absolutely necessary to the health and in 
dustrial life of the country
Persons of Japanese- origin w illAuxiliary on Sajairday last was very , . , ,successful. It ■was well patronized, be \welcomed 
and the donations o f cooked articles 
were a credit to the women of Ke- ^The
. lowna./The handsome sum, of $150 lowna w ill be loaded by . tha ■Rritich Pnlnmhin «?aaiiritv Pom-
Though having a greater per capita production than any was realized for hospital work. Board workers and other volunteer: ed their cr,attar= mission on March 20 A conv of°  ^ . . Tha raflHa winnaro warp-Ham Tl/Tr-i halnar<5 thia afternoon ✓  Starting today. Federal spotters mission on iviarcn zu. A  copy or
other country m the world, Canada is faced with the immediate xSowna, Ticket No.^90; ’r^ s t ^ S^vage^ haTbeeh piling up at the will be on duty checking unau- this order appears in the advertis-_________  - __ - _ _ ■ _ --- --' ^  - '__ • : - ^  -m ■ i.1. «3 in cr ortliiTvttie rvr t-Hie icciio
IS ex­
pected that the majority will take . , ..x , .  a , v x
out their books this week. Dr. Dick- not be permitted to fish, hunt or trap 
first car of scrap to leave Ke- son advises that most of the Ke- in any part of British Columbia ac- 
Junior lowna motorists have already secur- cording to Order No. 1 issued by
to meet further sharp expansion in wartime power heeds. Basi­
cally the-problem arises from the fact that substantial additions
 ^ 4 . t 111 x^d viio xjivzvcv X V 90* roast aauo *^«***  ^ _  _ _
problem of finding S U F F IC IE N T  E L E C T R IC A L  E N E R G Y  rfiTckenTM^^r W. '^s^ear,"  ^ ^e^ i»sT lw T  weeks thorized sales of ps, and operators ing colimns^of ^prouiciii U1 luiuiug V4X _  Ticket jg’o. 99 and more cars will be loaded as soon that make illegal sales will have No hunting, fishing or trapping
. ■ • • gg Ottawa releases the cars for ship- their business premises padlocked, licences are to be issued to persons
Hon. Grote Stirling returned yes- ment. _ * i 4. T- . . . ~/-n4. of Japanese origin _henceforth, ^ d
^  . . J A terday from Ottawa to spend the Loading the car is a big job and , A  late news dispatch from Ottawa those alr^dy issued are to be c ^ -
to Canada s aluminum industry are under way and more con- Easter vacation subsequent to the the Jaybees will welcome the assist- states that Canadians’ choice of cig- celled. The order states that this
sidered. Power needs of the aluminum industry are given top adjournment of the Hoi^e of Com- ance of all husky workers wilUng arette branda action is taken ^  and
_  . , , , ,, mons sittings for a month. to help. to avoid duplication and waste. security of Canada.
The attitude of those responsible is that nothing shall . . . . . .  . ■ -■ ■ .. . ' ' , ' ' ' . ------^--- - ' ' .- .^ . . ^ =
New  Voters’ List Required For Plebiscite on April 27 
Next, States H . V . Craig, Returning Officer For 
Yale Riding— Enumerators W ill Start W ork  on 
Monday, April 13— N o Time to Print Lists— Con­
servatives and C.C.F. Nominate Enumerators and 
Deputy Returning Officers
ranking.
be allowed to interfere with the expanded production of alu­
minum. In carrying out that maxim many difficulties have to 
.be overcome. While it is not expected that the shortage will 
hit hard until next winter, plans to meet it must be made forth
Everyone Should Vote “ YES *’ Local Citizens State
On Monday, April 27th, the peo- Gyro Club; W. H. H. McDougall,
R. G. R U T H E R F O R D ,
President, Kelowna Board of 
. ’Trade. - ,
plebiscite.
We must not only vote “Yes” our­
selves but we must influence others 
to vote “Yes” also. There has never 
been in my opinion a matter of such 
vital importance confronting the
our enemies. those reinforcements if we continue
w ith  Tt i<; now  pvnarted that <?ometimp ahniit Ortnhar thf> of Kelowna with the'people of President of the Rotary Club; H. S. A  “No” vote would meah that we on under the present scheme, with. I t  IS now  expected that sometime about Llctober the^j^^ do not wish to increase pur effort, -we must, therefore, as patriotic
P o w e r  Contro ller w ill issue N E W  R E G U L A T IO N S  govern - emment whether they want it free Legion. T h e y  were asked to con- and is equivalent to a betrayal of Canadians, release the Government
inn-the use o f electric ity for domestic and com mercial consumo- do as it sees fit in the prosecu- fine their replies to 150 or 200 our democratic ideals.^ Of its pledge by voting “Yes” on themg tne use o i electricity lor oomesnc ana commercial consump- To win the war and retain our
tion. Those measures are expected to apply to hot water heat- sire the Government to continue to The following replies had been re- way of life, vote “YES.”
ing and cooking by electricity, radio stations, shop-window £ ‘’S ^ S u r t a T ^ f r eT^^^ " " ^ N e x C i e e k t roundup will
lighting, outdoor electric signs, radio station operations, etc. general election in March, 1940. be carried.
Expectations are that under such regulations Ontario Hydro The issue has been confused by
^ 1 r - 1 i -  i -4 many side issues drawn into the U, l->. JuiNtLa,
can . pick up 100,000 h.p. o f electrical energy, which, wh ile discussion and many people are un- Alderman, City of Kelowna, and
not solv ing its p ow er problem, would go  far-tow ard  easing it. obtain a clear picture of the C.C.F. candidate in the 1940
. . . .  . • , r o . t  r ' Situation. Dominion election.
Together, with the approximate 150,000 h.p. of new power The Courier believes that the - r. i- • 4u
4.. . .4. ■ . . . , • far-fKaaoklao. ...laTkicaila aaa 'af +V.a EVeiW pBrSOn WhO belieVCS in me we snouia VUie any imici way man ----------  .
O ntario w ill g e t  this year, it w ill lik e ly  perm it handling survival of our type of democracy, “YES” is definitely fifth column ac- We will no doubt in the near
year's^peak. As fas as can bcAearned, regulations r , , ; l  ^  „,’ S S 5 fo r r a % .lv "S ,r S  Z
use o f e lectric ity for com mercial and domestic consumption P  - spect to the plebiscite. A ll patriotic and all available man-power, sup-
would apply only to Ontario and Quebec. However, it is poss- minds of'^some, The^Courier this As I understand it, a “Yes” ■wte citizens ed^^We^ must^*^ve^the^raT^(h^^
ible that they might apply in certain specified areas elsewhere Gov^ment full a s s ™
where the pow er supply is tight. W h a tever is done, one fact citizens. all-out war. Canada, has contributed magmfl- want an aii-^out wanenorx.
stands out clearly. The pow er policy w ill  be governed  by the ; iliis  week eight men were asked _ Therefore, if we are to the plebiscite. •
A f iu  t • - 1 4. the question, “How should we vote free to worship as we choose, to en- ‘“ f f r  i i, a/nam ■w kiiz oo r>ariQriianc wa hava hat-needs of the aluminum industry. on the plebiscite--and why?’’ ’The joy freedom of speech and assembly,, thing which^  savors of lack of com-  ^Whita as Canadia^^
men approached were G. A. McKay, etc., we must, vote “YES,” as nothing plete all-out effort Possibly it is ties to f i^ t  and win, in oth p
^  , , . . Mayor of Kelowna; R. G. Ruther- less than an ALL-OUT effort w ill the ptadge that the present Cana- of the Empire,
n8VC received f/\rH T^ rnctHPTif nf thp TCplnwrif
There can be no question as to Canadian people; The future of 
how all citizens of Canada should stake; • we must keep
vote on the forthcoming plebiscite, taith with the British Empire and 
Any suggestion by anyone that the Ganadian forces who are now
Automobile wrecking companies in ford, President of t e Kelo na, win this war.
^__ _______  . . md also sooner or
dian Government gave at the time later on our own shores, I consider
of the last election that has a hrak- that we have in pur midst those
notification from  Steel Controller K ilbourn  th a tW R E C K E D  B ^rd  B^ ing influence on the speeding up of who would sabotage our war e ff^ t
A U T O M O B IL E S  on hand must be sold off within. 90 days. S ^ a  Junior Boa^HfTred^^
D u ring  this tim e wreckers must take from  wrecks on hand any L.^Jones. alderman^and^G^^^^^^  ^ K h ’ ar^ e alLTsrento^^ se fsTn ? tW ^aLy^  wU lYSuirrre^ duty o f  all patriotic citizens of Can-
parts they wish to keep for use or sale. didate in the 1940 Federal election;S. M. Simpson, President of the the complete and final overthrow of inforcements. We cannot send Turn to Page 10, Story 2
H V. CRAIG , Returning Officer for Yale Federal District,• is the busiest man in tlie Interior these days. W ith the 
Dominion plebiscite set for April 27 next, there is not much, 
time to spare for the multifarious duties in connection with put­
ting the voting machinery in running order. A  new voters’ 
list is required for the nation-wide poll and enumerators will he^  
busy listing every adult citizen’s, name in the riding, which ex­
tends from Grand Forks on the east to Princeton on the west 
and north from the border to Mara, Mr. Graig states.
The list ■will be made up of the open at e i^ t  in the morning of 
names secured by one enumerator in Monday, iApfil 27, and the polls will, 
each polling division between April close at eight in the evening. Each 
13-20. Conservative representatives poll w ill be staffed by a deputy re- 
have the privilege of naming one turning officer and a poll, clerk. As 
deputy returning officer and one this is not an election, there will be 
enumerator in each odd-numbered no scrutineers in attendance, 
polling division, and the C.C.F. par- Agitation for central polling, plac- 
ty can appoint workers for the even- es has come to the fore again, with 
numbered divisions. Vernon leading the demand for thC;
Mr. Craig states that the voters move, JVfrTraig adwsed; 'The Re­
list will not be printed, as time is turning Officer that Mrson-
too short. Each polling division w ill A® favored the step, particular- 
use the list made up by each en- ly _as _regards^ K e lo ^ a , Pentict^ • 
umeratbr, and voters w ill cast their Vernon, but th^_ the uUowance 
ballots in their specific divisions, for rental was insufficient to cover 
There are 99 polling divisions in the rent asked by most large halls. 
Yale Riding, and Returning Officer Craig, agrees that central poll- 
Craig has been having a busy time mg places ■would save time and 
securing accommodation for 'the trouble for all concerned, but points 
various polls in each urban and out that his hands are tied. To go 
rural district. ahead without authority would be
mu —a -.aiic la contrary to regulations, and there
voters w ill be advised in the pleb would be paid by Ottawa after .
iscite notices where these.polls are j.
situated^and at which poll they cast ^  There w ill be an advance poll in 
tneir votes4 Penticton for the three days prior
Official government notices giving to April 27, to faciUtate the casting 
all relevant information in regard of ballots by railway men and other 
to the forthcoming plebiscite will travellers.
be posted in every post office in The Returning Officer advises that 
the riding on April 2, Mr. Craig gU ballot papers w ill be printed in 
states, and a rush^printing job had Ottawa and forwarded to each rid- , 
to bp,.done in order to complete the jng for distribution. As all ballots ’ 
notices in time for distribution. are alike, there is no necessity for 
Voting w ill start when the polls local printing.
y
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W hat To D o ?
In Penticton the Board of Trade is now pre­
paring to actively campaign to get the vote out 
in the forthcoming plebiscite. That body has 
taken the stand that, regardless of the opinion dn 
the plebiscite question held by any individual, the 
paramount task is to ensure a large vote being 
polled that the result may he a true reflection of 
the will of the people.
Last week The Courier urged that some 
steps along this line should be taken in Kelowna. 
It was suggested that a committee should be 
formed by the Kelowna Board of Trade and that 
the committee should be representative, having 
representatives from the three political parties, 
the Gyro Club, the Rotary Club, the Canadian 
Legion, the City Council, the Junior Board of 
Trade and other civic and semi-service bodies.
Such a committee would be the spearpoint of 
a campaign designed to have every person on the 
voters’ list cast his ballot in the plebiscite.
The plebiscite bids fair to be one of the most 
important expressions of public opinion ever tak­
en in Canada. On it may depend the whole des­
tiny of this country; it may be the point from 
which Canada may go forward to a future as one 
of the leading nations of the world, or it may be 
the point which will mark the beginning of the 
disintegration of' Canada as a nation stretching 
from sea to sea.
But the issue is confused; the plebiscite is 
resented and the danger is that a very large per­
centage of persons w ill refrain from exercising 
their franchise. The danger in Kelowna is riot 
how people will vote but that they will not vote 
at all. W hat to do about it?
Playing Fair ?
The idea behind the sugar rationing is to 
conserve sugar and each family has been given 
a definite allotment. That quota is for that fam­
ily’s use during the specified period and it is sup­
posed to use that quantity and no more. ^
However, in some instances, some families 
have used their quota and accepted additional 
supplies from families who have not used their 
full allotment. Both the family which gives the 
sugar and the family which receives it are break­
ing the spirit of the rationing regulations.
The idea behind the rationing is to curtail 
the use of sugar. If one family uses only half its 
quota in the specified period, the quota can be 
spread over twice the period and the amount of 
sugar permitted that family for a two-weeks 
period can be saved. It is in this manner in which 
sugar will be saved.
The family which uses its quota in half the 
specified period is honor bound to do without 
sugar for the rest of the^  period. If this family 
accepts gifts of sugar from other families, it is in, 
effect stealing sugar from the rest of the people 
of Cariada, for it is preventing the saving which 
is the purpose of the ratioriing program. It is 
natural for persons who do not use their ration 
to offer a little extra to those who have run put, 
but actually in so doing they are not playing fair 
with the rest of us as.they are encouraging others
to use more than their share. The ration is a gen^ 
erous one and should be quite sufficient for all 
ordinary domestic purposes; if it is used doo 
prodigally, it should be just too bad. The prodigal 
’^ sugar-'users should not stoop to using sugar to 
which they are not entitled.
A  Black Market^ ^^ ^
During the recent Victory Loan campaign 
it was discovered that Fifth Columnists in Can­
ada had been conducting a “black market” on 
Canadian Victory Bonds. It was being done fo r . 
the very definite purpose of discrediting Victory 
Bonds and thus hampering Canadals efforts to 
raise money to finance its war effort. A  discreditr 
ing of Canada’s financial standing resulting in a 
poor subscription to the Victory Loan w ou ld  be 
as valuable as a military victory to the Axis pow­
ers. And so their agents have been actively en­
gaged in persuading a certain class of our citi­
zens that Victory Bonds are not worth the paper 
they are written on.
That they have met with some success es 
shown by the fact that only about one third of 
the coupons of the first Victory Loan have been 
clipped and cashed. While undoubtedly some of 
these coupons have not been clipped through 
purely patriotic motives, Finance Minister Ilsley 
stated about three weeks ago that a great , per­
centage of the'coupons Had not been clipped as 
a result of the activities of Fifth Columnists.
Victory Loan cativaiit-cis last iiioiilh .speedily 
found that their greatest obstacle in selling tiic 
new \''ictory Bonds was the impression left by 
active Fifth Colunmists. These jicoplt: during the 
jjrcvious six months had gotten in some telling 
work. Tliis work was most effective in tliosc 
areas where there is a large foreign-born popu­
lation or where the mass of the people were those 
who had never before purchased a bond and 
knew nothing about bonds. The method of pro­
cedure was simple. The Fifth Columnists took 
every op|)ortunity (5f dropping a word here and 
a sentence there creating an impression that Vic­
tory Bonds were merely a piece of paper and 
worthless as the Government would never re­
deem tliein; that the coupons were of no value 
and should never be clipped. After a sufficient 
doubt bad been sown in the bondholder’s mind, 
the Fifth Columnist, stating that he hated to see 
his friend lose the money he had put in the Vic­
tory Loan, offered to assume the “risk” himself if 
he could purchase the bond at a price only a frac­
tion of its face value, sometimes as low as twenty- 
live per cent.
Such activities were really large scale opera­
tions, with the inevitable result that thousands of 
persons who purchased bonds a year ago refused 
to purchase bonds again this spring as they.were 
quite convinced that they had been “stuck” in 
the first instance. Fifth Columnists not only suc­
ceeded in shaking the faith of thousands of per­
sons in Victory Bonds, hut, incidentally, succeed­
ed in making sizeable fortunes for themselves.
Mr. Ilsley told a group of newspaper men 
three weeks agp that the operations of this black 
market were a serious menace to future Victory 
Loans and that any man who suggested that the 
bonds would never be redeemed was definitely 
working for the Axis as he was seriously hamper­
ing Canada’s war effort. W hile the black market 
flourishes most luxuriously in large industrial 
centres, nevertheless some people in Kelowna it­
self have been heard to remark that Victory 
Bonds would never be redeemed. Such persons, 
unwittingly or not, are functioning as Axis sup­
porters.
Precious Gas and .Rubber
Hon. C. D. Howe’s warning on supplies of 
gasoline and rubber is a complete answer to all 
persons who have been hiriting at a joker in the 
pack. There is no gas to waste and no rubber to 
play Avith. “If I tell you frankly,” said the Minis­
ter, “that we are likely to lose the war unless we 
can get enough oil and enough rubber, you will 
understand how very serious the situation is.” 
This sums it up. Who, realizing this, would wish 
to use either of these priceless war commodities 
unnecessarily?
Eighty per cent of Canada’s supply of pet­
roleum comes from the United States, carried 
chiefly by ocean tankers. The tanker fleet has 
been scattered to meet the demands of the Allied 
Nations, and submarines are playing havoc with 
the vessels on tlieAtlantic coast. There are not 
enough railway tank cars to meet the demand. 
Shortage of steel pr^events the building of more 
cars or of additional pipelines. United States in­
dustrial expansion is requiririg more and more of 
the oil. W e  have Turner Valley producing'ond- 
sixteenth of the country’s needs, and experts say 
this cannot be extended economically. The pre­
sent allowance for motor vehicles has been work­
ed out carefully, keeping in mind all these fac­
tors, but whether motor cars run or not, military 
' needs must have precedence. .
N ow  about rubber, most of which in its raw  
state has fallen to the Japs. Here is the situation 
in a nutshell from the Minister; “When the tires 
you now have are worn out, your motoring is 
over until some considerable time after the war 
ends.” The United Nations require for war pur­
poses seven times as much as is available at pre­
sent, and whatever synthetic product is obtained 
will have to go to the same use. Canada, Britain, 
and the United States have pooled their stocks to 
take care of war needs. Civilian use of rubber 
has been cut 74 per cent in two months, and still 
the war supply is so limited except for essential 
uses. The Minister intimated that it may yet be 
necessary to commandeer tires from private ow­
ners of vehicles.
W ith conditions thus critical, surely no man 
or woman in Canada would be so thoughtless or 
selfish as to waste gasoline or wear out the tires 
on their cars needlessly. Cutting the speed limit 
to 40 miles an .hour is designed to prolong the 
life of the rubber. ; It is essential to take every 
precaution, remembering that when the tires are 
gone there will be no others to buy.
Mr. Howe’s explanation has been clear. No  
doubt can remain in the public mind about the 
urgency of the conservation measures adopted. 
In fact, it>must be apparent that the Minister and 
his staff are doing, their utmost to permit the peo­
ple to enjoy the benefits of motor vehicles. The 
marvel is that they have been able to a;llow so 
much.
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What to Send »  »  » Is British Rationing Fair?
What is sent to Canadian soldiers in Britain is large­
ly  a matter of individual preference. The weight allow­
ance is liberal and there are few restrictions. An officer 
at Canadian Army Headquarters in London suggests 
butter, sugar, marmalade, fruit juice (all in cans); razor 
blades, garters and braces. Another suggests caiwy, 
particularly chocolate. I asked many soldiers what 
would like and got few other suggestions. They seemed 
to be well supplied with cigarettes, though there were 
many complaints about cigarettes going astray. I  im­
agine that it is not so much what is in parcels for sold­
iers that counts, so much as the fact that they are sent 
regularly. They like to know that the people back home 
have not forgotten them.
Parcels for civilians in Britain must be chosen care­
fully. The weight limit is five pounds, including the. 
wrapping and package. There are some restrictions a- 
bout the number of packages which may be sent and the 
contents. I f  the parcel does not comply with restricfaons, 
it will not be delivered. The person to whom it is con­
signed wiU be notified, but the contents wiU be turned 
over to some organization. That is'worse than not send­
ing a parcel at aU. , i  xu —
Civilians in Britain appreciate the parcels sent mem 
even more than the boys in the Armed Service^ uney 
are more in need of the extra food. A  pound of butter 
received from Canada, for instance, doubles toe ration 
for one person for two months. There is a definite ririe 
that no person in Britain may write to ask* that food be 
sent, but you can be sure it wiU be welcomed.
I  asked m any civilians what they would like most, 
i f  parcels, were sent them from Canada. Invariably bu'^ 
ter headed the list. It can be bought in cans. I  heard 
of one old lady who received a two-pound tin of burar 
from Canada. She called the neighbors in to see it. m e  
local paper heard the story and printed it. Two monms 
later, she still had her butter unopened, a treasure be­
yond price. , X
Not more than two pounds of any one substance ^ y  
be sent in a five-pound parcel. Do not send clothing, 
person who receives it w ill be forced to give up c l o ^ g  
cbupons,and possibly have to pay duty as well._ Dont 
send cigarettes to civilians either, since the duty is nign. 
Tea is not so scarce as generally supposed.
Foods generally mentioned, besides butter, were: 
canned meats, particularly ham products, frujt concen­
trates in tins, cheese, peanut butter, vitamin B1 tablets.
I f  you are sending to a lady, put in a few hairpins. 
They are unbelievably scarce in Britam. And it is said 
the younger ladies might like a lip-stick. ■ . _
(Extract from an article by Hugh Temphn, of Fer­
gus, Ont., Canadian weekly newspaper editor, who was 
the guest of the British Government last falL)
This question can be answered without hesitation. I 
do not see how rationing restrictions could be more fair­
ly applied. There are a few  loophqlgs, but these are not 
important. An honest effort is macle to see that every­
one gets equal privileges.
Food allowances of all rationed staple foods are alike 
for rich and poor. No amount of infiuence can get any 
more. The British people are obviously not' starving, 
but I  do not think they really get enough to eat. A t 
least a Canadian feels the sudden change in diet.
Take butter, for instance. No matter where OM eats, 
the allowance is the same, two oimces a week. That^l- 
lows a sUce about the size , and thickness of a q u ^ e r  
for each meal. It w ill not butter half a roU.  ^ On Sunday 
morning I  showed the family the butter allowmce for 
One meal. I used six of them, or two days ration, on 
one slice of hot toast.
It is hard to find anything for breakfast in Britaiin I 
never ate an egg while I  was there, (m e  ration «  
eggs a month per person in the London district.) to 
I saw only one person eating an egg in almost a^onm . 
m ere are no packaged cereals, m ey  came from Canada 
and are too bulky to ship. Oatmeal could be^btained 
occasionally when one could get milk wito it. _ m ^  sugar 
ration is one-third the' new Canadian ration. J Y ied  tpm- 
atoes seemed to be the staple breakfast food last fall,
sometinjes with a slice or two of fat bacon.
Meat is severely rationed. The allowance is limited 
bv the price paid,* one shilling, tuppence, a w ^ k  per 
person. That would mean a roast on Sunday ^ d  shep- 
herd’s pie once or twice on following days. 
two exceptions. Game and offal are not rationed. A t toe 
hotels one ate unrationed meat-r-vemson, rabbitjue, 
grouse, chickeh, guinea fowl—or ^uch toings J r « ^  
sweetbreads and head cheese. EngUsh sauMges are 
amazing things, m ey  look like salvages ^ but tepte _ ^ e  
. nothing on earth. I  tried them twace, the .second time 
to see if they could possibly be as bad as I  thought they 
were the first time, m ere was no improvement.
Bread and vegetables were not rationed. . With _so
many growing their ; own vegetables last ycM, and ^  
a favorable season, there was no scarcity of vegetables. 
I saw oranges for sale once, ^ m e y  were for chil^en 
only. Stores were kept busy but I never saw a queue 
lined up to buy food, although fhere were^hne-i^s. m 
the early mornings where .cigarettes were sold, three to 
a customer. .
(Extract from an article by Hugh Temphn, of Fer­
gus, Ont., Canadian weekly newspaper editor, who was
the guest of the British Government last fall.)
(From the files of the Kelowna Courier)
Face and Fill
In these U-boat days a man’s horse has a
better chance of coming in than his ship.’
A  preacher’s success depends not only on 
his practising what he preaches, but on his pre­
paring what he preaches.
One of the bad things about the Nazi leaders 
is that in order to feather their nests they pluck 
whole nations.
When a, motor car nowadays begins to need 
shoes, it is about time for the driver to use his 
own.
THIRTY Y E .^ S  AGO 
Thursday, March 28, 1912
“At the close of the prayer meeting on Wednesday 
night, the congregation of Knox Church presented Rev. 
A. W. K. and Mrs. Herdman with a cheque for $260, on 
the eve of their departure from the Orchard City.”
“me local squadron of B.C. Horse have received 
their uniforms and w ill drill hereafter as often as poss­
ible in soldier garb, m e  uniform, which consists of a 
dark blue cap with yellow band, red tunic, khaki richng 
breeches and brown leggings, is a very neat one. ,For 
work in the field, the men have also received a khaki
shirt and breeches.” - L■ o' * ■
“A  great improvement has been effecteci in the ferry 
landing by widening the old wharf and building up the 
'approach with gravel. Teams can now turn around on 
the wharf instead of backing on, as before, and the 
work of unloading and loading of scows convoyed by 
the ‘Clovelly’ and similar craft had been greatly facili­
tated. m e  waterfront at this point presented a busy 
appearance last week, with four vessels hauled on shore 
for repairs and the pile-driver hammering piles into the 
bed of the lake, m e  ‘Clovelly’ was also up-ended by 
the steel cable of the driver and some repairs were made 
to the propeller." •  ^  ^  ^ ■*
At a meeting of thed ity  Councii on March 26th, it 
was moved by Aldermen Blackwood and Sutherland, and 
carried:' “.mat the City CouncU is in favor of Pro­
posal to advance local time one hour from the first day 
of April to the 31st day of August, inclusive,^ and re­
commends its adoption by the ,business men and citizens 
generally.” ^  * •
The provincial general election was held on March 
28th. the pubUcation o f m e  Courier being delayed to 
secure some of the returns, which, however, were neces­
sarily very incomplete. A  summary indicated a complete 
shut-out of the Liberals, with a Legislature composed of
40 Conservatives, one Independent Conservative and one
Socialist. In Okanagan Riding, which at that time m-
cluded the whole valley, the following figures ^  at a
few polling places were given:’ Kelowna: Price Elhson, 
Conservative, 9S; George Stirling, Socialist, 37. Olmnagan 
Mission: Ellison. 25; Stirling. 3. Benvoulin: E ^  
Stirling, 3. Rutland: Ellison 15; Stirling, 1. EJbson- Elli­
son, 15; Stirling, 1. Penticton: Ell«on^ 199; Stirling, 63. 
Peachland: ElUson, 95; Stirling, 7. Westbank, Ellison, 28, 
Stirling, 4. ,
TWEN'TY YEARS a g o  
Thursday, March 30, 1922
mrough the generosity of Dr. and Mrs. B. F. Boyce,
the problem of a location for the courts of , the ncvdy 
organized Kelowna Lawn Tennis Club was solved by 
the gift d i the old tennis court site on Harvey Avenue, 
and the proposal to utilize a site to  the Clity Park, wtoch 
would have involved an expenditure of several himdred 
dollars in laying out the courts,^was promptly abandoned.
A t the annual meeting of the members of the Kelow­
na Growers Exchange, on March 25th, a voluntary col­
lection in aid of the building fund of the Kelowna_Boy 
Scouts Association realized the handsome sira of $75,00.
. ♦ *
A t this date there was still a good deal of snow left 
on the East Kelowna benches, and it was disappearing 
very slowly, owing to unduly, cold hights,_fourteen de-. 
grees of .frost being registered on March 27to.
TEN YEARS AGO 
Thursday, March 31, 1932
“The Okariogan-Cariboo'Trair Association has been 
incorporated for the purpose of; developing the Okanogan . 
(Okanagan in B.C.) and Cariboo districts aita the d e ­
motion of tourist travel over highways in British Co­
lumbia and Washington.”
“Continued showery weather, which resembles niuch 
more closely the climate of the Coast toan of the Ok­
anagan, has prevailed during the past two weeks,_ and
surely all the thirsty land, dry-wth the drought 
past two years, should have received a thorough s^tong. 
with the aid of ..an abundant jsnpwfall during the winter.
“ Completion this week of the West Kootenay^ Power 
& Light Company line in the Rutland district w ill pro­
vide homes in that area with electricity at the_ week-end. 
Many have taken advantage of the opportunity to util- 
ize this service, which is giving light and power to th^ 
outlying districts, m e  ‘juice’ was turned on at Benvoulin 
recently.• . ♦, * .♦ - , ■ .
The Scout Hall was jammed to capacity oh Friday 
and Saturday nights, March 25th and 26th, to witness the 
battles between the Kelowna Hornets, Senior B cham­
pions, and the New Westminster Adanacs, Senior A  
champions, for the basketball championship of the pro­
vince, the attendance for the two games totalling about
sixteen hundred. The Hornets had i t '  aU _oyer thpir
opponents so far as speed was concerned and their pa 
handling was equally as good, but they 
through inabiUty to make their free shote nn_ fouls,-wito 
which both games were liberaUy sprinkled, there bemg 
32 the first night—16 for, each team. On , Saturday toere 
were 27 fouls—14 for the Adanacs and 13 for the Hor­
nets. The Adanacs took the first game by a score^ol^
29 and the second by 24-15, a total of 65-44 on the round.
ONE OF THE MEN I SAW in Ottawa WM LieuL- 
Gen. Andrew G. L. McNaughlon, who had just returned 
from u visit to Washington, where he bad long confer­
ences with President Roosevelt. There was considerable 
speculation about why tliis Canadian commander was 
called to Washington to confer with the U.S. President. 
The answer is not so difficult: McNaughtoa probably 
knows better than anyone else just what can and cannot 
be done this year, and McNaughtun Is the embodiment 
of tlie offensive spirit which has swept this continent 
in recent months. This oficnsivc spirit has been develop­
ing rapidly in Washington during recent weeks, m o  
realization seems to have been born fairly recently that 
the only effective defence In modern war is an attack. 
The success which has crowned the Japanese daring In 
Uie Pacific has convinced American people that the Magi- 
not mentality is completely bankrupt, 'rhe demand for 
bold, provocative action has been concentrated on Wash­
ington, and the Roosevelt administration has done little 
to discourage it. . . .
r p m
BU’r  THERE ARE DISTURBING questions lurking 
in Washington’s subconscious mind. Is an offensive poss­
ible? Is Britain prepared properly to seize a bridge­
head on the Continent? How many more American 
troops arc necessary? How strong are the German 
coastal establishments? Are we being foolhardy? Are 
we being premature? Arc we being pushed by Russia? 
Is political pressure 'forcing Churchill to launch an of­
fensive vlrhen he doesn't feel reasonably sure of success? 
. . . How did General McNaugton fit Into the picture? To 
understand how, one must know the General and the 
reputation he has among the Allied high commands. 
First, ho is a brave and bold man. He is an advocate 
of the sharp stunning attack with overwhelming force 
concentrated on a key point. Second, he is a shrewd 
tactician. Third, he is a master of adequate training and 
preparation. Indeed, his whole record is one of careful 
preparation combirsed with offensive courage. By train­
ing and character, he is a man who evaluates a position 
shrewdly. He is the proper blend of learned scientist 
and daring soldier. Moreover, he had just returned from 
England, where for two years his keen mind has been 
applied to a study of the situation. He knows the state 
of Britain’s preparedness for an offensive. He knows as 
much as any allied commander knows of the strength 
of Germany’s militarSf establishments across the Channel, 
to short, his knowledge is complete and up to date; his 
judgment is sound; his daring has been proven. No 
wonder he is the man Mr, Roosevelt would want to see 
when the offensive spirit is soaring in Washington. . . .
r p m
THE PRESIDENT KNEW, for instance, that General 
McNaughton is a modern, enlightened commander; that 
he is not bound by tradition and old ideas; that he has 
nothing of the Colonel Blimp in his makeup. The Pre­
sident knew, too, that the General has been training an 
army corps of Canadians for an offensive thrust. It has 
not been forgotten in Washington-that last September 
McNaughton told the world, “Make no mistake about it; 
the Canadian corps is a dagger pointed at the heart of 
Berlin.” . . . That is the spirit abroad today. Attack! 
Attack! Attack! But plan it carefully enough and skil­
fully enough to give your men an even break on terrain 
and equipment so that the courage that comes with a 
consciousness of the right w ill make the difference be­
tween victory and defeat. McNaughton is that kind of 
a commander. He is a careful planner and he is daring 
because he has faith in his men and in his cause. . . .
r  p m ■ , . '
THERE ARE OTHER common grounds for discussion 
between McNaughton and Washington. The Canadian 
commander knows the problems peculiar to an overseas 
force; problems not encountered by British commanders 
on or near the home front. There are moral and politi­
cal restraints placed on an overseas conunander. Unlike 
the British commander who can show a degree of reck­
lessness in battle because his men are fighting literally 
fpr the sanctity, of their homes, toe overseas commander 
mti'st measure his sacrifice carefully against the vitality 
of public opinion in his own country. His public is far 
distant from the scene of the fighting arid its sense of 
indication is duller than that of the British. He must 
show value, for the price he pays in lives. When the of­
fensive comes, American commanders in Britain will be 
faced with these same problems. The President knew 
he woTuld be C l®  a roimded opinion from Mc­
Naughton. . .  .
■■■■"■ 'r ■ 'p - m ■ :
F INALLY, THE PRESIDENT and General McNaugh-' 
ton share equally an ardent loathing for Hitlerism ^ d  
everything it entails. McNaughton, like Roosevelt, is a 
true democrat. There is nothing coldly professional 
about his military outlook. He wants to beat the Axis 
as quickly as possible so that he and his men can return 
to useful pursuits in a better 'world. He shares 'with 
Roosevelt a deep loathirig for human suffering which 
, comes with war. He also with the President the
courage to face crisis and sacriC® because the cause 
of humari freedom demands it. . . . General McNaughton, 
then, went to Washington at the precise moment that his 
talents, his experience and his character can .be of most 
use to the President in deciding .the plan of action for the 
next ^ix months—the span on which the history of the 
world and the history Of mankirid 'otII turii. He went to 
Washington when the spirit of offensive action was soar­
ing. He must have been able to help the President eval- . 
ulate it, channel it, and direct it calmly and skilfully to­
ward the goal of freedom at last from the threat of i^ is  
slavery.' -, . .
' ■ • ■ r- P ■ *n ;'
ON HIS RETURN TO Ottawa General McNaughton 
said: “ I  am orie of those who believe imshakeabiy that 
an attack on Germany is the prie and only course we 
must follow. The Canadian Copis has been trained and 
organized for that job first and foremost. Our role so 
far has been to maintain the safety of Britain. H ie 
corps throughout its residence in Britain has been an im­
portant part of the island’s defences. At times.it has 
actually been the mobile reserve of the whole scheme 
of defence of Britain against attack.. And there is no 
doubt that there is right today, the gravest danger of an 
attack by Germany this spring. Yet it has not been the 
defence of Britain that has been our chief object in 
mind in the training arid organization of the Canadians.
It has always been that attack upon Germany.” . . .  
r pi .m s'
t h e  GENERAL WAS asked if an attack on ttie 
Pacific Coast would not have the effect of immobilizing 
our : efforts to supply and reinforce this battle trained 
army in Britain. “Certainly it would,” agreed the com­
mander, “but we must iriake up our minds where the 
decisive theatre of war is; we must, resist all temptation 
to spread our efforts over a wide front. It is the basic 
lesson of all war experience from Alexander and Napo­
leon right down to the present day. The temptation to 
dissipate our force has to be resisted at any cost. In war 
somebody is bound to be hurt. It is going to be un­
pleasant for those on whom may fall the painful and
Turn to Page 6, Story 1
' i:
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UKRAINIANS
GIVE DANCE
good local attendance M w ell The 
entii'6 proceeda: were hiusded over 
to the IcKr&l brsxich cl Use Ca-nadiao 
Red Crosa Society.
While Uie Kelowna branch of this
THIS IS WHAT A BAT TIE  AT SEA LOOKS LIKE
Ttm local braiuh of tlie National 
Ukrainian Association to Aid the 
Fattierland held another concert and 
dance on Friday evening, March 
20th, in tlic Oddfellows Hall, In K e­
lowna. 'ITic Vernon branch of the 
Aasociation again sent a good rep­
resentation and there was a very
as»«:iation i* stiU small In numlans, 
they are enthusiastic to do all tliey 
can in Canada's war clTort. Tlie na­
tional spirit of their home-land is 
strung witidn tlicse people. Tlieir 
folk-darjces, sonjjs, customs and 
music form a distinct contribution 
to Uie life of their adopted country.
nil ’’ ' •< »
. 'V ' '  " ' . ‘ ' h  ' 1'
. n i l
i . ' i® '- '? " * -  • ' ■* I ' ,
PLANT A  GARDEN THE YEAR
. . .  SO that extra foods 
may be sent to England.
.  **
GARDEN TOOLS
Big or small— w^e have just 
what you need.
FERTILIZERS -  SPRAYSSEEDS -
Get the best— Use
B U C K E R F IE L D ’S C H IC K  S T A R T E R  
and G R O W IN G  M A S H
See our stock 
of
B H E K W IN -
W nXlAM S
P A IN T S
KELOWNA GROWERS’ EXCHANGE
Phone 229 F E E D  STO R E  Free Delivery
Help Canada by  purchasing the new  Victory Bonds!
— — ^  ^
This Dlcture taken during Dio raid on the Jap-held bases at Wake and Marcus islands, the latter only 990 miles from Tokyo, shows one of 
the raiding U S  'cruisers pulling away from the shell bursts caused by Jap guns. The lono smudge at the right is from a Nipponese patrol boat, 
still under Ore White splashes at left were caused by a salvo from a U.S. cruiser. Arrow points to burning sections of a Jap seaplane.
GIRL GUIDE NOTES Westbank Domestic Water Users.
Co-Op. Holds Annual Meeting1st Kelowna OIrl Guido Company
OKAN. MISSION 
CLOSES RED 
CROSS SEWING
SAFETY
Deposit Boxes
Provide a safe, fireproof depository for 
valuable papers. Their annual rental 
charge is reasonable. They are access­
ible at any time during office hours. 
Keep your Victory Bonds in a Safety 
Deposit Box.
-W e shall be pleased to discuss the matter with you-
OKANAGAN INVESTMENTS CO., LTD.
P H O N E  332P H O N E  98
New Water Tank, Which W ill 
Give Added Pressure for Fire 
Fighting, W ill be Installed—  
Finances in Sound Condition
W ork of Sewing Bees Shut 
Down for Easter Holidays 
After Busy Winter Season
Orders for week:
Next Rally, Monday, April 0, In 
the Scout IlaU, at 7.00 p.m. Orderly 
Patrol: Orioles.
' The gchool examinations affected 
the attendance nt the last Rally, 
leave of absence being granted to
a number on that account. A t in- _ . . „  .
S p ™ y  r  i™To“ n“r b u . ° ' . o ' r  KAM1.00PS .  r / ? ? " . '*  " ' . r  C™S= ?ndS „ ? S  nied alteniTon. We spent I V r t l U L l U U l  O  held their ^ n u a l  meeting on ho Thursday. They had been held
«  annii riortion of the evening on ------  evening of Friday, March 27, in the jjjg Okanagan Mission Communl-
Lst w o r^  and pracUce in signall- o- Established Between B lue Con^unlty Hall. The President, At- ty Hall until the middle of October,
concluding with some folk dan- Established betw een  B lue bert Drought, presided and much then at Mrs. Horn's house until the
River and Albreda business was put through expedit- middle of December and at Mrs.
Trmhteen nassed the Good Car- _____ ‘ously. Most noteworthy w m  the Dunlop's from then until the end
^ ‘Shleen pas u wilk- very sound financial position in March
inion T(?mSlted^the ’^Nature test, KAMLOOPS.—Building of camps which the company stood owing to xhe sessions were under the very
mbuxi cui*it/*v.i.c.v4 ViniicA .Tnnnnp«#» who nrr» crmmr to tho businesslike policy of the capable supcrvision of Mrs. Johns,
JAP CAMPS 
NORTH OF 
OO
S C U T A M
Building Paper
T E S T E D  S U P E R IO R IT Y
Heat and Waterproof 
Flexible and Strong 
W ill Not Crack
Get the B E ST — S C U T A N  A L L -P U R P O S E  B U IL D IN G  P A P E R  at
W m .H A U G  faSON
Established 1892
„  .......  nnd o^ housc Japa ese  a e going t  t e _ , .........  ........... __ ____ _____ ,
further knowledge work on roads in the district com- They have striven to make as there was always a very
T u^dcr the supervision of W. the Domestic Water Users a true good-attendance, a great deal of
of th^ e Guide Law and HeaitnKuics^  Provincial Government En- co-operative concern and have sue- work was accomplished. It was
X XU. ”  X x,.rx>’ rvxi!ffVia la ginccr, is going on apace. Last week, ceeded m lowermg th§ rates consid- chiefly due to Mrs. Johns’ untiring
standing for the past two mont 1 ^ r , Ramsay visited the camps north ®*‘3bly. efforts that the work was such a
as follows: Larks i^etam them lead h . C. Last, the very energetic Sec- success.
with 634 points. The other Patrols Hope- retary-Treasurer, brought forward a The meetings w ill start again in
have done well too. the points being princeton road. for rebuilding the tanks now m ^be Community Hall after Easter
use at the intake. A new tank was g^d w ill continue all through the
Me & Me HAVE 
THE TOOLS
S
vorv close: Canaries. .5R7: Bluebi’-ds. At Red Sands, where the present un/i ovaniiv HouhIpH ----  ----  " j ----xC —   ^- „
HP9: Hummingbirds. 568: Nightin- road ends, some four and a half supervision of
rmies. 567. and Orioles. 555. The miles north of Blue River, a tent ^xu™T Stubbs.
'T,ark,s and the Nightingales have camp has been built to accommodate I f  fl?e nnd' f^n following is a list of the gar-
the best attendance, hut the latter There are no Japanese there a r p  trflla LI made at the meetings: 24wo-
patroi has not oomnleted many test at present, although twenty-ffve are ” ®^ux® nightgowns, 32 children s
during the last two months The expected at any time. A t Thunder
CnnWn ,.111 te te  ,t  her bom. M ,e ,  there are 117 Japanese living T l E l ^  tank ih e
oa Thursdav of this week. m bunk cars sidetracked by the will he 20x20x10 with a can-
We are pleased to have word from Canadian National Railways. These ftfono gallons sib
the Rutland Rangers and Guides men have made a start on the con-
that they would like to come to our struction of a permanent camp. A t the^Rn^^^ wa1
Bally on April 13th and will do their Le„priere the?e are another 130 fSP-J™ ' 
best to arrange to get down, so at
next Monday’s Rally we must make i„aue u man, un ounume a caxup. .penfold Water Rights Engineer
north, at Gosnell, bimk The thanks of tl^  public are due Mr. and Mrs. Campbell and family 
we hope, a lth o u ^ i^ s  a holiday, to spotted recently, and 130 to all three members of the Board, left for the Coast last Sunday. Mr.
p l lk  Irill not meet Albert Drought, Tom Hall and H. Weiss motored them down. Miss
The B ro ^ m  Pack ^ 11  not meet Tuesday or Wednesday. q Last, for their good work in the Evelyn Campbell is staying with
Plant a Victory Garden
knickers, 16 boys’ pyjamas, 22 ba­
bies’ blankets, 12 babies’ kimonas, 
12 babies’ bonnets, 18 children’s 
dresses, 57 boys’ blazers, 7 afghans.
’This does not include all the ser-
H appy .Easter Everyone
EVEREADY
JapT?„ bu„k‘‘S I ,  i d  th”ey” ta h .v e  garment, knUtad by the k„ib
mad a st rt o b ilding - m ,‘“ i  S S  riSc n “ "®
It ’s a
F R IG ID A IR E
and
$10 less than last year.
again until April 14th.
an
You A R K  an ostrich
. -with your head buried deep in the 
sand if you are one of those who have made up their minds not 
to cast their vote in the forthcoming plebiscite.
You are not going to vote because you do not agree with the 
plebiscite; you do not think it was necessary; you want more direct 
and faster action. You resent the attitude of the Dominion Gov­
ernment and you’re damned if you will give it the satisfaction of 
voting at all on its blasted plebiscite.
That’s how you feel.
And you are acting just like an ill-tempered little brat who re­
fuses to take a vanilla ice-cream cone because the store is out of 
chocolate.
Y o u  want action; you want things done. Can’t you see that 
now the only way that you can get things done is to vote “yes” on 
the plebiscite? That by not yoting at all, because things are not 
being done just as Y O U  want them, you are actually voting for 
inaction and a restricted war effort?
^ o u  are not going to vote because you do not like the holding 
of the plebiscite at all. Can’t you see that every “Yes” vote is a 
kick in the pants for dilly-dallying policies as it says you are fed to 
the teeth with shilly-shallying? Can’t you see that when you do 
not vote you are refraining from registering a protest and acquies­
cing in the policy of inaction and restricted war effort? —
Get your head out of the sand and use the brains the good 
Lord supposedly gave you.
Do that and you will vote “YESn
(This advertisement is one of a series of four sponsored by a public-spirited citizen 
who believes it is imperative for every person to vote on the plebiscite).
A  sawmill camp has been rented past year and their foresight in Mr, and Mrs. Weiss for a while,
by the Dominion Government at planning for the future. ' ?  * . , , •
Black’s Spur, and 54 Japanese are , - * • *- Miss Rosie Johns is 'helping in
busy building a 100-m^ pamp. A t The salvage campaign in West- Hall & Co.’s store^ at ^ Reid’s Corners.
Albreda there are another hund- bank has been in full swing during - _  piaranre raiiPht a l7-nound
red. These are living in bunk cars the past week, with school children , ^augni a n  pounu
and have made a start on the con- doing a good job of collecting, and , ' ,  ,
struction of a road camp for 108 all manner Of material has been pilot Officer Fred Waterman,
more Japanese. gathered up., ’ ‘ R.C-AJ’.,'is  stationed in Egypt at
The distance between Red Sands * • • present,
and Albreda is approximately 42 Mr. and Mrs. Jack Garraway re- • • •
miles, and present plans indicate turned on Saturday from Regina, Pte. Jack .Bell, R.C-A.S.C., is now
that some 600 Japanese will be where they had spent the winter. stationed at Red Deer, where he is
working bn this of the road • • • taking an engineering course and
which eventually w ill link Kam- Pte. Wally Stubbs left on Mon- driving a five-ton army truck. 
looDS with Edmonton. day for Vancouver, after spending » ^ v! »  -
■ X i> X two weeks furlough with his wife u®^ ®® been moved
.Crews on Hope-Princeton Route 3^^ fajnily. Pte. Stubbs has recently to Claresholm,^Albei^.
A t the Hope end of the Hope- returned from England, and he gave The annual meeting of the Okan-
Princeton road 98 Japanese are an inter^ting demonstration jyjjggjQj  ^ gQy s^out ^ou p  was
working in a camp which has just army drill to school students on Friday March 27 in the
been completed. The crew which Friday afternoon. school H C S Collett was elected
built it has now moved on to MUe • • • President! M. L. Kuipers on the
15, where another c«»mp is being Mrs. F. L. Whitworth Clarke has committee, and B. T. Haverfleld,
installed, Mr. Ramsay reported some as her guests her father, Mr, Whit-, Secretary.
six inches of fresh snow there on worth; and sister, Mrs. Jukes, and * • • • '
Tuesday. Miss Dorothy Jukes, all of Van- Mrs. McMartin returned from
There is talk that further road couver. Vancouver last week, accompanied
work vdll be imdertaken by Japan- * * * by her son, Donald, who is home on
ese on the Trans-Canada Highway, Recent guests at the home of Mr. a few  days sick leave,
between Sicamous and Three Valley and Mrs. R. Lynn have been Mrs. v .
Lake. There has been no start made' Lynn’s parents, Mr. and MrS; Stev- ^ D- A , ARddlem^, and ^ s .  
on this as yet, but it is suggested ens, who, after spending several N. A ^ ey , Mrs. C. Bailhe, Dick HaU
that 100-man camps w ill be located weeks here, left on Thursday for and Joan Paret entered for the
at Taft, Solsqua and Three Valley, their home near Regina. ^dminton tournament held^ last
The men would be employed in wid- . . . .  ■ G
ening and improving the existing- The Westbank branch of the Red 'Y®.®
BATTERIES
are plentiful at 
Me & Me’s.
■ovlnab 
•ay for H I
ModdM-l
Fit your radio out 
right ! •
S P E C IA L  FO R  
E A S T E R
A  new stock of fancy
CUPS AND 
SAUCERS
A n  ideal Easter Gift.
road.
'X y k \
v a
Cross has completed its third bundle the finals of the mixed doubles. 
oIearmen^.^TaMng toto The Otauiagm BBs'slon Badminton
much S a  b3n  a c e o .S ,H S ^ ”  hS
group and fine work is being done. “  ,  * ,
, Mrs. Kuipers and Miss pease have
Dave Smith, of BeaverdeU, w^s a agreed to take over the Okanagan 
visitor here during the week-end. Mission Cubs; They will hold their
* * • ,  , first meeting after school bn .Friday,
Mrs. Roy Packard, of Langley 
Prairie, left last week for her home, ’ .  .  * .
after spending a month’s holiday at Pte, Alan Painter has finished
the homes of her brothers. Bill and the machinist course which he. has 
Jim Ingram. . been taking at Vancouver and Ham-
^  ' .*, /  • , ilton during the last six months,
Thursday night saw the conclus- he. has been transferred to the 
ion of Pro-Rec classes here for the Engineers,
season. The evening took the foim • * •
of a social, with folk-dancing and pte. Jack Bradley, who has been 
square dances; Music was supplied taking the same course with Pte. 
by Mrs; Paynter, Arthur Johnson Painter, has also finished'his train- 
and Pte. Wally Stubbs. A  special ing.
thank-you is due Miss Nora Perry —  -----— ---——
for all the time and trouble to t
which she has gone to make the past I l . r A i U l M
season- such a success, and a second 
thank-you to Nfrs. Pajmter, who so 
tirelessly supplied music each evr 
ening.
SE E  J. W . H U G H E S ’ C H IC K S IN  Me & M e  
W IN D O W S — A L L  C O LO R S
Phone 324 
Furniture  
and
Crockery Me & Me
Phone 44 
H ardw are  
and
Appliances
M C LE N N A N , M cF E E LY  & PR IO R  (K elow na) Ltd.
Variety Show, Empress Theatre, A p ril 9. Proceeds fo r  Red Cross.
CHOCK-FULL OF NATURAL NOURISHMENT
QUAKEROATS
Q PROTEINS 
O MINERALS 
O VITAMINS
Contains these three important food 
htetors that wiU h e ^  fill out the 
kiddies and crown folks, too, with 
good firm flesn and muscle. Get them 
m  nature’s own proportions in delici.
ous^ nourishing whole-grain Quaker 
-  '  l^dio ■■ ■Oats. 136 out o f 142 a n g  died- 
dans recendy said they preferred hot
SUPPORTS VOTE
• Harold Ewer, of Kelowna, was a Importance of Forthcoming 
visitor in Westbank during the . Plebiscite Stressed by Dele- 
week-end. ^  ^ ^ gates at Vernon Meeting
On Sunday, Mr. and Mrs Claire Last SundSTy 
Elsey and daughter, Joyce, were — —^__ “
visitors at the home of Mrs. R. A. A  Tri-Zone meeting of the Can- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  , . ~
Pritchard. • adian Legion B.E.S.L. was held in resenting 15 branches with a mem-
a serving. . .  give yoiir family the 
nutritional benefits o f  delicious, 
tempdng Quaker Oats daily. - :
, . X r X . ,•, .3 1- Vernon Sunday, March 29 last. For- bership of ,3,500, endorses the reso-
Miss Margaret Lootz, of Enderby, ty-six members from fifteen branch- lutipri submitted by the North Ok- 
spent part of last week at the home es in the north and south Okanagan nnagan Zone dealing with intern- of Mrs. Cecil Keddy, -- ------. . .. . x,_^ _i.,x.. . . . °  . .
Outstanding ab i l i ty  
sends him first across 
th e  f in ish l i n e . .
Outstanding flavour 
makes this Rye a 
winner in its f ie ld . . .
TWO DELIVERIES 
THIS SATURDAY 
BY RETAILERS
were present at the meeting, with ment of persons of Japanese origin, 
T. H. Wilson, of Penticton, as chair- and further, that pending comple-_ 
mail. tion of arrangements for their in-
The meeting went on record as ternment, they be immediately im- 
supporting the forthcoming plebis- mobilized^ by deprivation of all 
cite as a means of showing that the motor vehicles. This, Iptter action 
Canadian people wish the war ef- is regarded as of the utmost im- 
fort converted into total war in portence and great urgency, calling 
every sense. for immediate action.
A  resolution was passed advocat- -
' 16-pz.
$1.70
25-oz.
$2.65'
40-oz.
$4.05
/
Prices Board Makes 
sion for This Saturday
ing the formation of auxiliary de- 
Concesr fence corps and guerilla bands by 
Legion branches in their respective 
districts.
permitted to ’The meeting passed a resolution
BOMBED BRITONS 
RECEIVE (iRANT
RYE
Y6
!nils advertisement is not publisiieJ
or displayed by the Liquor Control 
Board or by  the Government el 
Brttlali Columbia.
Retailers will be .
make two regular deliveries next recommending the rounding up of
Saturday, acePrding to an announce- all wild horses for use by, the mili- _  Wo,.
ment by the Wartime Prices and tary authorities. It was pointed out Kelowna and District War
Trade Board, y  by delegates that these horses Activities Committee on Friday
W. R. Dow/ey, prices and supply would be particularly, useful in granted the Clothing for Bombed
representative for British Columbia, - mountainous-county and could be Britons organizations seventy-five
has received the following from the kept in corrals until needed. ,Jr.no,.a = '..«,;x x»,..»«
services administration at Toronto: Resolutions *of Penticton and dollars a month for the next three
“In view of the fact that Good Summerland were combined in the months.
Friday, April 3, is a public holiday, following resolution drawn up by Permission was also granted the \ ----;-------r?-r . .......—
we are Issuing a permit under our a special committee and passed by Minesweepers organization to hold . Doctor: “There’s nothing wrong
order respecting retail deliveries, the meeting: a raffle to raise funds. A  valuable ^ th  you.. 1 should recommend a
permitting all retailers to make two ’That this meeting of the North article has been given the organize- little surt and air.”  /i .
regular deliveries on Saturday, Ap- and South Okanagan and Kamloops tlon for this purpose and details of Patient: “But doctor, Fm not even
ril 4.” Zones of the Canadian Legion, rep- the raffle will be announced shortly, married.”
C K O V
A C
____t» a I
ft
I s
*
fi
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A ll Iho average girl expect# out
of Joltihig a coire®poi»<ler»ce club I# 
»om«’ £.rt.t clvtu-s male. CITY DWELLERS’ HELP IS BEING
KING’S NEPHEW ENLISTS AS A  PRIVATE A.HP.
EASTER GIFTS SOUGHT
Buy them Saturday
#  C H O C O L A T E S
•  T O IL E T R IE S  
m P E R F U M E S
Every Person W ill be Asked if 
He Can Help Relieve Labor 
Shortage
/ a U persons in the City of Kelow- 
will be asked whether they cun
lE M IC A L  
F O O l
lA'VITAMIN «iid MINERAL
TONIC
“FOR HEALTH’S SAKE"
Have your prescription dispensed 
at the
BROWN PHARMACY
LIMITED
CLOSING
HOURS
for
r e t a il
STORES
devote some of their time to assist 
ranchers harvesting their crops 
this ycar.rrhe Industries eomrnlUeo 
of the KiAowna Hoard of 'Frade are 
now preparing u questionnaire 
which will bo available for all 
householders and others.
It is hoped that there will be a 
largo response to this questionnaire, 
as undoubtedly the labor shortage 
presents a grave problem and the 
ossistonee of every man. woman and 
child in the city will be required 
during the harvest season.
While the city people arc to be 
asked to Indicate whether or not 
they will bo willing to assist in any 
measure in meeting the shortage, 
fruit and vegetable growers arc be­
ing asked to co-operute by filling 
in a form outlining their probable 
requirements. . , *
Forms arc being distributed to 
vegetable growers by the B.C. In­
terior Vegetable Board, and Sec­
retary C. A. Hayden, of the B.C. F. 
G A., has indicated that his organi­
zation will see that each grower in
WHITE CLOTH FOR 
BANDAGES
Legion W .A . Undertaking to 
Collect it— Appeals to AH 
Householders for Help
Tlie Canadian Legion Women’s 
Auxiliary has undertaken to correct 
one unsatisfactory condition which 
has existed in Kelowna’s A-RP. 
preparations up to the present, 
'Fire Red Cross Society Is forward­
ing a very complete outfit of sup­
plies which will adequately meet
Imnnrtant'^thal we^ is u lowTy private in the British army now, having joined his father’s old regiment, the Grenadier Guards, InII is mosi impuiuaill, miAi. __ - r ___ __________  _T ... i -I
Lord Lasccllcs, 19-year-old son of the Princess Royal and Lord Harewood, and nephew to King George,
Commencing A P R IL  1, 
stores will remain open 
until 5.30 p.m. on week 
days and until 9.30 p.m. 
Saturdays—  .
EXCEPT
Butcher stores, which will 
continue to close at 5 p.m. 
week days and 9 p.m. Sat­
urdays imtil June 30.
ceivc the full co-operation of all 
growers in this matter,” a member 
of the committee stated on Wednes­
day. “After all, it Is the growers 
who we are trying to help and sure­
ly they can co-operate to the ex­
tent of giving us the required infor­
mation to the best of their ability. 
If they fall down, how can we hope 
to function successfully?”
that capacity. Guardsman recruit Lord Lascelles is shown taking aim as he learns the rudiments of rifle 
marksmanship.
Japan^s Southern Thrust Based 
O n  Economic Growth In Islands
BIRTHS
METZ—At the Kelowna General 
Hospital, on Friday, March 27, 
1942, to Mr. and Mrs. A. Metz, of 
Winfield, a daughter.
bur of Borneo and Sumatra 
by Wealthy Osaka Head 
S t a r t  of Jap Expansion 
Throughout East Indies
only confusloli in New Guinea As 
Palau is only 500 miles away, we
HOPE SAVINGS 
DRAW WILL 
REACH $1,000
the neCds of the Central Dressing 
Station. Tills outfit Includes sup­
plies such us hot-water bottles, bas­
ins and simple surgical instru­
ments, and is expected to arrive any 
day.
' However, this still leaves Die 
problem of smaller and simpler 
kits to be distributed to the dis­
trict Posts within the city and in 
the surrounding communities. ’The 
Canadian Legion W.A., under the 
leadership of Mrs. T. F. Cruft, has 
volunteered to assist in supplying 
this need. It Is appealing to house­
holders to take old sheets, pillow 
cases and white linen and cotton 
cloth of any description to tjje Can-' 
adian Legion building on Ellis 
Street, where it will be sorted and 
prepared.
Members of the First Aid section 
of the A.R.P. organization, under 
the direction of nurses, w ill make 
up the material Into dressings and 
bandages, which will be sterilized, 
packed and distributed to bo held 
ready for emergencies at the various 
Posts.
Householders are urged to co­
operate in this effort by donating 
white cloth, 'however old, which 
may be used to meet this need.
The Manual Training Department 
of the High School has made a 
gpecimen of the “G. H. Auxiliary 
Stretcher,” which is constructed en­
tirely of wood. Arrangements are
for new
At Economy Prices!
Japan’s expansion southward is
Capitol Cigar Store Fine te S i e e m p S
be willing to turn over to us the Co-operation— $1,435 in Rri-
task of exploiting New Guinea.” zes in Three Months 
Helped By Germany — ----
The Nanyo Kohatsu company had Savings Certificates to the
ture of a sufficient number of these 
simple stretchers to supplement the 
supply of standard stretchers al­
ready on hand.
rrTTr-K-Trn At the Kelowna General along a plan more than a quarter of already, in 1931, purchased every value of $1,43^00 have been distrib- 
SunSv M arc^ 29.  ^ century old. It takes on new sig- property in Dutch New uted during the past three months
^  nificance today. ♦ . . .  Guinea formerlv owned bv the through the medium of the monthlyoriN Tvrr<j A E Tucker mneanee today. f  . . . .  Guinea for erly owned by the - , . .  ^ , ..i.
n? Kelowna a to ^  Tokuschichi phoenix Company of Germany. And raffles being conducted by the ras-
o£ Kelowna, a son. Nomura, wealthy head of a Japan " Tirtttr iirifFi rioT*nrinn’v*c Violn t.hpv Ufll SR16S COnilTlittGG Of thC IOCBI
M O D E R N  5 R O O M
STUCCO BUNGALOW
F IR E P L A C E
„  . now, with Germany’s help, they „  . . . .
™ ..AT if von ‘ s^e firm known as Nomura Gomel .j, ,.^ 3^  Savings organization.
Teacher; Now, Johnny, you Osaka, made a tour of janan’s South Sea fishing expan- This amount w ill be considerably
put your hand in p” ® ®  ^ Borneo and Sumatra. Impressed gjon^is equally enlightenfng ^Ten increased on Monday, April 20th,
pulled out ’75 cents, then Put you resources of the area, be years ago experimental fishing sta- when the fourth draw w ill be held.
Sed^'^out '?5' "^en1 s X f  woI m  ^ught, for the ^ ic e  of amembroid- i S ^ a t e i  "It siveral “We are hoping to reach a thou-
.  ^ ^  ’ ered kimono, a German rubber plan- lacgg ^^e mandated territory of month,’
you have? „ Nation in Borneo. That was shortly Nanyo Investigations proved that W. A. McGill, chairman of the cas-
Johnny: “Somebody else s pants. first fanfare of the first Srs^oreg of c ° ^ it t e e ,  stated  ^this
--------------------- ----------------- :------  World War. A t that time Nomura bonito and tunny, a variety of week. “The scheme is undoubtedly
organized a subsidiary of his com- tuna. More than a hundred Japaniese
pany and called it the Nomura fishing boats of about 200 tons extra push on the part of the
Oversea Investment Department. It each began operating near the Caro- sales people to shove the prize 
grew so rapidly that three years fine Islands and north of New Guin- money this' month over the thous- 
later he founded the Nomura Eart And this was no small business! und dollar mark.
Indies Development Company, with ggeh ship made nine trips a year.
OUR FOOD 
SUPPLY
Written Specially lor C.WJ4-A. 
Newspapers by JOHN ATKINS, 
Farmer-Journalist
No. 12— N o Easy  
W ay
with
This lovely home is situated in an excellent 
location, bordering on creek, close in to 
city centre. Lovely grounds 78x200 feet.
F U L L  P R IC E  ....... . $3,150.00
E. M. CARRUTHERS & SON Ltd.
M O R T G A G E S  - R E A L  E S T A T E IN S U R A N C E
________ _____  The belief is growing, among those
____________ _____ ___---------  -ac-n .inm in a  i  trxo   v i One cjcample Of the enthusiastic who let others do their thinking,
a capital of 5,000,000 guilders (ah- every time with a load valued co-operation being extended by the that most of us could get by with
out 1250,000). general public is the “raffle within v e ^  little _work,_if ^
It has vast rubber plantations_in Nippon also spread her nets to the raffle^
Borneo, and obtains palm oil, coffee include .waters around tiie Philip- Cigar Store. f  -i tiM^to^foster ^ tiiat°belief
and rubber from its Sumatra prop- pines, Hawaii, south to New Gale- . A  ball made o f pressed lead foil
erty. The firm owns four rubber donia, and southwest to Tahiti and is suspended from the ceihng, and m ^ted  ^  a partial remedy for
refineries, including one at Band- the Society Islands—more than ^Some see coming an economic
jermasin, the capital of Dutch Bor- 5,000 miles from Japan. In legaLas svstem that relieves every one of
neo, and seven'sheet rubber factor- vvell as restricted waters, her ships guess on the weight y thinking and eases the
i,»;Arero?lm ately S .lh .r^  tjocu, ,hell. .pjarl ahell, «  b a i l o r
of rubber is treated by this orgam- tunny, bonito, many yari^ies of fish ^rch ase^  P amazing advances of science
zation every year. —and considerable information. jug me atiuai weisni 01 snvantinn haw led figure.
A  more amazing story Nippon- _ The gentlemen from JaP?" also ^  ^ d  tVo doU- minded ecohomiste to con c lu d eX t
ese expansion is to be found in the have interests in New Caledonia, uoiiars, mree uouars i,wo ha. varv cimnle tn nrnduce
recent history of the Marshall, Ma- the important little Free France is- resp^ ive ly  in_ War Snv n ^  reauire with verv little
riana and Caroline Islands. Collec- lands a^u t 700 miles east of Aus- Stemps._^Thi_s ™ n t i o f  nine dollars ^l^that
NEW EASTER
Goats
$10.95 ° $29.50
Look your best at Easter in 
one of these new coats. Our 
selection offers a large var­
iety of new shades and styles.
I
NEW DRESSES FOR 
EASTER
$2.95 “ $6.95
A  grand selection of brand 
new dresses in sheers and 
crepes, and at lower prices.
New Easter
Hats
$ 1 .9 5 ° $3.95
A  complete collection of 
Easter Felt and Straw 
Hats, at saving prices.
‘W H E R E  C ASH  B E A T S  C R E D IT ’
nana lanas aooUL umes caoL ux . ___. . , xu« rttrnT*b- in « -irnw. cVimS-
S t ',? ;  S u ie ’ by ttie Capitol Clear Store, ereat majority o£ us have been too
APPUCATIONS FOR THE POSITION OF
Watei? Bailiff
for
W E S T B A N K  IR R IG A T IO N  D IS T R IC T
Nanyo by the Japanese, Nanyo company, with French directors, on
meaning “South Seas.” New Caledonia. It is called the “So- . -  . ^ __. .noan +« uc
Japanese colonization was at- ciete de I’Oceanie.” This organiza- counter space to this-effort. panada
tempted even before the islands, tion owns three nickel mines. It This guessmg contest^will c^s . the advances of science and 
which nobody at Geneva wanted, commenced operation in 1936, and on April 20th, and the remits J ^ S io n  h a v ^ S  annhed to nro- 
came under Japanesemandate. Im- the production that year was 13,400 annoimced during the Wap_Say_ ^  _______________ _ ^ __ _
The store has given its most prom- busy to consider what this idea may
ean to us.
In Canada and the United States,
medUtely atterw»dr,_ Japmem or- F o p  y e a r s h ^ t a -  {{J ff f S „ / “ Sram on C K O  V  duetjon, Of
The entire ited States have never yet produced
for the irrigation season of 1942, will be received by the 
Secretary of the Trustees, Westbank Irrigation District, 
Westbank, B.C., up and until 8 p.m., A P R IL  13, 1942.
ganized two companies, Nichmimura creased to. 40,000 tons. The Nippon- naada and wants that imnressivelv
Development and Nanyo Industrial, ese also purchased nickel ore from . The^ War Savings raffles are con- n e ^ s a n ^
With these Nlppon,^began [be eulti- smau independent companies and nu^SS^’ls to coSd prSuce somehow enough t o
S ° E . l r ' i S . ’  S 3  a ^
This bit of expansion proved
!lf(Ke^than"*^a^ Thousanti”^ ^^  Tandr'^the '^^Cascade mine at Goro. ^a^gual sales committee of U. S. prosperity one-thir4'of _^ e
themsrfves at the Operations started early in 1939, the Kelowna War Savings Commit- people were ill-housed, ill-clothed 
^otat of sta^ation was  ^ preparing for tee is composed of W. A. McGill, and ill-fed. Canada is little different
nf hvnansion nroved Another Japanese company, the ..take”Vredistributed to the people and distributed enough of every- 
oiightidr rn.,.gLr^ S  “Societe Le Fer,” owns the most of the district through the medium thing for everybody.  ^ President
slightly ro.ugher than anticipatea, ure mine on the is- fv,.. Roosevelt says that at the peak of
Four Acres
FOR SALE
New, four-room bungalow. Land all ready 
for planting. Situated on highway.
FULL PRICE, $1,300
McTAVISH, WHILLIS & GADDES LTD.
R E A L  E S T A T E  —  IN S U R A N C E
%
cue for 
with
war in earnest, and by the end of chairman, V. Coombe and L. Leath- in that regard
wiui a W S g  b ac& u n ?**  th^ year she had exported 83,000. ley. .  ^  ^ . ■ , .
ot WOODLAWN MAN
For particulars apply to ffie Secretary.
Applications to be marked“ Tender for Water Bailiff.’
W E S T B A N K  IR R IG A T IO N  D IST R IC T , * 
Westbank, B.C.
Japan was taking a 
t ru lt 'fo ^ ^  interest in New Caledonia’s vast de-the Rising Sun. This trust l o ^ e a , A “Ramnle”
36-2c
Ui  rtlSi  o ii. xiiib i &L +o/^   ‘‘c nlp*'me south see Developm^V Coto ^ TAKES LIFE 
BY POISONINGt^S*3.S5>ojl”y e r N t o  y e ^  rn 'IS oS m S ?b ^ c J m fjT  “ irnen S ^ e r S  Cheriee de Gaulle
1937, 40400,000. _  ^ ______  nn the Nipponese did two things. J ® ® * ' w h i c h  permit the few to do less
■■ ■ . . . . .  . ----- . W h ile ' Despondent Over for more, it would be wise to take
There is no doubt that a physically 
fit, highly intelligent, well educated 
peop.le, living in an ideal world 
from which any and every raw 
material could be secured at will, 
could, in the course of fifty years, 
produce its needs and most of its 
wants in a work-week of thirty 
hours or less.
Canadians are not such a people.
W IN G  to US concentrating heavily on 
war production and Governnient pri­
orities, which affect our supply of some 
building materials, we find it indeed difficult 
to render thei service we would like to give. 
W e appreciate very much your tolerance 
and understanding of our problems; Be 
assured, however, we will endeavor to serve 
you to the best of our ability.
S. M. SiflUpSOfl, Ltd
Phone 312 Mill Phone 313
r X i ’ t o l l  S  A S i h .  Sud-padflc." whom, ohJeoHyes; are
Family 'Troubles- 
Drinking Heavily
Had Been stock of what has happened to the 
whole people as ,a result of our 
efforts to lihduly shorten the hours 
of labor of some.
calls itself
xenian, Rota ana ca- .^^^^gg j^g^ally control all operations Most Canadians, on the farms, in
ports phosphates, copra, sug '  ponoomeH with the huviiig or sell- Iryed in Woodlawn for the forests, in fishing boats, in smalln n b a oi, ai. . J wi+l-k ■■ iT in<r xl ca 111 \
cotol, 4rled bonito and many other Imi^rtatihn or exportation of P " *
“ '^ h e '“ Vganization of Nanyo. Ko-
ing, i po te , business, in the professions, and in
■rne organizauon ox iNauyo ^  commissions, repFesenta- . enough to buy the goods and ser-
hatsu, whose head tions. brokerage, and in general all held on Monday, showed vices produced by those who work
the homes, work long hours to. earn
n n n u is -  h n p p inqiiiAy. n ia il m iiuj uu u n v
K S 'e a n  S S y !  eem^erdal ofemtiena,. whether .of ahorte? hours. Th,s t r . e short hours of
---------- i oc n^ o ™c lanfi nn the an agricultural, industrial, financial j r^^ ” ^j” S_xiicbti^ sulphate and ha^ the few must be paid for by the
knovm 124062 acres of tend n other nature.” Its directors in- instantly. ’The empty bottle of j g fiours of the many. A ll who
Marshall, Caroline and Manana °  oin ^  names as Tokya Tani- Poison_ was found Jjeside the bed, longer hours would welcome
tends. .C5i,„q,.n and witnesses called at
testified that Thihault
elude such es s o y  i- s xu iiu ^u«iuc work lo ger o rs o l  elco e
guchi, Kerichi Kashima, Shojiro the nation-wide application of the
Other Areas of Expansion Omo. ^ T h i h a u l t  bad been .^ g^gj^  jj^g 44 ^reek, the
T ‘ a imtoi-octo havp alsQ Before everyone fully understood despondent for some days as the re- 4Q j^our week, all of which exist in
Jaj«nese ^^ ®^. ^  _ rpiphps what the Japanese embargo was all _ Canada for some workers. Everyone
spread into _Halmaher^ .S' ,___’ ahput Tannn parripfi awav thousands had left their home would be delighted with the 30 hour
This Easter Enjoy . .
Madame Chiang-Kai-Shek’s
F A V O R IT E  D IN N E R
Bar liecue Tiir key-
Full Course - 65c
G O O D  F R ID A Y  until E A S T E R  M O N D A Y  
Also Chop Suey - Chow Mein
TRY THIS FINE MENU
Mew Mooti Cafe
s re a im-  Hal era, Celebes, .  ^ y- j e.«r vtHpi,cQ fiQ ivirs. xxuoauix n a leii. meir n e 
Seram, Aru, Timor, the Philip^nes, ^ ^ g ?  valuable ohosphate from with their three children a week be-
Dutch New Guinea_ ^ d  .New Cale- fore the tr^ ed y  occurred, eiddence rj,^- 30 hour week would cut the *
donia. It IS also interesting to take pP^.^^. showed, and the deceased had been work-week in half. It would
® stance ^t s hidings m Qcean Island and Makatea. A  Ger- drinking heavily.  ^ . do as much for many other occupa-
Dutch New Guinea and N^ ^  raider shelled the Australian-: ® few weeks ago, Thibault -^ig^ s But it would raise the cost
donia. In 1911 a Japanese, Jutaro t^ p- bad been employed doir-
Hosotani, went into Dutch New if/n W h ^pn rn  ?nd at the Canadian L eg io n ._________________ _________________________
It
-More About-
than a thousand acres of valuabte °®^an Island Tuesday,
lanrt Tr, +hic camp Nanvo Ko- targets for Japanese bombs. Malta- __v
tnnk  ^ it and tea, phosphate island 127 miles fromhatsu Company took it over and of ita
tion to the point of poverty.
wosoiam, «nx cember of 1940, and both Nauru and lue va.ic.uiau i^egiu.. _  ible figure. It would reduce produc-
Guinea and purchased slightly tess^^_“^ Th^ e funeral services were held
on T esday.
added a few hundred acres; in 1937 TaM^^  ^ C. A. STAPLES
RED
CROSS
rather than abate From Page 1, Column 6
Canadians who are unable , to fight 
can supply blood to make ' good , 
some of that shed by our fighting 
men overseas.
“The Red Cross is shipping 40,000 
1 parcels to prisoners-of-war each 
' week and has been asked to increase 
V these shipments to 80,000 per week. 
The cost of supplying prisoners-of-
a few more; in 1941 a few  more. 160,000 tons for 1^0 on Japanese
?5?ThV e?Zge"V n te !^^  b®^ ®"®
tL n  flo  last December that, as Yasuka Mat-tions totalling more than 250 square told ’the Japanese Diet when
miles.
DIES HERE
This is how the Japanese nublic he was Foreign Minister, in Febru- Deceased Man Came to Ke- This IS how me_ japajiese_puDiic “While it is, difficult
would increase 
sufferiri^*No question of health, leisure or dian Red- Cross Society can com. —  . _ _
recreation is involved in the eight mand the rights, privileges and im- v?ar parcels this year alone is more 
hour day, or in the forty-eight hour mimities guaranteed under inter- than $5,000,000.
week that provides a half-holiday national law. . “The Red Cross Society needs
oil Saturday and a day of rest each “No belligerent government may ^ow $9,000,000. With its campaign 
week. T h e  production o f Canada finance the Canadian Red Cross starting on May 11, it w ill pursue
? "
with an average work-week of Society; to do so would be to^  de- intensive canvass in which it
ot 1941: “ ile it Is , iffic lt lowna Thirteen Years A g o  forty-eight hours would not provide stroy the international status of the hopes to reach every Canadian and 
rninpa- T iri 1940 ‘o Conduct political affairs accord- “ and W as Aged 83 adequate national income. Re- society and even wipe out its im-  ^ afford every citizen a patriotic
?ne J f S n 5  lead to  new^aDeS ing to advocated ideals, I believe duced hours of work increase opportunity to give to a noble
the O s a i f  M a ^  ‘Ghbrles Ambrose Staptes died in What It Is Doing, . cause.”
correspondent to Dutch New Guin- that rtspteverf T ew  vears te “It is only through the Canadian ;
ea to see what he could see. His ------------------------—  Friday, March 20, at the advanced ®J®®y Cross Society that any Cana-
name was Shintero Shimasaki. He Hard Water ®ig»^ty-three_ y e a « .^  . _ dian can do anything for a Cana-
wrote four articles for his paper. There are several agents that may staples was born in ^ed eric - A,....au.p or
and the following are excerpts. be used for softening. haird water, and came to Kelowna
G. H. RODGERS DIES
- .George Henry Rodgers passed a-
, r  1- 1- ■ w<= uacu xoi ouxic.iiB. vvc».,v.x. Wi„ -looo TTA 5., cii.. break s down 3nd wc have depress-
Roads seem to have been left Among them are lerhon juice, borax, 'Why not have a national mini-
out of Holland’s colonial scheme for Qj.m^Q3hneal bag. viv,ed by his wife, two sons, Everett, . . . . .  . . .
New Guinea . . . The Dutch claim 
on New Guinea is vague and doubt­
ful, and the question remains wheth­
er the Dutch are entitled to sover­
eignty over this tend . . .  Holland 
has too much land
in .Cranbrook, and Walter, in 
attle, and two daughters, Dorace,
ginning
dian, British, ustralian or New
Zealand prisoner-of-war. _ way at the home of his son, Roy, in
“It is only through the Canadian Kelowna, on Monday, March 30th 
mum work-week of forty-eight Red .Cross Society’s enquiry j  .  • e
“  hours until everyone in Canada eau and its facihties for mtemation- The deceased was born m Sarnia,
. . can eniov if? al investigation that information Ontario, November 1, 1856, and leav-
Lady: . “I want a box of powder, in Carlsborg, Wash., and Phyllis; in c.n . may be obtained as to missing Can- es his son Roy, and two daughters
Kolownx . -■ -W h itw ere  you doing a te r  adian
of the blood donor branch of the New WestminSt^, where one of . his
- „ npii Cross Society’s work that those daughters resides, ■The Dutch have made that goes on with a puff.” Monday, March 23. ance.’' Red Lross oocieiy s woi«.
Fresh Clerk: “You mean the kind The funeral services were con- She: 
and even the that goes off with a bang?” ducted by* Rev. Dr. W. W. MePher- the accident?”
development of Sumatra is just be- _ Lady: “No, clever one; the kind son from Day’s Funeral Parlors on He: “Scraping up an acquaint
' 3 m f ■
t>a
r
H
f
h'
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C assified Advertisements death  report
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - =  UNFOUNDED
Writer Foresees Japanese Blitz 
Soon Against Hawaii and Alaska
twmiy-fivc wot4i, fif»r c «* »»
«h.
a4<U-
tiutuU wc»<l» one ten* «• «
I I  CopT »• »ccomi>«.iit«l by c»«b itt iktcoun*
U iwid witbiu l»u  week* irorn date of 
iMue, • diecouiit ol tw «n ly-fi»« ceuU 
mtH b* in»d«. Tbu» a lw e«ty-6 »» wofd 
adecTtuemcn* Bcc*in(>ani*d by oaM ^or Apjn-tm enta,
FOR RENT
three*FU Kent — ComlorUblc.roomed furnished suite. Borden
!>| i
paid wiibin two watki coatt twenty 
’ eetjta.
Miniinutn cbarKC, Jo centa.
When it ■■ deairtd tliai ivpbca be addteaacd 
to a box at The Courier Oiiicc, an addi
Phono 024*111. 25-Uc
CARD OF THANKS
Parents and Friends of Popu­
lar Local Flier Joyful Over 
News Correction after Death 
of Peter Loyd Reported
Time Factor W ill Force Japan 
to Act This Summer
itoiiai ebarge of'ten  cents ia made.
Kacb initial and group cd not mote Ibaa
Sr€ iigurca counts as one word. 
Advortiseniciits (or (bis column should be 
(a The Courier Ulfice nut later than lour 
o'clock on Wedneaday afternoon.
MRS. Ambrose Staples and familywish to thank everyone for
WANTED
their kindness during their recent 
sad bereavement in the loss of a 
loving husband and father. 3C-lp
WANTED To Buy—Odd lot; 
lumber or cedar shingles.
of
Let
us know what you have to offer. 
Royal Lumber Yards, Calgary, A l­
berta. 34-4c
THE CHURCHES
UrANTED —DnUdlngr U  you decide
V? to build, why don't you aee 
Fred Woetnidowakl, building con­
tractor, for reasonable estimates or 
Phone 7Q2-L1. 3S-tfc
C H R IS T IA N  SC IE N C E  
SO C IE T Y
Corner llcriiard Ave. and Iler^rain St.
HELP WANTED
WANTED—KcUable, elderly, mar­
ried man for country home.
This Society is n branch of The 
Mother Church, The First Church of Patricia Bay 
Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Masu- 
ebusetts. Services: Sunday, 11 aan.;
Sunday School, 0.49 am.; first and 
third Wednesd^s, Testimony Meci- 
(ng, 8 p.m. Reading Room open 
Wednesday afternoon, 3 to 5 pan.
After eight hours during wliich 
he was presumed killed, word 
reached Kelowna Saturday evening 
tiiat Squadron Leader N. K. “Peter” 
Loyd was alive and not seriously 
injured at Tucson, Arizona, follow­
ing a crash of a Royal Air Force 
Beaufort Bomber near there on Fri­
day.
Saturday morning word was re­
ceived in Kelowna from the Cana­
dian Press that Squadron Leader 
Loyd had been killed when the 
bomber crasljcd near Lordsburg, 
New Mexico.
About six o’clock that evening, 
A. K. Loyd, father of the supposed­
ly dead
ED. NOTE.—The following la 
an extract from the foreign 
news letter publlslted by the In­
ternational Statistical Bureau 
in New Yojk. Readers may not 
agree with the statements and 
deductions made, but they are 
certainly worth serious consid­
eration. In answer to the ques­
tion, “Is Jui>ah Going to 'I'urn 
North Again?" the writer states 
that "we believe she very defin­
itely is. And very soon, in fact 
before summer." The article 
continues
WITH THE 
SERVICES
ALICE THOMSON 
STARS IN B.C. 
SWIM MEET
Former Kelowna Star is Potent 
Aid to Victoria’s Victory in 
Provincial Championships of 
Last Saturday
Capt. F. G. DeHart, of Kelowna, 
Is one of a party of 100 officers and 
men from Ilritish Columbia who 
have Just arrived from Great Brit­
ain. Members of the party who 
have been serving with the Cana­
dian Army Overseas have been as­
signed as Instructors in training 
centres throughout the Dominion
Paced by Alice Thomson, Gordon 
Lawrence and Bob Montgomery, all 
of Vrhoi:. scored double triumphs, 
Victoria Y.M.C.A. mermaids and 
mermen won fifteen of the twenty- 
two British Columbia swimming 
championships at stake in the Cry­
stal Garden pool, in Victoria, last 
Saturday night.
ValiChuver Amateur Swimming•.uiiiio vo I**'® dispersing to their homes
rni.o U slmnle Jaoan a few days leave, prior to lak- Club’s representatives annexed six
C iX "c ® a n  do aZ ls 't ‘ng up their new duties. oI the provincial titles.^  v  ,tsknows that she can do almost as slic 
pleases Uiroughout Asia, for a long 
time to come. If only she can deliver
a paralyzing bers of the Canadian party of non- from the Crescent Beach Swimming
States. Right now, the United States commissioned officers who have re- Club, won one title to round out the
turned to Canada from Great Brit-
Sgt. A. Itowc and BtalT-Sgt. K. II. 
Robinson, of Kelowna, were mem-
Aetzcl and Shirley Muir 
tering two victories.
Irene Strong, lone representative
Navy, in spite of what gossJpers may lub, on one title to round out the complete provincial championshipflier, received word from say. Is doing a magnificent Job of ^
that h.s waa au(. ooSvaylng In the Pacmc. Obvlou.ly. apoc.aMnyrualnnal du.loa, McKinnon’,  pro-
teges displayed the greater strength
General choring and gardening. Re­
ferences required. Separate cottage. 
J. Cools, Okanagan Centre. 30-1 c
"y^ANTED— Experienced waitress.
pleasant personality. Clean and 
tidy. Good wages. Apply to Snack 
Bar and Grill, Vernon, B.C. 36-lc
WANTED — Married couple for
ranch. Wife to do cooking for 
live or six, and husband to do chores 
and odd work on farm. Good room 
and board. In first letter state 
wages, nationality and wife’s cook­
ing experience. Box 44, Kelowna 
Courier. 36-lc
WANTED
By middle-aged man
Job on Fruit Farm
Homo environment and milk 
and fruit diet, strictly essen­
tial. Wages until picking time 
immaterial. Widow preferred. 
Apply immediately. Box 45, 
Courier. 36-2p
W ANTED—Water BalUff for irri­gation system at Ellison, B. C,
Term of employment 5 months. Ap­
ply, P.O. Box 458, Vernon, B.C., 
stating experience and qualifica­
tions. 36-lc
Bill Middleton
is back on the
RADIO LICENCES
Wili be at Post Office Saturday, 
April 4, 7-9 p.m.. Also making 
house to house canvass. 36-lp
fcrlng from burns about the hands its life-hno is based on Hawaii. „ „ „  g Weeks has returned aismavca mo arcaicr sircniun
but was otherwise uninjured. Another comldcration motivates England to Canada for special ^vents^^^^^^
When this was reported to the Japan as well. She must bo prepar- ^n Tuesday won n ln ro f the ten tlUM
Canadian Press in Vancouver, it was ed to Invest as much as two years In for two weeks leave.
the first InUmatlon that the original trying to besiege and reduce various , ,  ,  ^  n^nd
story was not correct. On Saturday objecUves south of Singapore which pt©. Tom llandicn has arrived
all American news services and the she is after. She caimot concen- safely In Great Britain according to Tn rnnks
British United Press and the Can- trate on this with any degree of se- ^ cable received on Sunday. Pte. championship. In juvenile ranks,
adian Press in Canada carried the curity so long as her rcar-that is, Handlen is serving with the Royal
story of Squadron Leader Loyd’s her northern front-remains expos- Canadian Ordnance Corps. iYvnn
cd to a counter-offensive blitz from a a a odd triumph out of seven,
our outposts in the Far East—Alaska v ie  Fowler Is leaving for Vernon Swimming for the first time ns a
and the Aleutian Islands. this week to join the Royal Cana- member of the Victoria Y.M.C.A. In
Furthermore, Japan knows that, dian Ordnance Corps. provincial competition, Alice Thom-
after Java falls, and perhaps If she a a a eon, former Kelowna star, annexed
is able quickly to occupy Port Dar- Mrs. Stewart has received an air the honors in the fifty and the 200 
win, in Northern Australia, ns well, mail letter informing her that her yards free stylo events. In the for-
she will be ab le. safely to with- son, Corp,'Alee Stewart, arrived mer, however, the Victoria mermaid
draw considerable striking power safely in Scotland on March 7 last, was forced to race a second time to
from the Southern Pacific front. She , ,  u* * C',. d a take the laurels from Jean Stanton,
w ill not have to be in a hurry down George Mcldrum jr., k .i^ a ., ei- Vancouver. The first time they fin-
therc. Indeed, the only job she will awawa, spent his Jeave In Kelowna, ^ dead heat for first place,
then have to do in a hurry will be squadron Leader W. J. Butler, Powerful Gordon Lawrence, West-
death. It appeared in many papers 
across the country Saturday after­
noon. It was given some promin­
ence at the Coast, where A. K. Loyd 
is well known.
The Canadian Press immediately 
checked back to the Associated 
Press in the United States, from 
whence the story had come.
About nine Saturday night, the 
C.P. reported to Kelowna that on 
Friday the story of the crash had
?orma?Yon°Mial ' " f  S gh t-L ieu t paralyze the R .? r F . , " ”statirne" at * punriviUe: ern Canada’s ace freestyler wo^ ^
KTmpto^hai^'blen o'n'sat- Snta"io;’a c o m p a S  by^  l^s“ Bua^;
WANTED—^Reliable man to suc­ceed H. F. North as Rawleigh 
dealer in Armstrong locality, 2,716 
families. Selling experience unneces­
sary to start. Everything furnished 
except car. Splendid opportunity 
to step into a permanent and profit­
able business where Rawleigh Pro­
ducts have been sold for nearly 30 
years. Good profits for a hustler. 
For particulars write RAWLEIGH’S, 
Dept, W.G. -141-10-C, Winnipeg, 
Mam., Canada. 32-4c
BOARD AND ROOM
CHEERFUL Room and Board inprivate home in quiet district 
pleasant suroundings, two blocks 
from lake. Gentleman preferred. 
References exchanged. Phone 447-R.
36-lc
WANTED 
TO EXCHANGE
Retiring, ill health, would ex­
change 6-room house, value 
$3,200.00, two lots, fruit trees, 
new garage, close to car and 
shopping district in Vancouver, 
for similar house and acreage in 
Kelowna district, close to lake 
and school. Write, giving details, 
to owner, 785 E. 50 Ave., Vancou­
ver, B.C. 35-3c
„rday “  F lrsT 'o l-a lV A / i'n .ea „, Hawaii S o to " S i
There has been a good deal of dis- ^  , ’ ’ jgh line each time by Hugh Reston,
J J w °  ^ cussion in recent weeks concerning l .a .C. Russell Downey, R.C.A.P., rapidly-improving young member of
Mr T ovd recebmd Hawaii’s ability to withstand anoth- returned to Cayuga, Ont., on Satur- the Victoria Y.M.C.A.
sudden attack. How well prepar- ^ spending his furlough in Jack Todd, Macrina Bdothe, Wade
word *o™^the WesternJUr Com- Hawaii is, we don’t know. What Kejowna visiting his mother, Mrs. 
mand that Squadron Leader Loyd is believe, however, is that it had .y. coneland 
now considered “fit.” better be strong enough to with- • • P
Details of the crash are few. It gta^d another attack very soon. H l .A.C. F. S. “Sid” Lane, R.C.A.F., Y.M.C.A. aggregation.
Hansen, Hugh MsGregor, Don 
Smyth and Len Coverdale were toe 
other provincial championship _win-
is known here that the bomber such an attack does develop, it is Calgary, spent his leave in Kelowna. coach Archie McKinnon’s pro-
crashed near Lordsburg, N.M., and jjq^  likely to be just a one-time.
that the crew of three were^ in hos- hTtland-ran shot.’  We must expect Sergt. Wireless A ir Gunner H a ^  am t m   i im  eie m nua  it-a -ru  n t, w  t i o r i.. wuci a  inrlndine two senior events nd one
pital in Tucson. The extent of the the Japanese to follow through on Lawson left last week-end for his ^g^ouver Amateur Swtoi-mot, ie iiTi- __ ____ _________ J onef nftpr cinpndinff a junior. Vancouver Amateur dwiiu
RED CROSS 
DRIVE STARTS 
MAY ELEVENTH
ming Club took tl;ie honors in toe 
other relay confined to junior com­
petitors.
FOR SALE
p O B  Sale or Bent—Good 7-roomed
house, fully modem, redecorated, 
close in. Phone 453-L. Call in eve­
nings at 121 Glenn Ave. _ 34-4c
Rent—17 acres ofFo r  Sale orgood farm land ready for crop­
ping. Good irrigation system. School 
across the road. British subject 
preferred. Apply, A. Hardy, Sr., 322 
Pendozi St., Kelowna.  ^ . 35-3c
Holmwood Re-Opens
Under New Management
Excellent meals, clean, comfort­
able rooms, lounge and screened 
porches, continuous hot water, 
ample bath facilities, and all toe 
little comforts to give oui: guests 
toe feeling that Holmwood is 
really their
Home away from home
Please call to inspect what we 
can offer you at most moderate 
rates, or phone 631. 35-tfc
injuries to the other men is un- jt systematically and intensively. station in the east after spending a
known' as is the cause of the crash. Greatly as we fear a second and furlough in toe city.
It is believed the men were on a. more systematically executed attack 
flight to toe east to new stations, against Hawaii, we fear another 
The word that Squadron Leader thrust still more. The objective of 
Loyd was safe was received in Ke- such a second thrust would be 
lowna with gratification. While Alaska and the Aleutian Islands, 
born at Walhachin, he came to toe want to say flatly that it may
Kelowna district at an early age j^g misleading to plan our opera- 
with his parents and was educated tions on the belief that Japan lacks
here. the wherewithal to sit tight ori, her _ _ j_ _
He was active in sporting circles southern front (after toe fall of _  ,
before leaving here in 1936 to join Java and possibly Port Darwin as Date Has Been Advancea
toe R.A.F. He saw two years of ^vvell) and to attack both Hawaii W ar Activities Committee
active service over Norway and toe and along toe Aleiska-Aleutian front O ffers  Helb
North Sea before being transferred in force. The safest and most real- ^____
to Canada as a Beaufort instructor, istic policy is to assume she has the . , _  j • ~ fiainpi'Kr xioup wxxi paxauc xx* uxc «..,uxxx-
He has; been stationed on the West power and prepare to cope wito it. ^  .p ie Red Criiss drive “ ^  -munity Hall on Easter Monday, at
1ST RUTLAND 
TROOP
“Do a Good Turn Daily”
Orders for toe week ending April
nth:
The Tr o ill r de in the Com
Coast.
BOOK REVIEW
From Japan’s point of view, of 
course, if she is going to attack vancea 
Alaska at all, toe time to do it is
Duty. Patrol: Eagles.
(AU books mentioned in this 
review >are on toe shelves of 
the Kelowna branch of toe Ok­
anagan Union Library.)
‘ ■ . all toe
new novel by Virginia Woolf area has suffered.
schediiled for June has been ad* „ 
vanced in date and’ is now sched- j
uled to commence on May 11th, ac- ,  * •
cording to information received by A t this coming nieeting the ar- 
attxxmnt wmiM qiiicidal the local branch from provincial j-angements regjarding the annual 
vea? from ^ ow ^ iLw tod  S  Kaster week-end cajnp w ill be an-
hY r^ r^nxtent I f  shp nroooses to do be completed by the end of nounced. The camp w ill probably
te - l^ d  w?'m“ v  s l fe C I^ u L ^  to^ ^^  , be April 11th and 12th, but the des-
in tWs war^^ organization plans are now tination is still to  be decided. It is
mmt do it iiJJ^edteteTw white forward under the direction gigg hoped that we can make a start
we ^ s t i l l  t^ tile  to Capt, C. B. Bull, who has been rehearsals for the annual en-
monthT^ f^ neetect tote S  ^^ked by the local branch to assimie tertainment.
months or neglect tnis Key chairmanship of the campaign. ^  Court of Honor is being held at
of the the home o f the Scoutmaster on
1939 Hillman DeLuxe Sedan lor sale. (Dnly 23,000 miles on it. 7 
tires, 2 new. Genuine leather up­
holstery. This car w ill do 35 miles 
to the gallon of gas. In really nice 
condition throughout. Box 151, Pen- 
tictom B-C. 36-lp
Fo b  Sale—Eggs for water glass,large, 25c a dozen; medium^ 22c 
a dozen.' Phone 552-L5. .%-lc
OB Sale—5-roomed house, pantryF
good land.
and bathroom, oh one, acre of
Apply, 62 Martin Ave.
36-2p
Fo b  Sale—Shoe repairing businessestablished since 1911. Machinery
(including Skate Sharpener), tools 
and complete stock of leather and 
findings. Fine opportunity. Apply, 
Box 43, Kelowma Coimier. 36-2c
A&B
A  s,___ _______oLce* unj ___
would have been at any time of so .far these calculations havei On Friday, toe mem^rs  ^ i
definite importance to the literary completely ignored toe fact that to Kelowma and Distnct War Acfa^^ Thimsday evening^ of this ,
world, but this, her last, seems to Japan’s north lies a traditionally ties -------- - *toe Red matters of imoort- 1
M E A T  M A R K E T  
Phone 320 Free Del.
E A T
M O R E
A & B  
MEAT
ed decide several atters 
ance.
unvodVed"re^ntmen^ during the drive and The patrol competition now run-
have a special significance in thaV hostile people—toe Russians. There Cross their indi\hdual support and
it was completed just before her has been an iced r sent ent co-operation ri  _ t  ariy ^  ^ _
recent death. The action in “Be- ciirrent in the United States against agrcc<i to place at the d^posal_ of nmg wiU come to an end with, this
' tween toe Acts” takes place on a Russia because she has meticulously the R ^  Cross such meeting_ A t present _it is a
summer day, and the characters are avoided any entanglement in the committee had compiled durmg its close fight between the Eagles ^ d  
members of an English country Far -Eastern war. Many table steate- previous canvasses. 
family, their guests and toe villa- gists have foreseen the possibility _  “  . . ..r-
gers, who are giving a pageant. The ©f United Stetes bombing attacks , Big game h ^ ter: Go(>d heavens, attendance dowm, tw a  o f this
scene is made manifest through toe ©n Tokyo (the dearest thought in here cpine a lot o f canmbals.  ^ patrol turning up. The other patrols 
thoughts and inner feelings of toe most Americans’ minds) conducted W ife (b rw ely ): TlOw, dear, don t were out in good numbers. 
family. As the day wears on, we see from bases in Russia. The fact that get into a stew, ^Several reermts passed a n im b^
the family at lunch; visitors arrive these bases have not been offered, — —  ---------.■"-7—  --------------
arid are shown over toe ancierit that they are really denied us, has siila. To do otherwise would be to John ^aclwon, otto oenram and.
house; the people gather for the been a matter of some little feeling, leave a dagger free to point at the Nick Husch passed their S i^s, m 1- 
pageant. None of toe (Characters is Of course toe reason why these heart of. their military entorpwse. ute and promise t^ts, and Scout J.
NOTICE
for Health 1
W e carry only the best 
meats available.
T ry  a Roast, Steak or 
Chops today ! ^
Patrol Competition Standing 
Patrol Points
1,171
Seals
Foxes .......
Kangaroos
786
768
554
-More About-
OBNS and Callouses mean mis­
ery. Lloyd’s Thymolated Corn
and Callous Salve means instant re 
lief. 50c at P. B. Willits & Co. Ltd, 
Phone 19, Kelowna, B.C. 36-lc
HOW OREBN^
PEST CONTROL
“DEBPO” Bug Kilter, 85c. Com­
pletely exterminates Bedbugs, Moths, 
Cockroaches, SilverfisK," Ants, Cric­
kets, Lice. Fleas, Ticks.
“DEBAT”  Rat and Molise Killer, 50c. 
Harmless to Humans, Animals, 
Fowl. At Eaton’s, Woodward’s, 
SpenceFs, Leading Drug, Feed, 
Hardware, Grocers or Derpo Pro­
ducts, Toronto.
W S k B M Y
mum
A 20th CENTURY-FOX 
PICTURE
COMING -  EMPRESS
A p r i l  1 5 ,  1 6 ,  1 7 , 1 8
really happy; each is struggling to bases have not been made available The Kamchatka Peninsula, -more- McGarym passed his Second Class 
’ coi>e with some seemingly insoluble, ig the simple fact that neither Russ- over, is W7ithin ea^  flying, range of First Aid 
yet not desperate, problem of life, ia nor the United States presently not only toe outlying islands of toe 
This is by no means a melaftcholy have the strength to defend them. Aleutians, but of Dutch Harbor it- 
novel; it is, instead, a humorous and Russia needs all of her military self. Dutch Harbor is about 1.2CW 
lively study of futility. The whole strengths on the Western Front, and miles fom Petrbpavlovsk; the first 
scene is portrayed as through a heed.s aU toe supplies we can get to stepping stones of the Aleutian 
dreamy haze of summer heat, pb- her for her mairi, theatre of war— group are but 400 to 500 mites dis- 
scuririg for toe time beirig toe harsh the Gerinan front. ’ tarit. In other words, a Japanese
realities of the modem world, which Rut, whether Russia wants to stay attack on Alaska would be. simpli- 
can be heard only as distant echoes out of the Far Eastern war or not, fled once the Russian bases were 
throughout toe book. “ Between the she will be involved in it if  the Jap- taken. .
Acts”, is a novel for the discrimina- anese northern push begins to de- There are other strategic reasons 
ting reader, and those who delight velop. for this expected Japanese move,
in the beautiful prose of an assured. Once the Japanese commence Fyentually, American and Russian 
mature writer w ill find lasting their attack on toe Aleutians anti attacks could be launched against 
pleasure here. Alaska, toey must simultaneously Japan proper from these Siberian
Readers who feel toe need of a consider an attack on the Russiari bases. Moreover, Vladivostok is an 
deeper knowledge of the govern-Siberian bases—at Vladivostok and, important point of entry for war 
ment of our allies to the south will most important of all, at Petro- goods beirig shipped to Russia, and q_prptarv Georee Luridv renorted 
be interested in Gerald Johnsons pavlovsk, on toe Kamchatka Penin- even to China, One of the Axis ob- .. . pq more workers
“Roosevelt, Dictator or Democrat.” _ _ _ _ _ ------■ , ■ ' . ' jectives is toe shutting off of Lease- - wprxers
This is a sympathette yetiunbias^ wealth, the courage and shrewd wit Lend supplies to Russia. It wouW Kelowna !&ard of Trade is mak 
biography of America s third term Cockney people, the attitude serve Axis strategy and needs if —
WILL
PRESS
Turn to Page 5, Story 4
Cleaners’ Sale
Don’t miss these bargains— You’ll need them I
Oxydol, Ivory Snow, Ivory Flakes, 
Chipso, Princess Flakes ...... ...... - , 2 '* L 4 9 c
Don’t miss the excellent M E A T  SL IC E R — Get your 
Procter and Gamble coupons here.
BFIUNG CLOTHES FINS
2 pks.for .......... 25c
BROOMS
andExtra 
quality
It pays to buy a good broom.
7 0 c 9 5 c
POWDERED
2 pks.for .......
AMMONIA
25c
BRASSO, SILVO,
Per tin ............. 25c
CHORE
Each .
BOY, lO c
— Mass Display of Fresh Vegetables bn Saturday-
D A F F O D IL S
We expect lovely, big, fresh 
cut bunches for Saturday sale.
ROBIN HOOD OATS
Non premium
........ 23cpkg.
Efficient
Prompt
Service
GORDON’S
GROCERY
Phones
30&31
RECONDITIONED
Used Gars
The finest selection in the Interior of B.C.
L A T E  M O D E L S
Dodge - Plytnouths - Fords - Chevrolets 
all equipped with excellent tires.
All our cars are backed by a WRITTEN GUARANTEE
B E R N A R D  A V E . H L I 5  _ — 3 p = r - - f = i = |  I  T r )  
D  t  K E L O W N A  . B . C .
WANTED
SECRETARY-TREASURER
for
KELOWNA HOSPITAL SOCIETY
Applications, stating previous experience, age, 
salary required, to be filed by Saturday, April 4, 
with the Secretary, Box 1530, Kelowna.
Men Wanted
$29.51 a W eek to Start
Labourers and Mill hands wanted for Paper Mill at 
Ocean Falls. Applicants must be medically fit. 
W ages 56 cents per hour, plus living bonus of $2.63 
weekly. Steady work all year, 8 hours per day, 6 
days per week. Apply, P A C IF IC  M IL L S  LTD ., 
Employment Office, Foot of Campbell Ave., Van­
couver, B.C-
36-2C
Di n pi uxxxu xcxxxx o a a « a survey with the B.C.F.G.A. and
president, with emphasis on his pro- g£ the English public towards the these bases couW be taken. Since .. „  Board ,co-operating,
foundly Am^ican viewpoints and pj.jj^gg ipj j^g jg gjjjnently Russia must at all cost keep her . . .  .
Th is  spring . let experts cleanyour rugs, downs, blankets, car­
pets and curtains. .Kelowna Steam 
Laundry Limited. Phone 123. 35-tfc
experiences. To reassure those_ who g^yg^gg^g j^  ^ book, arid, if , read at supply route open, she w ilt have to 
fear that some alien form of tocta- jgjggj.g  ^ |.|. -will provide maxiy hours defend herself if such an attack 
torship may develop under the pre- of solid, pleasant entertainment. comes, 
sent leadership, the author has ' . - .______ ■ ■ _______ ^ ^ ^
'HE Plumber Protects the Health
. of the Nation. For good protec­
tion, Phone Scott Plumbing Works, 
164 or 559-L. Plumbing, Heating and 
Shriet Metal work. 36-tfc
IjO U i
(Sonsult your
91- ^  BIBELIN’S M AIL O’?!* APPLE COUNTRY
I b C  ORDER FINISHING FINE FEATUREORDERDEPARTMENT
Any roll of 6 or 8 exposures printed 
and a free enlargement for 25c, and 
return postage 3c.
12 reprints and enlargemerit, 35c. 
M AIL ORDER ONLY 
Reprints, 3c each. P.O. Box 1556
36-tfc
drawn comparisons with other un­
orthodox presidents; such as Lin­
coln,. Jefferson and -Wilson, and with 
other turbulent periods of shock 
and readjustment in American his­
tory. It is to be regretted that more 
emphasis was not placed on the 
President’s international policies, 
but those who believe in toe New 
Deal w ill find it brilliantly defended 
here. Here is a man whose own per­
sonal achievements have been an 
inspiration to people all over toe 
world an<i in whom freedom loving 
peoples have confidence that he w;ill 
face the gigantic task ahead of him 
with courage and determination.
“Victorian House,” by Dorothy 
Hewlett, is a long novel of English
s c o n 's  SCRAP BOOK
“Apple Country” is the title of a 
ten-minute technicolor feature pro­
A  special pre-view showing was life, stretching in time f r ( ^  1826 to 
given at the Empress Theatre on fh® CJreat Eitoitotion
-Wednesday afternoon, and the aud- *ri 1851. It is a chronicle of toe Pratt 
enjoyed familiar scenes of family, a typical Victorian group, 
- - ■ - - ■ ruled over by an autocratic father
l<»
By R.J.SCOn
A  similar survey is projected at Ver­
non with toe Board of Trade taking 
the initiative.
One source of potential labor sur- 
that was mentioned was thevey
OUR local greenhouse, comer of ience . .
Harvey and Richter, can supply apple growing, pipl^ng and packing
you with all varieties of bedding 
plants, geraniuriis and pot plants. 
OUr greenhouse is always open for 
your inspection. Call and see us to­
day for your spring requirements. 
Night and day Phone 88, Richter 
Street Greenhouse,. W. Anderson, 
manager. Bonded member of the 
F.G.D. and agents for Vigor, “The 
all-round plant food.” 36-tfc
in toe Okanagan Valley.
The picture as a whole is excell­
ently conceived arid beautifully 
photographed, and it should have 
great publicity value for the Okan-
■whose word is law to the whole 
clan, with toe exception of one son 
and of Phoebe, his ward. The author 
has taken infinite trouble with the 
background of her story and has
agan when shown: in theatres managed to give it a4nfiy Victorian 
throughout Canada and the United flavor. Besides developing toe 
Qtntoc lous complicated ramifications in
_____  ' • ' lives of the Pratts, she has in­
oil into them every night and sleep eluded a great deal of interesting 
with an old pair of ^oves on so as historical information. Here we gee
For Chapped Hands
If  toe hands chap easily, rub olive
not to soil the bedding. A  week of London in the early nineteenth cen- 
thls treatment should render toe tury—toe appalling slum conditions, 
hands soft and white. the great extremes of poverty and
A nm Po u o e r ,
WAS SAIP 
40 IIA.VE BUEK
>ikE oldest 
Ru m a k
01: WlIpSE filKlR 
WE liAVE . 
ABSoLUfEl./ 
AU'f'KEMi'lC 
REtSORO -  
$-llE DIED 
IM I9>Y At*
A  l K-IIE  O E^ft.
110 Years 
oT
.S ,a?AP/*
squad  ^of 1,000 Merinonites who are 
being assigned to forestry service as 
conscientious objectors. This will 
be followed up.
The Frost and Wind Warning Ser­
vice w ill be renewed this year by 
the Dominion Meteorological Ser­
vice, Mr. H. Connor already having 
arrived from Toronto for toe pur-
SIX PERMITS 
FOR HOMES 
IN MARCH
Monthly Total Almost Nine­
teen Thousand Dolla.rs— Oc­
cidental to Build Fruit Stor­
age Building to Cost $3,500
construction of six homes for local 
residents.
The largest rion-residence permit 
covers toe construction of a storage 
building for Occidental Fruit Co., 
Ltd., valued at $3,500. The largest 
residence permit is for a house for 
Peter Guidr in the amount of $3,000.
Complete details of permits iss­
ued for March, 1942, are as follows:: 
Joseph Schneider, residence, $1,500; 
L. L. Kerry, .garage, $160; Mrs. Geo. 
Davis, residence, $1,785; Messrs. 
Greeri and Stewart, alterations, 
$150; Peter Guidi, residence, $3,000; 
P. F. Adair, residence, $1,500; Alis-
I'lEKtfltRS A. 
&IBER.IAM *fft.lBE— 
LIKED 'LOLLIPOPS* 
MADEaV IROK- 
AS A*T0MiC
Building permits for toe month of. teV‘ Campbeh,‘ 'addition, $l,bb6; Matt 
i^ o rm a ti^  te'interLte^^^^^^ totalled $18,967, according.to chicken house. $40; D. Fleck-
--- - ■■aA tne'ngur(
o ffic e .^
Permiti
Lrj.txt-u^rT.4ij-cx-L errnwf^VQ iVlaTCn lOtcUitxi «pAU,47ui, oCHulv, Cn Clvtsil iiui
S S  S is S ^ w lS  S  invited h .flg.5 es just reieesed b y  the C t y  „  residence ^  James Sabo,
+>. w:,7es in rp<iTv>ct of m .  ..  ^ aaoiuon, $100; Katherine Hulter,
^ t e r s h e ^  has been due to the dy- would be held at Kamloops. Pre- Peter Fuhrmann, garage, $50; J. E. 
namiting of beaver dams by irriga- sident DesBrisay is l i l t in g  ^ te r  Todd, porch addition, $6^ G . D^  Her- 
tion,. officials, W. J. Coe, Winfield, the submission by the B.C.F.G^. _ bert,
doubted if  this was the case, ex-
_____________  __ __  _ alterations, $35; Effie Hoyle,
.........e-.. x.xx= WC.S xxxes __ ‘ PresMent DesBrisay reportcd that residence, $2,570.
^lalntog that the last dynamiting on Ottawa and
in 19™ ^ k n ir b ? c a u s T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  be . P e - W  to e g e r  the
w a f t iV  s™e%f-1S^'a Courthouse. Vaneouv-
Yu g o slav ia  Se t  up
KlONUMEK'i'S AL0M<i
'iHs. ROADS -lo -litEx— 
MEMORY oF RELAtlVES 
LOS-r m PlRS-r 
WORLD WAR.
S = J 'S '“" S  := H ? a = i5 = -S
Commission on this matter since
I& s - .s s s . 's s s . 'v a
It was not known whether a sitting set for British Columbia is March 20 province.
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I»AQ E  SIX
T U B  K M L O W m i C & U m m M THURSDAY. APRIL 2. I1M2
jE a e t e r  S e r v i c e s  a t  t b e
ANGUCAN SERVICES 10.00 a.m., and at 11.00 ajn. Uicre noon and ewuing. will; be Ante-Communion and U»e On Easter Sunday. Mass and 
Story ot the Cross will be told. Ish Communion will take place at 
Special Good Friday services will From noon until three o’clock a eight in the morning, and a special 
be held in St. Michael and A ll An- three-lwur devotional service will children's service of Mass ana 
geu»’ Anglican church In Uio mom- conducted, and tlie regular Even- Communion w ill be held ot  ^W.io 
ing and evening. song and Preparation service will a.m.
A t nine o’clock on Friday morning j,t eight In tiie evening. Easter High U a »» and 8^ c ‘al
Matins and Intercession service will Easter Sunday, Holy Com- music will mark the regular Easier
begin the day. , . murJoa will take place at early Sunday service at 10.30 ajn.
Children’s service will be held at m im ing services starting at seven
•------------------ -----  ’ ■ and elglit o’clock. . „  ,
Regular Easter Matins and Holy 
Communion w ill be given at the
(T b U V e b e S  Not Least of W ar Horrors
For Canadians Overseas
Is British Winter Weather
ONION 
ACREAGE IS 
ABOUT SAME
R
English E «t e r  by M AR G A R E T  B U T C H E R
E A D IN G , E N G L A N D .— Well, here is winter, and no mis­
take, and with the best will in the world 1 just camiot enjoy 
I have never been able to understand folk who
Potatoes May be Up But Tom­
ato Acreage May Be Re­
duced
our winters.
Present Indications point to about 
the same acreage jn onions in this
EVANGEL
TABERNACLE
23S Bertram St
Pa8toi>—P. S. Jones
EASTER MEMORIES 
Resurrection Trutli
Enjoy Services WItli Ua.
36-lc
11.00 a.m. service, and at 7.30 j^ .m.
the Festal Evensong service wil 
held.
be
FIRST UNITED 
CHURCH
Special Good Friday services w ill
p row  lyrical about them : as a small child, I remember, I used area as last year. L. R. Stephens, 
to feel that one ought to enjoy the Christmas card pictures of
re-
wlll
ice and sn o w ; but even then, m y miml thrust aw ay sly visions Wednesday, 
o f chilblains and ch illy  bedrooms. * While the onion acreage
Perhaps, one of these daj^ s, we of fair play. I do not suspect the cat mains about the same, there arc
‘f e c ia l  Easter Sunday servlacs be“ held“ lirt'hc First United Church shall hove really sensible pictures of offering ProtecUon^s a
11 also be held at St. Andrew’s, morning and evening. on our greeting cards. Lovely hot- to gobbling. It Is either a Mse of ^
- ■' • " - the morning the water bottles making a great part tacit understanding, or a little mat- About one nunarea nno
Uie tomato 
reduced, 
and twentyOkanagan Mission. St. Aldan s at yvL eleven in t  i  t  t  ttl  i   t t t it a ui ai ,   uiu  ui- - - - - -  -  planted
Rutland, and St. Mary’s, East Ke- Good Friday morning service will of the composition, and neat little ter of Well, take a ^ance on it rJlurned to
lowna. be held, and at 7.30 p.m. the service couplets about Uie Joys of central if  you like old chnp-but look out ,7i^^^evcd
ROMAN CATHOLIC
-  — . . .  m evening but- mg smaii nouses on u nuiutun-- uvuhs i f  4V,«rr« in re-
e will bo a special and will Instil Just the merest bit of very grand for a female who can t dL^T^^^arilv to
,‘rvlce. The subject Imagination Into those local gents speak above a whisper. And no bl- ^
O n iLaSier bunoayi tu ll.UU Jrernups, muccu, WUCU UU» wax x»xjr ^  no fhA n lrtn ro  m av
U.O topic will be 'T lic  A ..„™ „co !a^ovcr ,.omcb.d, _ » m ^ c ^  S o l ?  5 X ‘£d"al^y iS K c S  n o i
id planting time. If 
lotion, it will be du(
1 anticipated labor si
so now we know About nine hundred acres have nl-
bur llopes,” and at the scr in ll h a h ma e plan "ac te laryngitis’’—which 
vice at 7.30 ther i '” ’ ^
Extensive Holy ,W „b  . serylee. E .s to  ,ehorM^s»vle^^^^ » b j « t  „ , . jo  - “ r ta .T v ;: U.:"■Sf.'Vnd-J.le: J-or on n lel o horta.^.
FIRST BAPTIST 
CHURCH
Easter Services
11.00 a.m.-
7.30 p.m.-
-"Dcath’s Alternative." 
Music by Juniors.
-Presentation by the 
Choir entitled, “The 
Stronger Force." Pro­
gram Includes An­
thems, Quartette, Duet 
and Solos.
with early morning service on Hours. 
Thursday. A  special children’s'ser­
vice w ill take place at four o’clock 
in the afternoon, and at 7.30 p.m. 
there will be Holy Hour service and
WIU.-.A.- W« uiu, Vd»..v we? There was ready been planted In onions in this 
this road should have Us best rooms something very surreptitious In the district. This, }?
-w U h  French wlndows-turncd to way I greeted him at the front door:
north-east. Who also did not the landlady—If she caught anything acreage In the Valley is e
CHURCH
m^mc’^ hurch'’*o/t'he o lD r .  McPherson’s address w ill be, who“  get round a table and decide cycling over the hll
c L c e o S  beginning "The Bravest Word in the Darkest what shall, and shall not, ^  bui t, at least a week; so
Inoculate* Hours." who decreed ithat every house in where we are, don t
F I R S  I  I j A l  l i i j l  tno norm-east, wno aiso am noi me luiiuiuuy u b*u.-uu B..b rpHnofvl Rhnrhlv thisx a i o / a  v n a  *  ^ cupboard to of our husky murmurs—must have pected to be reduc^ shn^iy in sTHURCH ourselves with, and who put thought it extremely odd. I ’m sure, iS rea re^ ^  ^
njjy j-oonti In the comer Now I shall have to r c ^  In some- reaected
•vices at the and in such a position that-short of body to run down to the chemist; The lab ^  ?ropg ‘ Tomatoes and
will be held making a hole in the wall and pro- and here wo come up against more m all mere crops^^ a
Z u  jecting a portion of oneself over the of our dllTlcultles. for things don’t oJlons^ d^  ^ permit a
^ re  the topic garden-it is Impossible to sit or „««,nrlnvR. tain period. Onions do permit
r S e S V s e r t T a n ^  Conics- wm b r-i^^ l^ rA U cn 'o tlvc ,- ' wfth .bo ^^ht-band side OM., Wondor, 
n w ill be held at three o’clock special Easter music. isn t It?
Ea iter Sunday services at the
sermon. , ,
On Good Friday, the first service 
will bo at nine o’clock with Venera-
tion of the Cross, and from noon First Baptist Church 
until three there w ill be Private at 11.00 a.m. and 7.30
Veneration of the Cross. A t the morning rervlce the topic garden-
ion
FIRST UNITED CHURCH
r. lin o .I n 8ot dcllvorod nowadays »| P^od^^
No Alorc Ropiiirs vest may be spread over a consid-
and evening service at 7.30. A t the owning service the choir Mostly Half Frozen j^^ Last^  week^ ^  went wops'^whlch demand definite
Early service at 7.30 a.m. will be w ill be hea^ in an outstanding pro- j  j^alf frozen most of the wrong and It is aulte impossible to attention at a definite time are be­
held on Saturday, with Holy Mass, gram of Easter mi^ic, including thanks to these cunning wags; ^ 4 watches mended in the shops Ing avoided by growers to some ex-
and Ves^rs and Confession after- “The Stronger Force." with anthem. a„d'outside my window there is a |?fey have pu  ^ up notk^^^^ tent, as the grower cannot be sure
_____________________——  auartette, duet and solos. deep valley, white with snow, and effect' "No More Re- Just what his labor situation may be
-------  __ snow on the hills beyond, with the mirR’" In desperation I  have mailed »t. that time. On the other hand,
^ I T N R I ^ F  S F R V I C F  hedges showing smoky tg ^ fr i^ d  who liveg right up growers are turning to those cro]^
O U lM lU d l ! i  0 1 !i1a  V l i/ E i brown. Last night there was another the north of England, where she which do perinlt of a little latitude
fall; and for three days I have thlnlcs she may be able to get a man in harvesting time. A  similar situ-
Great Easter Services
with
IN S P IR IN G  M U S IC ^
“He Is Risen”
E A ST E R — 11.00 a.m. The Assurance of our Hopes.
7.30 p.m. Easter Choral Service. “The
Bravest W ords in the Darkest Hours.”
G O O D  F R ID A Y — 11.00 a.m. Good Friday Morning
Service.
7.30 p.m. The Story of the Crucifix­
ion in Drama.
A  cordial welcome is given to all our services.
T H U R S D A Y
7.30 ajn.—M a^ and Holy Communion, foRowed by Proces­
sion to the Repository.
4.00 pjn.—Children’s Visit to Repository.
7.30 p.m.—Holy Hour and Sermon: “Come to Mer-I w ill
refresh you.”
G O O D  F R ID A Y
9.00 ajn.—Unveiling and Veneration of toe Cross;
Mass of toe Presanctified. '—
12.00 noon to 3 p.m.—Private Veneration of toe Cross.
3.00 p.m.—Children’s Staitions and Instruction, followed
by Confessions.
7.30 pjn.—Way of toe Cross; SermOn, “Consummation Est;’' 
Public Veneraition of toe Cross.
H O L Y  S A T U R D A Y
7.30 a.m—^Blessing of the New Fire, o f toe Paschal Candle, 
and of toe Baptismal Font.
Holy Mass and Vespers.
Confessions, 1 p.rh. until 5 p.m., and 7 until 10.
E A S T E R  S U N D A Y
8.00 a.m.— M^ass and Parish Commimion. Hymns by 
St. Cecelia Choir.
9.15 a.m.—Children’s Mass and Communion. Hymns by 
Mother Seton Choir.
10.30 a.m.—High Mass and Sermon: “ He has Risen, as He Said.” 
“Mass of St. Cecelia” by Senior Choir, directed by 
Sister Anna Madeleine. \
Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament.
H i t G U c a n  C b u r c b
Holy Week ~(~ and Eastor
St. Michael and A ll Angels
G O O D  F R ID A Y - -9.00 a.m. Matins and Intercession.
10.00 a.m. Children’s Service
11.00 a.m. Ante-^Communion and
Story of the Cross.
12 noon to 3 p.m. Three Hours 
Devotion.
8.00 p.m. Evensong and Preparation.
E A S T E R  D A Y — 7 and 8 a.m. Holy Communion.
11 a.m. Matins and-Holy Communion. 
7.30 p.m. Festal Evensong.
St. Andrew’s, Okanagan Mission
E A ST E R  D A Y — 8 a.m. Holy Communion.
St. Aidan’s, Rutland
E A S T E R  D A Y — 9^.30 a.m. Holy Communion,
St. Mary’s, East Kelowna
E A S T E R  D A Y — 11 a.m. Matins and Holy Communion,
Parents are asked to bring the children to morning 
services on Easter Day. -•
4
*n *
V.2? u f i X f d “ ar7lo“K «  r ™  r a i e a r a - i s s r i r w h i r .
S S ‘ ‘ . S o r S , " i - . h a '  ISfc’ S :  b y „ y i r ; r a f . h l a  a..'„ ca„'. Whore I. B u„deralc»d
ground at the City Park. ^ f.® help, I suppose I  sha
\ AX kiiis litau n ------- -- — ’ ,
ground at tho City Park rgii^yy-’roarundir mo: 5 M “l f o T w i r a “  t o ” ctSk m ra n g rto rS a n “ 1ontoSa in ®tho
° w o ™ d 'm y  “ock% o^^^^ Okanagan aa thoy h a ^  alroady 
Baptist Uiurcn, wi ®  n P atmeared. thanks to the cold; so ^g^e picturesque. Stran- made contracts for delivery this
ger things than that will be hap- 3tid at present it would app
Ch r h ll ^ v e  t ^  speda App , T fffe T fflr m o r e ^ " S  rcontra t
IhS look, Uko moro acrambllngs'“ f  ^ S r X i »  S -  fa K  an  t roao t It
doubt, before
you get compiaims irom our 4u__,,«u at tne uoasi xms year.
United Church You g Canadian boys about the weather. This sounds like a moan I  know There are also indications that
er‘^ a t V e ^ 'S ' ‘ whlre^Mill Cre'S^ are attempting a ^uT^tVa qualified one. Maddening asparagus at the Coast ^^y  hot be
er at the Park, where Miu, uree ^umor. They are just gii-these things are. the truly ex- harvested, duq to labor shortage Ifflows into the lake, and take part 
in this inspiring Easter event. thTnklnTwhat I  have thought'fnr “'“rorit T t S a T t e y  ihT. eomei to ^asa. It ia possible thatyears-that It contrives to be a lot „  “ S " 7 r s l  ,n ttie nfaln? Sip- a large percentage o f the Kelowna
COLDSTREAM CUP 
WON BY LOCAL 
RINK AT VERNON
colder oyer here^ teinperatipe or difficulties are ?spara^s may find its way to the
It makes one leei rnai « .aacr, ---- --
of spare time has been seem to be little pros^ct o^f suffi-
cient labor to harvest the crop.
Darroch Rink Successful at 
Bonspiel —  Marshall Rink 
Geto Second and Brings 
Home Bacon
no temperature But there is ' one ^gater than the ordinary ones fresh market, 
grand thing; the days are getting felt bv folk living in really isolated The berry situation at_ the Coast
longer. I  do not set out now with p/aces  ^But it mfkes one feel that « . lso problematicaL as toere
my lamps alight, riding into the sun- qyjte g lot 
rise, and then coming back with the ^ggted in the past, 
last g l e ^  o l  sunreL _ _ How is it, for instance, that 1 j-
X when the hght begins to re- jjQjjif imow how to repair a Wcitch? 
turn that we realize Imw stupefy- j  have a cousin who, in a strictly
uig the blackout has been I sup- amateur capacity, not only knows
pose that; down underneath, there j.epajj. ^ ^gteh or a clock,
is a sense of poping and frustoa- hut can design and actually make
tion all through toe winter. And jatter.
Revival Needed
PRO-REC
NEWSnow, before long, there will be ev­
enings on the Allotment, I hope. It
The r fd a d a g e J S ^ ln g  borne the ! j h l t e T S ° S l t h ^ ^ e ”r m J r e ® J L „ J 'f  
bacon was adhered to literally frigid looking green stuff showing because your craftsman has a con- The Pro-Rec season has come to a
th i fifth a^nSSl B ^ s o to f at through; and, of course, the i^rgola science, L d  we can do with a lot close, much to toe disappointment
the fiito annual uonspiei at vernon, arrantfpm#*!!! which the Gardenme __r_____ r_ *1___________ _ nr j4o momherc: The season has beenon Thnrsrtav Fridav'and Saturday ^ ^ ge rn en t^  which , the Gardenmg conscience in the future, one way of its members. Itoe season has been 
MarTh^^27’ aSdM  ’^ e  rtok S -  With a ternfic amount of and another. We have all been too a very successfid one f r o m ^  in-
by^ “^Bill” D ^ o ^  ^Jit^ Cm’ ®®wmg and hammermg, put up last mass-nrodneed in mind. I  fanev. and structor’s pomt of view. 'The Okana-
Stevenson as third, “Bob” Grant ai v,* _____ _ —o__
hut, with ’^his custoi^ ?P ' are worto^theiTwq^^ Attended the classes throughout toe
March 26, A? and ^  ine k  smp- sa in   rin , t  l t -pr uc  i  i , I  f cy,  tr t r’  int f 
§ t™ L n ® a ? th £ d  “Bob’’^ G r^^  weefc It is intended for the encour- ^ reliant on mass-produced gan Valley Pro-Rec staff wish to
Stevenson as third. ob rant as ggement, later on, of certain logan- everything. The clever, handy folk thank aR of its mOTbers who have
a^beautoid d lyer tr^ h y  d o n a ^  by remarks: “I  dare say the season arid are even now looking
the Coldslream Hotel, Veraon. March gales wiR bring the whole Those two lovely friends of mine, forward to next faR. Physical fit-
A longw ito thetrophy went a?dyer an, i  fg go^- fh ?^ fired  C t o S  ness is the foundaUon every one
was'a V e r ^ n ^ ^ k  s W n S  by H Completely Winter Tamed sharply as self-reUant people. His heavy their task, and it »s h o ^  
S  a Vernon nnk skipped oy ±1. ^ blackbird workshop and his scrap-heap, and that more and more people w>R take
The rink skinned bv A lex Mar- hopping around, completely winter her sewing machine and bit-bag, aR advantage «jf the summer act v i s
s h S  wTh C l S  Homer “  ta ^ fd .d t does not even bother to make them marveRously independ- which^ Pro-Rec wiR sponsor m the
RusseR Stephens as second and Les get out of the way when one walks ent. He has even copied my mac- n ^  -iraiiw T>m-Ree
R ^ d ^  as le k i lo s t  out in the down thfe path to the gate, and It >dnaw; (wito some^cleyer jmpre^ ^^ ^^  -nie Okanagan Valley Pro-Rec
final round of the Buckerfield ev- goes into toe kitchen tor' scraps, ihents) tor himself, and has done team ^ R _ b e  at Copper Mo
ent to a rink skipped by McKay, of right under the nose of the old cat every stitch of it without help from next Saturday night,  ^whq y
P e n K n  ']^ l  s S ^ e r L l d ^ W  I  % d not see it this moriiing. but anybody. The idea that a man wiR put op toeir first ; g y m i^ ^
M d tour Hudson’s Bay bla&ts I  trust that the cat did not go back should be helpless in e f ° t o ^ ^
went to the winners. The local rink on parole. _ per cent of to in ^ is  complete non- HecUev The reason
brought home a hamper of grocer- There has most certamly been a sense, of course. We know that now. Prmceton 5?^,Uedley._ ihe_reare 
- - "  * " Tuce of some kind between them. There is good news of toe Truce, for these di^lays is to raise en
From
ies and a side of bacon each, all o f truce ^
idea of a truce between enemies—in door and heard the cat being told couver
which was donated by Bucker- One is intrigued,^spmehow;_by toe I  have i^lput^my com|ete^i^Vhl°
fields, Ltd., of Vancouver.
A
by Elwood Cross,*Frank Lucas and kind. Animals, at least, obviously consisting.
Jud Ribelin, faRed to connect with possess some sound sense and idea saucer. Can you beat it? 
any of the prizes in spite of the fact
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR
-More About-
R.P.M .
♦  -
APPRECIATES COURIER
From page 2, column 5 v 
tragic burden of such things as 
nuisance raids on our coasts 6r inr their appreciation
Joe Schwab,; Ed Sugars,. August 
Ciancone, Ed Lipinski and Sebas­
tian Schuck. ■
Six blankets were made up of 
the woollen squares that had been 
sent ill by members and friends of 
the -Pro-Rec organization.. This 
makes a total of twenty blankets 
to be shipped to the bombedrout 
areas in the Old Country through 
the efforts of the Pro-Rec in the 
Okanagan VaRey.
The Pro-Rec staff wish to express 
to the Valley
editors, C K  O V  and
hel,^d to make the Pro-Rec season 
a very  successful one
that they got r i ^ t  up to the semi­
finals in several'competitions.
A  Vernon rink skipped by Mc­
Laughlin won the Kelly Douglas 
Trophy along with tour silver trays 
donated by. Pacific- Mills Ltd., and 
another Vernon fink headed by 
.'Dolph Browne came second to win 
four hampers of groceries donated 
, by Kelly Douglas.
.Thie Livingston rink, of Vanepu- ^   ^ . .
ver, took the LipliardtTrophy, with R.C.AJ. No. 2 Wireless. School,
the ICinnard rink, of Vernon, in rec- Calgary, Alta., March 26, 1942. jg^d. gut we must gather our force tViatTnv(»
ond place. McGerrigle, of TraiL To the Editor, Kelowna Courier: for a mortal blow; Anything else is and all organizations^tnat nave
edged out McKay, of Penticton, in Just a short line to let you know foRy” ., . I
the B. C. Box Trophy, along with I  have been receiving The Courier _
whicti went tour fine leather, tra- all toe time since, you started send- >'
veiling bags T h e  McKay rink, of ing it to me. 'There are several oto- Asi to the attack on Britain this
Penticton, came second in this event, er Kelowna boys with me here, and spring, the general reminded the 
and this was the only game which we sure do appreciate the local press conference that, despite the 
this Penticton rink lost during the news, and we- sure look forward German preoccupation with Russia, 
whole bonspiel In view of toe fact to being able to read about all the the enemy stiR has a big force in 
fthat this Penticton fink have very Okanagan'news, especially when Europe which it has been building 
little facilities for practice, their the Japs started to, settle in the , and training ever since the sunimer 
playing was without doubt toe fin- Okanagan. It sure was good to be of 1940 for an attack on Britain, 
est in the spiel. able to get our local paper to keep “ They reaRze," he said, “just as we _________^
It is imderstood that the thirty us posted on just what was going do, that the mortal blow must be Hali on "W^nesday, April 1, at 7.00 
rink entry was the largest for any to happen about toe situation. either them against Britain or Brit- p.ni., in complete uniform, 
spiel yet held in the Okanagan. The "We w ill be stationed here for ain against toem” . . .  YThy they did Orderly Patrol: Eagles, April 1;
ice was in excellent condition and quite a while now, and we have hot attack England after Dunkirk, guffaioes, April 8.
the whole affair was well managed, quite a stiff course to pass. How- he said, was because of the German last week’s Court of Honor
The six sheets of ice were kept busy ever, we are aU studying hafd and habit ol mind to define and coheen- the resignation of Patrol Leader 
from Thursday morning until Sat- we hope to keep up the reputation, trate on the objective. The degtruc- RusseR Crowley was accepted and, 
urday night. As a matter of fact, so many of our Kelowna boys have tion of France was their objective afteh quite a discussion, Joe Sperle
SECOND KELOWNA 
SCOUTS
Orders for the week ending April
3:
The Troop wiU rally at the Scout
the play tor the McCallum Trophy set tor us to shoot at. 
was hot completed until Sunday. ThankfuRy yours.
The entries for this event were lim­
ited to Vernon rinks, and the final 
play resulted in a win for Jas. 
Wright over Harold Phillips, of 
Vernon.
R. 128833 A.C.2 A. H. REED.
i m m
A.R.P. PLANS 
FIRST AH)
TEST TONIGHT
at that time and nothing, no oppor- .^33 appointed to lead the Seal 
tunity, however attractive, could patrol. AR the best wishes of the 
distract them from the total destruc- Troop go to him in his new position, 
tion of the French army. It was a as-we all know that a Patrol Lead- 
sample of that same resistance to er is one of toe mainstays of a good 
disshape or diffuse their forces <pj.oop, and the way in which Joe 
which is now being: shown by our- carries out his duties will either 
selves today in regard to the Can- im,prove or hinder his Patrol, 
adian army . . . : Also last week, an investiture
---- ——---- .:—.— ----- • ceremony was held and Chappie
Handlen became a full fledgedJack Grigsby, of Oklahoma City, --— nt nil 
soon unpicketed his butcher shop Scout. He is no^ on epn„4 Law 
xxr>ian cfv*ilFTncf AkmnlrtVPPc cfaf.innpd timeS. tO live UP tO. tllG S •
Generally Covers With One Coat Casualties W ill be Supplied by 
Workers From V a r i o u s  
Groups W ho W ill Act as 
Stooges for Fellow Members
when striking employees stationed ‘
a man la fronVof Jt^wito a pla^ ^^ ^^ ^
Wally-Yochim s L ' r i U f a ^ o r  
ample of beam, and had her walk was .acc^ted a short time ago by
‘ Tonight, at 7.30, Kelowna’s A.R.P. 
Is Self-Sizing— Suits New Plaster workers wiR piit on a practice work^  __A. TTru;i1«
S i d e  tS r  picketer w it^  the Court of Honor. Good Scouting,
reading:“ Just Married.” ^ S ^ h o u r e s !  Bird houses!; That’s
aR we hear nowadays, and if anyone
Seeds, Bulbs, Trees, Plants, Fertilizers, Insecticides, etc. 
THESE DETENDABLE MERCIIAN'rS W H X HELP YOU
P O T T E D  P L A N T S  
and
C U T  F L O W E R S
Rose Bushes, limited number.
Spring Bedding Plants, 
Wedding and Funeral orders
S. J. W E E K S
Phone 511-11
E V E R Y B O D Y  N E E D S  
T O O L S
. . of some kind or otocr.
This Ume it’s 
GARDEN TOOLS.
Me & Me 
HAVE THEM.
ST E E L E , BR IGGS  
SEED S
Vegetable and Flower 
LAW N GRASS
G O R D O N ’S G R O C ER Y
SEED S of the F IN E S T  
Q U A L IT Y
Flowers and Vegetable 
CROSLAND’S and RENNIE’S
T H E  M eK E N Z IE  CO.,
LTD.
Phone 214 — Master Grocers 
Special Seeds Gladly Ordered
P L A N T  for V IC T O R Y  1 
We have a good supply of 
G A R D E N  T O O L S  
and House Cleaning Supplies.
IN D E P E N D E N T  
H A R D W A R E  Co. Ltd.
B U L K  SEEDS
Field and Garden FertlUzers 
and Sprays—Seed Potatoes— 
Lawn and Garden Seeds— 
Garden Tools.
G R O W E R S ’ S U P P L Y  
Co. Ltd.
L A W N  M O W E R S  
S H A R P E N E D  and 
R E P A IR E D
Expert workmanship. Satis­
faction guaranteed. Our low 
price includes . a thorough 
check-up.
L A D D  G A R A G E  LTD .
S P R IN G  B U LB S  
G L A D IO L I  
Blackmore and Langdon’s 
strain.
TUBEROUS BEGONIAS
T H E  G A R D E N  G A T E
Pendozi St. Phono 198
• A r W ant to Keep it Flying
iiimitmitmiimniiniiitMimiiminnmmiiimimmiM
No matter what con- 
mower Is in, we can 
dition your lawn- 
make it work as 
good as too day you 
bought it.
W E  C A L L  
F O R  A N D  
D E L I V E R
J. R. CAMPBELL
“Your Law n M ow er Specialist”
I in City Limits.
I — and pay one-
I half of the de-
I livery tor out-
I of-town mach-
I ipes. I
‘iiiituiiMtiniiMiiininaMiMiaiiMmMiminiMtiiimmiiS
Eaister Holiday Fares
by G R E Y H O U N D
K E L O W N A  T O :—
K A M L O O P S  $4.90 return
T R A IL    $9.95 return
P E N T IC T O N  $2.15 return
V A N C O U V E R  $12.25 return
. Plus War-Tax
GENERAL RUBLIC—On sale April 1 to 6. Return limit, April 13. 
TEACHERS and STUDENTS—On sale March 20 to' AprR 7. 
Return limit, AprR 21.
SIMILAR LOW FARES TO A LL  POINTS
Phone 52 or write
B.C. GREYHOUND LINES LTD.
PENTICTON, B.C.
35-2C
IS  A  CASEIN  PA INT
Ask Your Dealer About
give valuable experience in accur- doubts us, will they kindly, go, to 
out which. Chief Wmden WhilUs ate reporting of emergencies en- the City Park and see how many 
expects, w ill afford every man ex- countered. they can count?
perience in first aid work. The Fire, Department w ill not be The front of the Scout Hall is at
Workers w ill not use: the public called in on this test, but the qux- last changing its appearance, and 
in this test, but various i^oups yriR iliary fire fighters w ill get a work- we hope by toe time the Easter 
lay the groundwork for testing the out with toe porlable pumps. Whis- holidays are over the jiew front of 
knowledge and efficiency of other ties will take the place of flares, and the HaU w ill be complete, 
groups. Chief Wsufden Whillis states that no Thrift, toe ninth Scout Law, is one
Neither the groups to be caRed resident n er f get excited if he hears of the most important laws for a _________________________ ___________ __
upon to handle the eihergencies a lot Of whistles blowing. Scout, because, if a boy . learns to :— —;------- - : : ■ , . , , ■ ■ ■ . ,, ; ■
nor headquarters know what is in The casualty clearing station will be thrifty while he is still a boy* he Scout is always ready to earn mon- help a lot later on. i *
store tor-them, and, in addition to be in full operation during the test, w ill get the habit of saving, not ey honestly and save it for some ^^® -  - ' ® — *
first aid experience, toe test wiR which should take about an hour. money, but everything else. A  good future need. A  little each year will ture— Be Thrifty.
Do A l l  Necessary Building and RemodelUng 
N O W  W hile Building Materials Are  
A va ilab le ....
■
m
i
I
" l i l l l
1 'll ^
Wise home owners and potential builders are having 
all necessary repairs and building done NOW !
With the shortage of tires, gasoline and trucks, logs 
wiR be hard to get from the hills in toe future.
Don’t put off building or repairing any longer. We' 
wiR gladly help you with plans and estimates.
LUMBER - PLYWOOD - ROOFING - FLOORING 
INSULATION - MOULDINGS - MILLWORK 
SASH and DOORS
Kelowma Saw^Mill
Co., Ltd.
Phone 221
Kelowna’s Oldest Established Lumber Company
^  Kelowna, B.C.
' f ' ! ’
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“So your wodd«d life wa* very 
utsli»ppy? Wli8t was Uie trouble— 
DeceMibc-r inarried to MayT"
"Lari’ sake, no, mum. It -was Labor 
Day wedded to de Day of R « t . “
BOYSCOUT 
COLUMN
let K «I«w m i Traav'
British
Columbia
Security
Commission
ORDER No. 1
WHEREAS under and by 
virtue of the powers conferr­
ed on the British Columbia 
Security Coriunlssion by ord­
ers of the Governor-in-Coun- 
cil, P.C. lOeS and P.C. IGOO, 
both dated the 4th day of 
March, 1942;
AND WHEREAS it Is deem­
ed expedient for the security 
and defence of Canada for the 
Commission to make certain 
orders regarding the conduct, 
activities and discipline of 
persons of the Japanese race;
NOW, THEREFORE, pursu­
ant to the authority conferred 
on the Commission, it is or­
dered as follows:
I For the purpose of this • order, and any subsequent 
orders of the Conunisslon, 
unless the context other­
wise requires:—
(a) “Persons of the Japanese 
race’’ means, as well as 
any person wholly of the 
Japanese race, a person 
not wholly of the Japan­
ese race If his father or 
mother Is of the Japanese 
race and If the Commis­
sioner of the Royal Can­
adian Mounted Police by 
notice in writing requires 
him to register pursuant 
to Order-ln-Coxmcil P.C. 
9760 of December 16, 1941. 
(b) “Protected area” shall 
mean any protected area 
within British Columbia, 
as defined in the “Defence 
of Canada Regulations. 
(Consolidation) 1941,” or 
any regulations passed 
thereunder, and shall also 
include any areas farther 
restricted by any order 
Issued or to be issued by 
the British Columbia Se­
curity. Commission, refer­
red to in imeh orders as 
“restricted” areas.
 ^ No licence or permit for 
i*  fishing or angling In eith| r^ 
coastal or inload waters 
of Canada shall be issued 
to any person of the Jap­
anese race either within 
or without any protected 
area, and all Ucences or 
pen^ts issued to such 
persons shall be cancelled.
( No game licence or permit • for hunting or trapping 
within Canada shall be is­
sued to any person of the 
Japanese race either with­
in or without any protect­
ed area, and iall licences 
or permits issued to such 
persons shall be cancelled.’
DATED at Vancouver, Brit­
ish Columbia, this 20th day of 
March, 1942.
‘AUSTID^ C. T A Y L O R ’
C hairm an
BRITIS& COLUMBIA 
SECUBinr COMMISSION
Troop rtnrtl 
S «if Last!
IRRIGATION 
MEETING AT 
PEACHLAND
FOR ENGLAND ST. MARY’S GUILD 
HAS SOCIAL IN 
COMMUNITY HALL
Orders for week commencing Move to Raise Levy Opposed
■' J
at Meeting— Ottawa Grants 
Permit for Electric Light 
Plant Improvements
The annual meeting of the Peach-
Frlday, April 3, 1942:
Duties: Orderly Patrol for week.
Eagles; next for duty. Otters.
Rallies: Tliere will be no ralJles 
of the Troop during this week and.
Instead of having an Easter bike 
toT the 'whole Troop, each I^atrol land Irrigation District, held Priday 
Leader is asked to take his Patrol evening. March 27, was the occasion 
on an all-day patrol hike. Further for discussion on the possibility of 
Instructions in this respect are being raising the rates by $1.50 per acre 
given out at the Rally on the 31st in order that more work could be 
Instant, On Thursday of the current done on tiie system. 'Ihe suggestion 
week, April 2. the Scouts assigned was made by Water Trustee W. D. 
for duty at Mr. Hammond’s house * Sanderson, who pointed out that 
and the Central Casualty Clearing tlicy were unable to pay $216 on the 
Station (old High School building) road to the headwaters last year 
will have to report for duty at and had u lumber bill of $340. He was 
7.30 p m supjxjrted by the Chairman, C. C.
w<» nro vnrv much obliiTcd to Hclghwuy, und the Secretary, J. 
Scoutmaster Yochim, of the 2nd Kc- Cameron, who stated that a few ex-
iu r n a lT y 'T t t e  S e T o u ld  puTJor V «  c " r a  toU.,
nt'ccnt tests passed have been the Vj.’js i ’’ Trustee’’ c  *F ^Bradley
Second Class Points of Compass, by ^d.Rtion
Scouts L. Horner and Stewart Wed- considered that
dell, and Second Class Kim’s Game, n m?iohby Scout R. Henderson, all on the year, os th^ oy were In a rnuch better 
i 7tVi incfnnt nnd ^Gconri Plnsa Slc- posiUon thQD last ycdT and no re 
ia m n r  by ’scout Gordo^^^^^  ^ newals were required, while last
the same date. The Easter holidays ^oTlon‘' " H r i ‘"mcK^v
taking^^the ^ sl^o^d ClaS Flrclii Ruffle that the additional levy
ine and C o S e  tests should be made was opposed by H.ing and Cook ng tests. Sutherland, who felt that the rates
- The new 1942 Scout catalogues gjjould be reduced Instead of being
have arrived, and any Scout in the raised. J. H. Wilson felt that the
Eabt Kelowna Church Guild 
Holds Successful Entertain­
ment Last Friday Evening
^ *v -
'Hie Guild of St. Mary’s, East Ke­
lowna, clc-ared alxjut ten dollars 
when Uicy put on a social evening 
in the Community Hull on Friday 
niglit. Music and games were en­
joyed by a large crowd. Art Ward's 
moving pictures of various piiases of 
orcharding proved most Interesting. 
A  quiz battle of the sexes, conducted 
by Col. Moodle, was won by four 
local ladies. Those taking part in 
the program were; Piano solo. Miss 
Joan McKenzie; song. Mrs. Phipps; 
guitar, the Holitski sisters; song, 
M/. Budge; banjo and violin duet, 
Vic Smailes and Charlie Wilson.
*  .h
3^
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Powell, who 
had spent the winter months at 
Vancouver, have returned to their 
home on the Bench.
Mrs. John Sutton and baby daugh­
ter have returned to their home in 
the district, after spending the win­
ter at the Coast. Mr. and Mrs. Cur­
tice, father and mother of Mrs. 
Sutton, and Mrs. Fox, her sister, 
will reside with them.
• .vviv
V—  ^ ——— i s "  raisca. j . rt. wiisun itjii. uiut 
Troop may have one for the asking, j should be made and the mon-
We notice that the price of*he uni- gy yj. jujo more storage space, H. 
form has taken a iumo. and, as fiiot n x-mo r-hp.nn-
A  fresh batch of 7.2 Howitzer shells is mode ready for shipment 
in one of the numerous Canadian plants now making ammunition 
of all kinds.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Thorlakson, who 
had been staying with Mrs. Allan 
this winter, have returned to their 
home near Vernon.
f r   t   j p, .  jbbotson also felt that it was c eap- 
they may take a further jump or be gj. store more water than to put 
difficult to get at all before the war j^gj.g j^oney in flumes. Water Bailiff 
is over, it would be advisable to Vancouver Higbies Down Reds In
rf/aiS; ££ w?r'r'lhirvo‘ar; .Theip-v» Hard Two-Game Series for B.C.
Intermediate B Championship
more m  i  fl . t r iliff 
u ci, ih u — uv-.-— .V- — Q Birkelund stated that it would 
have the necessary requirements in j^ g impossible to get men to do 
this resnect filled right away. We _____*Vxi- „on,-
George Olson, who Is employed 
by Boeing Aircraft, Vancouver, 
spent a few days at his home here 
in order to attend the wedding of his 
sister, Marie, to Clayton Stewart, 
of Trail.
nonc6 in Lilt- {jFijoo iiifctw av lo cjiLw 
gether likely that no more Scout
uniforms will be manufactured in 
the Mother Country while the war 
lasts.
The motion was lost on a tie vote. 
The Trustees’ indemnity was set 
at the same figure as last year. 
Chairman C. C. Heighway stated 
that he was retiring from the Board, 
and W, Hawksley was elected to 
replace him by acclamation.
The balance sheet of the District
“Do you suggest he is a thief?” 
asked the counsel.
“ I couldn’t say he’s a thief, suh,” -ia n r r m u n i 
replied the witness. “But if I was showed a surplus of $153.73. Expend- 
a chicken, I ’d sure roost high!” itures for the year were: Adminis-
_____________________________________ tration, $754.75; operating, $539.15;
” maintenance, $665.79; headwaters, 
$429.80; interest on government 
loan, $294.81; depreciation, $1,750.09. 
Receipts for the year amounted to 
$5,211.84 and disbursements $5,211.39, 
leaving a cash balance of 45 cents.
Smoother and Heavier Vancouver Aggregation is 
Given Real Battle in Basketball Finals by Fight­
ing Bunch of Kids W ho Never Gave U p  as Long  
as They Could Stand on Their Feet— Thomson 
and Lynn Coast Stars— Conway and Brown Pace 
Kelowna Reds
Miss Fenella Paterson, who ’has 
been attending York House School, 
Vancouver, returned on Saturday to 
spend the Easter holidays with her 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Pater­
son. • B D
Mr. and Mrs. Vic. Gregory, of 
Trail, have been spending a few 
days in the district.
The East Kelowna Hall Board 
have decided to put on a dance in 
the hall on Easter, Monday. Very 
few dances have been held this year.
T U E S D A Y S  and 
T H U R S D A Y S
.OOa.m.
A  special meeting of the Munici­
pal Council was held on Wednesday 
evening, March 25, to discuss the_ let­
ter received from the Priorities 
Commission authorizing the $6,000 
improvements to the electric light 
plant, but refusing to allow the 
building of the new line from the 
plant to town, in order to shorten 
the distance. A  new by-law was 
authorized to be drawn up for the 
$6,000, and, as a time limit of Jime 
15 had been set for the work, it 
was decided to send Reeve B. F. 
Gummow and Municipal Clerk C. C. 
Inglis to Victoria, to get the approv­
al of the Inspector of Municipalities 
for the new by-law. As soon as the 
by-law is approved at Victoria, it 
w ill be submitted to-the people for 
their approval.
Af t e r  playing inspired basketball that cut a 21 point first quarter deficit to seven points at half time, Kelowna Reds' 
cracked wide open in the final quarter of Friday’s basketball 
game and Vancouver Higbies coasted to a 30 ppint t-wo game 
vietpry, 124-94, and the B.C. Intermediate charnpionship. The 
real game was played in the first half but the Reds played their, 
heart out cutting down the lead from Thursday night’s game 
and had nothing left when Thomson and Lynn started to roll. 
Tostenson collapsed and had to be carried off the floor in the 
final minutes of play, and Weddell was going through the mo­
tions of a dream walking, being out on his feet jiuring most of 
the last half
The East Kelowna Badminton 
Club wound up a very successful 
season on Saturday night. The club 
has now been operating for thirteen 
years. While many of the former 
members were absent this season, 
their places were filled by a splen­
did group of jimiors, who have pro­
fessed-w ell and are the makings 
of a future club.
Members of the East Kelowna 
Tennis Club are busy getting the 
courts in shape and play will start 
shortly. Tfie date of the general 
meeting will be announced later.
P R E S E N T E D  F O R
inpAD/Areo i [ 'I -
C a r n a t i o n
M ILK  c. I :Cot)fcrrtedCows
Mrs. Martha Matilda Shaw passed 
away at her home here on Tuesday, 
March 24, after an illness of four 
years following a froke. She was 
eighty-one years old and had lived 
in Peachland for thirty-four years, 
since she came here with her hus­
band and family from New Biruns- 
wick. Her husband predeceased her 
five months ago.
She leaves ^ ne daughter, Mrs. A. 
B. Craig, of Rhpdodendrbn, Oregon, 
and two sons, Walter, of Allenby, 
and Lome, o f Peachland. A  third 
son, Emmett, died while on active 
service in the First Great War. 
Funeral services were held from
the
•nic W orld ’s News Seen Through
The Christian Science Monitor
A n International Daily Newspaper
Published by THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.PUBLISHING SOCIETY'^ One, Norway Street, Boston, Massachusetti
is Truthful— Constructive— Unbiased— Free from Sensational­
ism —  Editorials Ate Timely and Ins^cuve and Tts Dady 
Features, Together with the Weekly Magazine Section, Make
the Monitor an Ideal Newspaper for the Home.
Price ^ 12.00 Yearly, or^l.OO a M on*. ^
Saturday Issue, including Magazine Secnon, $2.60 a Year. 
Inuroductory Offer, 6 Issues 25 Cents.
Obtainable att.. .
MORRISON’S LIBRARY & NEWS STAND
ifeptist Church,, Thursday, 
March 1%, with the Rev. F. Haskins, 
of Summerlahd, in charge. Inter­
ment took- place in the Peachland 
Cemetery.
The ‘ f^ish and chips” supper ar­
ranged by the Canadian Legion and 
held in the Legion Hall on Satur­
day evening, March 28,. was most 
successful. A  large crowd gathered 
to do justice to the fine supper cook­
ed by C. F. Bradley; the chef for 
the occasion. ■-He, was assisted by 
other Liegion members, while mem­
bers of the Auxiliary waited on the, 
tables. The proceeds were in aid of 
the cigarette fund for oy®) s^eas sol­
diers. . ,
A  bridge game in aid of the Ke­
lowna Hospital was held Wednes­
day evening, March 26, at the home 
of Mrs. G. L. Watt, and proved most 
enjoyable ’This,^vas one of.a series 
arranged by the Women’s^ Institute 
to supplement the shower of linen 
planned at a previous meeting of 
the organization. Winners of first 
prizes at bridge were Mrs. B. F. 
Gummow arid A. Smalls, while con­
solation prizes went to Mr. arid 
C. Duquemin.
Take away ’Thomson and Lynn running wild for the Reds with four 
and Higbies are a good Intermed- baskets on one-hand flips from the 
iate squad, but put them in the line- side. His scoring plays were offset 
up and then there is an aggrega- by his failure to watch young Thona- 
tion that can hold its own with as, Higbie substitute, who potted 
most sehior outfits. Kelowna knew three beauties from the .corner, 
this after Thursday’s game and hot- Thomson and Sykes were again po­
lled up Higbies’ supermen in the tent threats in the closing minutes 
first half on Friday night to lead of play, and their speed and weight 
26-19, only seven points down on were too much for the Red defence 
the two-game total. - and resulted in four field goals on
Led by Brown, who played grand nice passing plays imder the basket, 
defensive and offensive basketball, The gun sounded to end the game 
the Reds checked like fiends arid with the Reds battling desperately 
worked in. for some nice baskets, to close the gap and the final score 
Brown was potting foul-shots with,,59-45 in favor of Vancouver Hig- 
deadly precision eind his loss on bias, 
personals, shortly after the second Teams
half opened, marked the beginning HIGBIES: Hetherington 3, 'Thom- 
of: the end for Kelowna. son 39, Lynn 38, Sykes 24, Bishop 1,
Faced by a team that were better Thomas 15, Jones 4. Total two-gairie 
shots and had a big edge in height score, 124.
arid weight, the Kelowna Reds out- REDS: Brown 14, Weddell 17,
played the Coast slickers by sheer Tostenson 14, Ciancone, Bogress 12, 
grit in the first-half. Saucier 2, Conway 22, Macdonald 13.
T ^en  the second half opened it Total two-game score, 94. 
was soon evident that the Reds had Referees: Tate and Tostenson. 
shot their bolt. Thomson worked in .Kelowna . Reds’ coach. Max Bed- 
for six baskets, scoring almost at Vancouver Higbies’ coach,
w ill with, his left hand push shot jvmton. 
that-is reaUy tough to block eff^ t-
LEHERS TO 
THE EDITOR
CLAIMS IT  IS WASTE
ively. Lynn also started clicking,
and'  ^this*'iad, on his "display here, P L  RUSSELL TO
will develop into a great basketball 
player in a couple of years. He plays 
a clean; hard game and is dynamite 
on fast breakaways.
The last quarter was an anti-cli­
max to a fine game as the Reds fell
HEAD HOSPITAL 
AT CHHIIW ACK
to pieces through sheer exhaustion. T?_eas„rer o f K e low -Higbies took things easy and Lynn oec rew ry  i r e ^ u r e r  o i ^ e io vv
and Thomson scored basket after ~na General H osp ita l A ccepts 
Pos ition  as Secretary-M ana­
ger o f  C h illiw ack  Institu tion
P. E. Russell, Secretary-Treasurer
M W
Col. and Mrs. F. O. St. John left 
on Tuesday,-March 24, for a motor 
trip to ■Vancouver.
,otv*
\ot r  ^
«8f
\>H
fttv'
Mrs. A. B. Craig left on Sunday, 
March 29, for her home in Rhodo­
dendron, Oregon, after attending the 
funeral of her mother, Mrs. N, A. 
Shaw.
Reeve B. F. Gummow and Muni­
cipal Clerk C. C. IngUs left Friday 
night for Vancouver and Victoria. 
While in Vancouver they w ill con­
fer with the engineer, J. B. Bar- 
, tholomew, regarding machinery and 
installation of the improvements to 
the electric light "^ant proposed un­
der the new by-law. They w ill meet 
E. H. Bridgman, Inspector of Muni­
cipalities, in Victoria.
IN B-cyiT’s
Two basketball teams went from 
Peachland to take part in the school 
tournament at Oliver on Saturday, 
March 28.
basket unmarked under the hoop,
Conway never gave up trying for 
Kelowna, ably paced by Macdonald, 
but Tostenson and 'Weddell were
^ d s  defence _ was slmt to. pi^es. at the end of April to ac-
124-94 cept a position as Secretary-»Mana- 
bies_Jeading 65-49 and ahead 124 94 of the ChilUwack General Hos- 
on the round. nital
^ Taking the series f  ,a whole, the Russell w ill take over the post
better team won but * e  Reds, al- _ - , „  occupied by W. E. Chid-
thoug*^feated, were far from d i^  has been appointed to the
graced. Give them arriv in g , high crHnni Arpa Board He
coring centre and adequate sub- ChiUiwack
t h h i h f *  their**owiLIri’ position and his know-they w ill hold their ^  own 1 y ledge of hospital insurance was the
company. ; -deci^ng factor in his appointment.
'Thursday’s Game jjr , Russell joined the staff o f the
T h u rsday  night’s gaitte pictured a Kelowna General Hospital in 1935 
bunch of fighting kids refusing to at the inception of the insurance 
concede defeat to a heavier and scheme, with which he was familiar 
smarter team. The first quarter was owing to his experience in the in- 
fairly close, with Kelowna having surance field. In 1937 he was ap- 
an equal share of the pday and rim- ptointed Secretary-’Treasurer of the 
ming the hoop time after time. With institution and has been a popular 
close shots. However, the Reds were and efficient executive. •' 
shooting under pressure and got few Chilliwack started its hospital in­
chances to get set for pot shots. surance plan a year ago, and the 
In the second quarter Lynn started growth of the scheme has necessi- 
to roll for Higbies, ably assisted'by tated the services of a hospital man- 
Thomson, who played an outstand- ager familiar with insurance pro- 
ing game at running guard. Both cedure.
these men play a hard, driving game, D. K. Gordon, President o f the 
and the Kelowna defence found Kelowna Hospital Society, states 
them almost impossible to stop with- that applications to fill the position 
out fouling. Lynn is one o f the vacated by Mr. Russell w ill be re- 
smbothest players seen in these parts ceived up to the end of tb^s week,
for many years and, in addition to —-------- --------- -----
being deadly near the basket, made Aunt Becky was punctuating ^ the
Kelowna, March 30, .1942. 
To the Editor, Kelowna Courier:
The Chairman of the 'Wartime 
Prices and Trade Board, Mr. Donald 
Gordon, keems to have told some 
wholesome, if  rather impalatable, 
truths to an audience in Montreal, 
when he warned tliem that the pres­
ent competitive system must go. 
Probably few pepj^e realize what 
an enormous-saving of money , and 
manpower would be effected if such 
a change ciame to pass. I take as an 
example one commodity only, with 
which I  happen to be familiar— 
■.flour., ,
In this town of Kelowria and the 
immediate vicinity; there are today 
thirty different individuals or firms 
retailing flour 'in competition with 
each other. One distributing agency 
would serve every requirement, the 
price being fixed by the Go'vem- 
ment and the quality guaranteed. 
Half a dozen big milling firms are 
spending hundreds of thousands of 
dollars in radio programs and stunts 
of various kinds, in the effort to 
persuade the public, that the pro­
duct of each, respectively, is su­
perior to the others, whereas, ex­
cept for trie lettering on. the sacks, 
there is practically no driference in 
the quality of the brands of the” diff­
erent grades. A ll the money spent 
in this manner is sheer, waste. 
Equally so are the enormous costs 
of travelling ^lesmen, with their 
high salaries, luxurious cars and big 
expense accounts, and behind them 
the lar^e office staffs of general 
managers, assistant managers, dis­
trict managers, sales managers, 
credit irianagers, cashiers, bookr 
keepers, auditors, clerks, steno- 
, graphers and what not. .If the bulk 
of these were eliminated, and the 
mills put under one coritrol, the far­
mer could be paid a better price for 
his whgat, and bread would be very 
mucri cheaper. But, of course, be­
fore such a change could be effected, 
some very big vested interests 
would rise in their might and some 
very big pocket books begin to talk. 
So I  fear there is not much hope.
ALFRED B. OWEN.
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T H E  K IN G  O F  F U E L S  !
Fill up your bin
NOW !
W e carry the best in coals, 
featuring “Glo-Coal,” the deep 
seam Drumheller coal, and 
“Minehead.” the hot ’^^ Tlean  
mountain coal.
D. CHAPMAN
 ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^ ^   ^ ' LIMITED
Phone 298 We deliver
Express—Freight and Furniture Moving
m
40 oz. $3.40 
25 oz. $2.30 
12 oz. $1.20
This advertisemept is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia. .
MANPOWER 
REGISTRATION 
FORMS MAILED
Ikinger! Uyetr 
Troubk is Serious
Are you nervous and irritable— can’t 
sleep or eat— tired out all the time? If 
you’re like that,a faulty liver Is poison* 
ing your whole system I Lasting ill 
health may be the costl
“Ron Down For Yeais, Has Perfad 
Healib"
H. Carter, o f Oliver, was a week­
end visitor at his home here.
Mrs. D.’ K . Penfold, of Kelowna, 
is spending a holiday at the home 
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. H. 
Pierce.
Dei utJaUiy-licci wic k/cLon-ct xx iib oo
the most of foul shots, sinking six negro preacher’s sermon with “Am- 
during the game. Kelowna became en! Amen! . . . Praise de Lawd! . .’ 
a bit disorganized in the second as he lit into every sort of sin from 
quarter as Higbies put on the power, murder to shooting craps. Then the 
and the half ended 20-9 in favor of parson moved on against snuff-dip- 
Vancouver. . ping, and Aunt Becky exclaimed in-
After the breather the Reds fought dignantly to her neighbor: “Dar 
back tenaciously and at one stage now! He’s done stopped .preachin’ 
were within seven points of their and gone to meddlin’!”
rivals. Conway was the best player --------- -—^ :----
on the floor in the third .quarter Sir Josiah_Stamp, in a speech at
Must be Completed by Em­
ployers and Returned at 
Once
m men of 30y 40f SOPEP, YTM, YIGOB, Sobnocmal?
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
Want normal poiV vim. vtsoc*. vltallfeT 
Try Oatrex Tm ic Tablota. Cont^n* 
tontea. ■tlmulfoita 03^ter__olOToat»^
normal pop lUtor 8(t 40 «  60. 
Get a si>eclal Introauctory •li® tor only
85 .^ T r y ^ la  aid to normid W P onA vim 
at alt good drug utor-.-.
n n lU Ui uu u UcllccA OJH uwo ix MV
and rallied the Reds with his in- the Chicago Club, expressed the hope 
spired play, making three beautiful that he wasn’t talking too long. “I 
baskets. Higbies took time out and wouldn’t like to be in the position 
slipped in three quick baskets by of the parson,” he said, ‘.‘who, in the 
Sykes and ’Thomson after the in- midst of an interminable sermon, 
terval. Thomson was particularly suddenly stopped to chide: ‘You 
effective' in using his weight and know I don’t mind a bit having you 
height to break through the Kelow- look at your watches to. see what 
na defence for close-in baskets. time it is, but it really annoys me 
The fourth quarter was a wide when you put them up to your ears 
''pen scoring spree, with Weddell to see if they,are still running.’ ”
The local Unemployment Insur­
ance office expected to complete the 
mailing of manpower registrations 
forms to firms in this area by last 
Wednesday night, J. F. Heap, mana­
ger of the branch, announced this 
week. ,
’There, have been many inquiries 
regarding the forms, but these were 
not received until this week and the 
mailing was undertaken immediate­
ly. The delay w ill make it imposs­
ible for some employers to com­
plete the cards and return them be­
fore the deadline, which was set for 
■Wednesday, March 31st.
However, Mr. Heap stated, this 
cannot be taken as an excuse for 
any undue delay on the part of the 
employers, and they will be expect­
ed to complete all registration cards
unhe^thy, your body lacks this energy and 
becomes eiueebled—youthful vim disappears.
' Again your liver pours out bile to digest food, 
get rid o f waste and allow proper nourishment 
to reach, your blood. When your liver gets 
out of order proper digestion and nourishment 
stop— y^ou’re poisoned with jhe waste that 
decomposes in your intestines. Nervous 
troubles and rheumadc pains arise from this 
poison. Yon become constipated, stomach and 
bdneys can’t work properly. The whole 
system is affected and you feel"rotten, head­
achy. backachy, dizzy, tired out—a ready prey 
for sickness and disease. , ^
Thousands o f people are never sick, and have 
won prompt relief from these miseries with 
"Improved Fruit-a-tives Liver Tablets.”  The 
liver is toned up, the other organs function 
normally and bisting good health results.. 
Today "Improved Fruit-a-tives”  are Canada’s 
largest selling liver tablets. They must be good! 
Try them yourself NOIF. Let "Frmt-a-tives 
at yon back on the toad to lasting health—  
‘ke a new person. 25c  ^SOc
I  was badly run 
down and terribly 
nervous-Mydiges-:. 
tlon was poor and: 
1 was always con-; 
stipated. “ Fruit-, 
a - t iv e e * *  ■Boon- 
made m e better 
a n d  t h e r e  la. 
nothing like it  tor 
making you well 
; and giving you
now pep and energy. After years 
o f bacf health *%ru]t-a-tlvi 
made me feel fine. <
I es"
M r.R oy  Dagneau, Chatham.OntA
“ Look Yean of Safferinj, Now Foil 
oi Ufo”
For a long tim e I  
suffered frequent
headaches and: 
backaches. 1 could 
find no relief until 
1 tried “ Frult-a- 
tlvcs” . The pains 
enmo  lo s s  f r e -
Jiuently until in a ew weeks, they
stopped entirely, 
really made mo’ feel like
pu
Kcliik
‘Fruit-a-tives’' 
new
Woman.'
Afr«. A. J. SehwartM, Galt. Ont.
as quickly as possible after they 'The registration is in connection 
have been received and to forward with manpower, and every erhploy- 
them to the Kelowna office im- er of even one man must make the 
mediately upon completion. necessary return.
• r s m
Rtf ( t. M  3.,^  * r g ’T '  f ' 4 !  | r fi
i w
W f
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Free French Movement Reflects
Spirit of Oppressed Peoples
pure French, Bretonis, liimiues, Nor- 
m&m imet Acadittm, was f<wnd ex­
actly what Ure Free French expect­
ed to find ail over France from the 
tiniest village up to the largest city, 
For'two years tiiese people had been 
subjected U> Viciiy propaganda, Uiat 
is to say. German Jiews written in
Torpedoed Fourteen Times And
Still Goes Bacl< For More SHAH
General De GauUe’e Former government in Bordeaux^ was Their standard ol living Chief Steward Hugh L, Jones, Is counting the days until he can
Secretary T e l l  
Club of Efforts 
French
Canadian *^^ *^ ” * people. Men in (jroi»ped, tljeJr means ot Ixilormation
t*xhaustod and leamd diilicuU. Ih e  Vichy represen-of
AUTOMOBILES CONTRACTORS
Free a revolution- Generals became poll- tallVes“ reri^m slb irfoV '&
Udans instead of patriots and lost ^^em about France In relation
-------  their confidence in the people,  ^ “New European Order” but
‘The Free French movement Is Reynaud wm excluded from the lorgot to tell them Uie price of Nazi 
but the tangible expression of the Cabinet and Pelain, mistaking com- victory and domination~or aboutjp^ Q - -» - - . * at. . _— -J » »r 4 It rv r* 4 11 »w» t t f l.f 14 loMia , > *«rta% •■»l_
vnu.
Brother of O. L. Jones, Bears st’t* his wife and child again. Good 
A  Charmed Life— In Water to him on the long drag home! 
For Five Days After Vestris
......  M A K fc S
BLACK WHITE
Sinking
will of the peoples of the oppressed pletely the nature of ilitlcr, apfieal- continued Allied war.
countries who, when the opportuni- pel to his honor,_ asking an armis- Nevertheless, these people could blal cat with its "nine lives'look'like
There was a man In Kelowna last 
•ITiursday wlio makes the prover-
L A D D  G A R A G E  L T D .
Dealer for
BTUDiDAKEK and AUSTIN 
CARS and TRUCKS 
Massey Harris Farm Implements 
Lawrence Ave. Phono 252
JO SE PH  R O SSI
CONTRACTOR
Plastering and Masonry 
Office - - D. Chapman Barn 
P. O. Box 12
H O M E  GAS  
S E R V IC E  S T A T IO N  
Bert Dickens, Prop. 
Prompt, Friendly Service. 
Call in TODAY—TRY US. 
(Next to Kel. Steam Laundry)
INSURANCE AGENTS
S. R. D A V IS  
J. C. K E N N E D Y , C.L.U.
Maclrren Blk. - Phone 410 
S U N  L IF E  O F  C A N A D ABARBERS
A  Cleon, Friendly Shop 
Expert Work
R O Y A L  A N N E
BARBER SHOP
C. M. Horner, C .L.U .
District Representative, Northern 
Okanagan
MUTUAL LIFE OF CANADA
Office Room 2, Casorso Block
BICYCLE SHOPS MONUMENTS
R ID E  A  B IK E
F O R  H E A L T H  !
We carry C.C.M. and English 
makes.
Expert Repair Work. 
CAMPBELL’S BICYCLE SHOP
A  M O N U M E N T S
• "W  Sand Blast Lettering 
1 VERNON GRANITE 
Se MARBLE CO.
Established 1910
Agents: Kelowna Furniture Co.
CARTAGE OPTOMETRISTS
D. C H A P M A N  & '.C O
PHONE 298 LTD.
Haulage Contractors. Warehous­
ing and Distributing. We special­
ize in Furniture Moving. Con­
tract or Emergent Fruit Hauling.
FREDERICK JOUDRY 
Optometrist
Phone 373, Royal Anne Building
DAIRIES PHOTOGRAPHY
GET YOUR PURE
MILK AND CREAM
— from —
TUTT’S DAIRY
A R T S  P H O T O  
S T U D IO
Portraiture—Photo Finishings 
Films and Cameras
FILMS DEVELOPED, 25c up. (
I
DENTISTS i
iCiS, will ri*c and march for- r-et as a sorarcr irom a soiartr. accept compromise. Placed as a u piker, lie  is Chief Steward Hugh
witli you to victory,” Miss As soon as General de Gaulle sentinel at the doors of America on L. Jones, of the Merchant Marine 
Elizabeth de Miribel, former sec- knew there W4^  no possibility of the road of the convoys, they were brother of O. L. Jones, of this city!
on to resist, he left for „ n r . ” luk ..r«_ -i., 4i,„i. „i---- - Hugh Jones doesnt look like
there secured
Miss de Miribel was sent to Eng- secretary to do confidential work.
Kelowna Canadian Club
le french Government hoping day by day to be enabled to Hugh Jones doesn’t innk liUn n 
left for London and Join In the war and do their share, hero wxd he w oS irb e  S  
Miss de Miribel as his On the small Island of St. Pierre, thS he i7  one He Is not buiU
O  seven inlle, Iona 4 sno nennin hadseven miles long, 4.500 pepole had massive lines imd hu t>nm ri,*. 
d on September 3, 1030 to work General de Gaulle did not sue- been waiting for the Free French g L ^ g i v o  1dm a studll^^^oipca* 
a tianslutor-cdJtor attached to ,.,.^ £1 j,, winning over the generals for months. Just as they do in ance. Yet this unassuming and mod- 
, Department of Foreign Allairs Africa, so he decided to France. French officers and men “ A®;
' 'JVJII UiJGI XiXlijr illATll UllU liiuki:xiai l>Lf **»*.«w iamvx xv-**. x.r«,a»afsv*
unique opportunity of reconstruct a French army. Do order to serve France better. They since war broke out in September, 1030.
Most of you remember the sinking
lis war which 
died "phony." 
Dunkirk brought
turn. shortly after the war got under way.
in America they The first public display of force The strategic importance of St. ^
u 4 4t.i was on July 14, 1040, when General Pierre and Miquelon must not be 04'^“  ^ the first
home to this Gaulle reviewed the first elo- forgotten. The harbor Is deep en- cxj^rlence by Chief Steward Jones
resolute all
lOr- uuuwb mu vjivixiiixtta xiaiuw m*o - . a * W .----  .
___ _____ _ ________ the too and had on eye on it for their “  plcMant spot. A  few hours in on
departure of the theatres of war. submarines. o ^ n  boat was too much f ^  many
. While de Gaulle was organizing But the symbolic importance Is
Blandtd and 
packsd In 
Canado
your grocer I 
7- and 12 oz. pack­
ages — also In Im­
proved ^ FILTER tea 
balls.
UUUlx AvXIaAUU* UUVUX4XA XI tX AtV&X x^vtO \/A _ _ xi.. **11 «
men joined the Free French navy liner and some of
Miss de Miribel said that In the immediately, paddled in circles
ist seven months of 1941 Admiral The principles of true Franco awaiting rescue, 
luseller's men took part in 117 con- stated by Miss de Miribel are: A  lot of people would think that
oys and 140 patrols It sailed all Honor without c o m p r o m i s e ,  an experience of that sort would
^ J ie a / e / i!i y / t e a t - ^ T l o u r /
in reality being made of sterner stuff. No German
ry. and it wasn’t long before he was
A  spirit that remains clear and aboard the s.s. Celtic. Again a tor-
50,000 fluence of the Nazi New Order. time he didn’t have to swim and the 
e last A  religion that is true and deeply lifeboat in which he left the doom- 
Christian, so that it can never be ed liner was picked up a few hours 
twisted into a kind of propaganda, after the sinking.
A ll that is needed in St. Pierre Again Chief Steward Jones foll- 
The National Committee set up in and Miquelon is to restore to the owed the call of duty and the sea
year,
Voice of France
urn to the battle. provisional committee which con- ed in Europe by every people and his fifteenth boat en route to Ene-
After June 17 everything was dlf- siders itself the temporary trustee country, defeated and oppressed, but land with sunolies from the
a speech telling France she bridging the gap between the Free young men enrolled at once in this His last shin was sunk twelve
- - - --- .r- --------- - — ---------------------- ... WWX4XW w* w*w*x »*,0 %**- ciuu x iu ^  J0068 6803060 Wlln
the hope in their eyes 58 central committees throughout ready had the honor of giving their only the uniform he was wearinp 
ras a day of bitter shame the world, each committee with a lives that France may live. T h e  A ll his kit. valued at MOO 00 we<!
A t the beginning of the
v o i c e  ^^  expi^ssfng ^^ independent in the Atlantic, made this magnifi- fourteen times during the past two 
war .French thought,-and they are issu- cent reply when asked about it: years, and what are a few  belone-
I de mg several publications. “My only regret is that he died ings compared to one’s life?
had- In Canada, there are ten main too soon. It’ is''scarcely two months
ier Paul Reynaud had appointed-de Pierrene, personal representative of
•fight
Because of censorship regulations, 
much that Was told by “Lucky” 
Jones can not be told here. But all
«■.« de.cril»a pomt. .»  t^S ob; 
V10U3 copclusions.. First, that the 
fight to keep Britain’s life line, open 
across the Atlantic is desperate-in
®. had never failed to insist are fifty sub-committees working we love her enough to know that gg^t to keen Britain^ iffe 
the necessity of attacking with from Vancouver to Halifax and it is better to die than to live while +he Atlanfii it
ntrated motorized units and Ne-wfoundland. she is occupied by the Germans.” ”
4.~-I I “ otized by the idea of Many newspapers are printed ■' • - ■ '._____ '
war. He said that secretly at night on little presses
DR. G. D . C A M P B E L L
D EN T IST
WiUits Block Phone 171
SAVE
the- extreme.. The Urboat menace- 
is increasing in striking power, and 
every convoy has to f i^ t  for its 
existence against wolf-pack sub­
marine attacks.
Second, is the dogged courage of 
the unsung heroes of the Merchant
DR. M A T H IS O N
D E N T IST
Willits Block Phone 89
PRECIOUS, 
INGREDIENTS 
WITH ^
line in this ___ ____ _____  ___ ____________ ______  _______ _
Right The First Time
_________ _^_________________________  'On the day on which my wed-
miles behind the lines, and that the and it is estimated that millions are ding occurred—” 
army should be so mobile that it now reading them. Their editors risk “You’ll pardoii the correction, but
could be moved quickly from place their lives every moment, fighting affairs such as marriages, receptions, „  . „  . ------
to place. T '  German and Vichy propaganda, dinners and things of that sort‘take "^^rme- Foi^een  times Chief ,Stew-
De Gaulle was in London study- .There are copies of these papers in place.’ It is only calamities that Jones has feit a fine ship go 
ing possibilities of moving the London, and sometimes the names ‘occur.’ You see the distinction?” - ^*^d yet he goes
French army to North Africa when of the editors are among the hos- “ Yes, I  see. A s , I was. saying, the back for more. He doesn’t have _ to 
Churchill proposed the union of the tages shot. . day on which my wedding occur- So.. On many of _ the , special trips
two empires with a common pass- “Can you Wonder,’.’ said Miss de red—” volunteers are called for, and . there
port^ De Gaiilte telephoned Pxem- Miribel, “ that we who are free to —- —  ----- ----- ----- of men to serve. Their
DR.
J. W . N . S H E P H E R D
Dental Surgeon
Shepherd Block - Phone 223
Pendozi and Lawrence Ave.
ELECTRICAL
THE''- ■
Kelowna Electric Ltd.
Electrical Contractors
•  ABC and CONNOR 
WASHING MACHINES
e  PHILCO, MARCONI and 
N.E. RADIOS
•  GDRNEV WOOD an l^ 
COAL RANGES
Electrical Appliances and Lamps 
Phone 93 Kelowna, B.C.
FUNERAL PARLORS
Sk ELOWNA FURNITUBE CO. 
LTD.
, Funeral Directors ,
■Day Phone, 33; Night, 502 & 79| 
KELOWNA, B.C.
PLUMBERS
J. G A L B R A IT H
Ltd.
PLUMBING and HEATING
Sheet Metal Work 
Estimates Gladly Given 
PHONE 100
FLOUR AND FEED
O W E N ’S F E E D  
S T O R E
FLOUR and FEEDS
Highest Quality — Lowest Prices 
Phone 354 Free Delivery
ler Reynaud and the chief o f the fight outside feel it our duty to con- The young man had taken too m _carrymg on so Jhat Bnt-
^ench -Cabinet was so interested secrate every humble moment to many cockt^s and he si^Mcted be told so^
that he asked i f  it WM a real propo- this task?” that his table nartner was aware of
sition or only an idea. Churchill 'The little rocky island of S t it. With careful politeness he off- *7^-
him ^lf went to the Telephone and Pierre became known to the world ered apology and explanation. “And
confirmed the proposition. after Admiral Muselier chose to anyway,” he added “ though I  may TP®” ':, have what it
But it was too late. Everywhere make its inhabitants a Christmas be slightly imder the afl^ence o f ^  **°? « * 1  ^  
.was confusion. Armies were retreat- gift of human liberty. On this bit inkahol I ’m not so think as vou a two-weeks-old
ing and cut off from their chief, o f national ground inhabited by S ^ r a m ^ ’ ^  as you dau^ter^behind when he left the
——- ______  . ”  ' • Old Country some weeks ago, and he
‘THE MASTER BREWER’S PRIDE"
OH SALE
SAT„ APR. 4
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquo 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
M A D E IN
CANADA
M A K E S  E V E R Y J H IJ ^ G  
F I N E ^ T E X T U R E D ^
C O S T S  L E S S J T H A N
P E R  A V E R A G E
B A K I N G
TWO BALL OPENS 
GOLF SEASON
Mrs. W . T. L. Roadhouse and 
A  r t Lander Winners of 
Competition in Toss With 
Mrs. Anne McClymont and 
Dan Curell
Broken Auto w i ^  f  t-A  
Windows 
House Windows, etc.—Phone 312 
S, M. SIMPSON. LTD.
A  woman is always happy before 
a glass, says .a novelist. And some 
men after two or three.
Mrs. W, T. L. Roadhouse and Art! 
Lander won the mixed two ball 
handicap competition which opened 
the 1942 season’s play at the Ke­
lowna Golf Club. The winners end­
ed all square with Mrs. Anne Mc­
Clymont and Dan Curell and won 
the toss for the golf ball prizes do­
nated by the club.
An interesting visitor was Dick 
Moore, top flight Coast amateur, 
who was B. C. amateur champ some 
years ago and a member of Canada’s 
•Walker Cup team that played in 
Great Britain in 1934. He has re­
turned recently to Vancouver after 
living in the United States, and will 
be back this summer to spend his 
holidays in Kelowna.
a better man than you
Our conteitijpt for the Japanese- has got us 
into a lot of trouble. They have set out to 
do a certain job» and up to now they’ve done 
if according to schedule. Their present drive 
means that every man in the field, in the 
navy, in the air force, is doing his utmost— 
atui every civilian at home backing their men 
to the limit.
Is a Jap a better man than you are? Can
they plan, jproduce, act^  with greater de*i 
termination and efficiency than Canadians?
Their one hope of success is in a “blitz­
krieg.” A  "blitzkrieg^’ means fighting a war 
as though it must be finished in six months. 
It’s up to us to beat them at their own game. 
Here’s the way to do it—prep'are for a long 
war, and work as though th^ whole thing 
had to be finished in six mon^s.
A  V  a  M E  N  S B  A  h  L  T  D 1 S S C A  U S  S F A L T S B E D
rW» aufogr U itmtd h  tb» D^artmmt <tf Msmitiom and Supplffor Canada
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PACE NINE
P. B. Willits & Co., Limited
THE SKILL AND flawless accuracy with which your pharmacist 
docs his job every day assures you the fullest possible benelU of 
your doctor’s prescription. When your doctor writes a prescription 
and P. B. Willits & Co. Ltd. ctanpounds and dispenses it, you know 
there are no mistakes. Where precision plays a vital role, take ad­
vantage of our services—Phone 19.
FRESH AS A KuwtR/
'LOTUS'
Tht Ntw Ptrfumtd Cologntme r«f r t n u m t a K i
| , A ^ L E Y
Al one* (ubile and ax- 
ollc . . . yat freih and 
fragrant ai an English 
country gardeni The 
floral undertones In this 
delightful new Cologne 
leave a lasting impres­
sion of charm
II
REBUILD YOURSELF
W I T H
VHYLLOSAN'
FOR MEN AND  WOMEN 
OF ALL AGES—ESPECIALLY 
THOSE OVER FORTY
60 Tableb 85^ Dauisle Size $f.50
M O R E
and
M O R E
Men realize that 
by comparison of 
price and shav­
ing comfort
G IL L E T T E
B L A D E S
at double the price would still be 
the cheapest.
5 for 25c; 10 for 50c
Include a few in your next letter 
Overseas.
rf> J
N E W  L D W  P R I C E
rO*OTH BH'USH
MOTTOS Foil EASTER
See our complete selection
IPEPTONA for pep and 00
energy. 20-oz bottle
For THRIFH Stoppers!
The New Miracle MODESS with 
moisture-zoning—In a big aco* 
nomical package.
Padi
for BREWERS YEAST 
TABLETS. 250’s .... $ 1 .0 0
T H E  P E R F E C T  E A S T E R  
G I F T _____
CO LO G N ES
75 c “‘$1.50
You’ll find your own favorite 
here.
m A P P L E  B L O S S O M  
9  P IN E X  
9  D E V IL T R Y
BISMA-REX—Relieves indigestion i VITA RAY 20 PER CENT SALE 
in four miriutes. 7 5 c l  ****—Save on Quality
Per bottle Cosmetics.
Phone 19 W e  deliver
H ith e r  and Y o n
Mia;. Mary Day Icavea today, Mrs. Cliff Huckle leaves on Fri- 
Thursday, to Bj*end the Easter holi- day to spend the Easter week-end 
days In Vancouver. in Trail visiting her husband.
Mr. and Mrs. D. LJglrton. of Mrs. E. C. Stoll, of Penticton, 
Princeton, were visitors in town for spvnt the week-end in Kelowna, a 
several days during the past week, guest of tlie Willow Iim.
, ,  T T * *1 * -rii. .,..1.4 Mrs. A. E. Cookson relumed twaMrs. J. Lyon and son. D o ^ ^ ^  Tuesday from a holiday spent in
this week to 8i«nd a monUis holl- Victoria,
day at the Coast. « , ,
* * * . _  , Miss Joan List cxiiects to spend
Mrs. G. F. Nichols, of Brampton, Easter holidays at the Coast.
Ontario, was a visitor in Kelowna • • •
last week. Miss Heather Pottinger, of Pun-
^  T, Tt ^  1*#. a 4 win visit friends in KelownaMrs. Guy DeHart left on Satu^ay coming week,
for Vancouver to meet her husband, , * •
Capt. Guy Deljhirt, of the Se^orth i/ixa: E. Forworn (nee Betty 
mghlanders of Carmda. JP®" Poolo), of Cherryville, is spending
Hart ^  been transferred to Cana a  ^ nnonth in Kelowna, the guest of 
from England. ^   ^  ^ her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Larama, of Pen- ‘ -
tlcton, were visitors In town last entertained at
week. , , ,  the dlrmer hour, on Friday evening,
Mrs. Len Hill, of Pcachland, was at the Royal Anno Hotel, honoring 
a visitor In Kelowna on Sunday Miss Marie Olson and P. Clayton 
and Monday of this week, the gucat Stewart, whose wedding took place 
of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Hill. Mr. on Saturday. Covers were laid for
Hill also spent Sunday In town. ten.• • • . • • ♦
Miss M. E. M. Pease, of Kam- Mr. and Mrs. Victor Gregory and 
loops, was a guest of the Royal family, of Rossland, were visitors in 
Anne Hotel last week. Kelowna during the week to attciid
• • • ,  . the Stewart-Olson wedding on Sat-
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Laws, of Vic- m-day.
torla, were visitors in town last ’ • • •
week. Miss Florence Cottingham, of
^  • Vancouver, arrived in Kelowna this
Mrs. Ivy Evans,-of Riverside, Call- gjjjj has taken up residence at
fornlo, was a visitor In Kelowna wiUow Inn. Miss Cottingham
during the P^st week, Mrs. Evans several months in Kelowna
formerly resided here.
.. .end Ihwv’t lomtlhkMi jfOuNm btt» iuolikig
gUMMUforward To many w ««b ... you «
ill -  hof n lioiwy, vagi vt¥t «a*y, and a
1^ , Ibick fkou vf boUd noml 0«irrady for iid* 
happy luaat. Aik your 5of*w«y morkol n»«n l» 
mW  0 Tin*, Uan hom< luU ih« righi lix* for your 
brooldoft. Cvoranlood tondof, good ool- 
Ing or your monty badk.
L A R G E  
Grade “A ” DOZ. 27c
Half dozen package
Hot Cross Boos 10c
Swift’s Premium
Hams lb
W hole or half.
SALAD DRESSING
MIRACLE WHIP 66-oz. Jar 69c
spent several o t s i  elo a
last summer. '■’ ’ ’ • • »
Mr. and Mrs. J. Glvins, of Copper jj Riches, of Vancouver, will 
Mountain, were visitors in town last spend the Easter week-end in Ke- 
week. lowna visiting his wife and daugh-V • • I
Mrs. E. Cuppage, of Victoria, is
a guest of the Royal Anne Hotel j  Parent, of Penticton,
this week,  ^  ^ spend several days in Kelowna
Mrs. Arthur V. French, Ibft on • • •
Sunday evening for Vancouver to Doris Ball, of Victoria, will
meet her husband, Lieut. French, of he a visitor in Kelowna during the 
the Seaforth Highlanders of Cana- Raster holidays, and will be the 
da, who .returned to this country last guest of Rev. Dr, and Mrs. MePher-
week from England. son.• • • * * •
Mrs. A. S. Underhill entertained and Mrs. Eric Olney and
friends at her home on Abbott child will spend the Easter holidays 
Street, on Saturday evening. Vancouver.
CAKE FLOUR 25c
PANCAKE FLOUR 3^ lbs. 25c
ENERGY FOOD 27c
AIRWAY COFFEE 34c
SAUSAGE 26c
LARD FOUND CARTONS lbs. «| C ,
COTTAGE 
ROLLS
Tb.... . . . . . 35c
COOKED HAM ^  .b 28c 
LEG 6 ’ LAMB ,b 32c
SHOULDER RST. LAMB,„ 23c 
SIRLOIN RST. VEAL,. 29c
RUMP RST. VEAL,b 28c
BLADE RST. VEAL ,. 21c
Mr. and Mrs. V. B. FraSer, of .phe Kappa Chapter of the Beta 
Vancouver, were guests of the Roy- gigma Phi Sorority held its regular 
al Anne Hotel during the week. meeting on Tuesday evening, at the
Mrs. Carl Duliaway entertained ‘^ las?’ m S te  ‘S a M
her knitting club on Tuesday ewn- .„,,gre completed for the organiza- 
ing, at her home on^Ethel Street. ..ya^iety Show.”
Mrs, F. W. Grmswell, ot Vernon, H. H. Boucher, of VancoU-
was a visitor in Kelowna last week. daughter of Dr. and Mrs. W. J.
Mrs. I. Parkinson left on Friday Knox, arrived in Kelowna 
for Penticton, where she wiU visit nesday
her sister. Mrs. R. B. White, nAn w '• • • . Boucher^s children, Barry and Jei-
Mr. and Mrs. W, A. Arnold, of frey, accompanied by Mrs. Knox’s 
Vancouver, were guests of the Roy- sister, Mrs. Bruce Grady, also of 
al Anne Hotel last week. ---------------  nn Sat-
spend
Coast
With ROYAL,
bread is fine and light 
Results ore 
always SURE—
An airtight wrapper 
guards each cake 
And keeps it 
fresh and pure
\ \ \ \ U / / / / / / x
M ADE IN CANADA
........ _____ __________ Vancouver, arrived in town o
• • • urday,
Mrs. W. Fox left this week to • • • .
month’s holiday at the Miss Lucy Guidi, of Bridesyille,
expects to spend the Easter holidays
• 11 u in Kelovma.Mr. and Mrs. Wm. T. McCulloch • * •
ave returned from a holiday spent Me. and Mrs. John Watson and 
t Port Albemi. family, of Victoria, were week-end.
visitors in Kelowna.Miss Ulah Walker will 5pend the .  • •
■ ■' -  - Mrs. Charles Gaddes left on Tues-
Fresh Fruits
AND
GRAPEFRUIT Thin skinned California.
NEW CARROTS T E N D E R  4
LETTUCE 
SPINACH 
TOMATOES
ORANGES 4 “^ 27®
j u i c y ; S U N K IS T
4 ”’“ 25c 
29c
2 23c 
18c
F IR M  H E A D .  
Per lb......
F IR S T  G R A D E
7-lb. paper sk.
29c
24-Ib. sock,
83c
49-lb. sack,
$1.49
98-lb. sack,
$2.89
Y O U N G
C L E A N
R E D , M E X IC A N
P e r  lb. . . . . . . . . . . . .
AERO WAX 22c
(VESTMINSTEB
TISSUE 4 " “  ^20c
Easter holidays at the Coast.ba b xi uu j^ - ---------- -
• • • ■ ' day. to spend a holiday at the Coast
Mr. and Mrs. John Hopper, of • • •
Winnipeg, were week-end visitors Miss E. McCormack, of Salmon
FOR COUPONS ROM
A
S E T  N O  " C E I L I N G  
O N  Y O U R  S E R V IC E
MAN’S WORLD
H E L P  C A N A D A  K E E P  F I T
WfTffAlt'
C. M. MacKenzie, of'Kamloops, 
was a visitor in Kelowna this week.
R. “Dick” M;oore, well-known 
Coast insurance man and amateur 
golfer, spent the week-end in Ke­
lowna. He is making a tour of the 
Interior oh business.
Russell Hawley arrived in Kelowna 
last Thursday from Vancouver, and 
left that evening for Princeton.. • . n r
George Olson, of Vancouver, was 
a visitor in KeloWna last week to 
attend his sister’s wedding, which  ^
took place on Saturday. ,
Harry Andison, of Victoria,, son of 
Mr, and Mrs. H. Andison, spent the 
week-end in Kelowna, en route to 
Vernon, where he will spend the 
next six months with the Entomo­
logy Branch of the Department of 
Agriculture. :
Roy Stibbs leaves this week to 
spend the Easter holidays at. the. 
Coast.
i i ci .-cuiu ivxa&» JZi. . v*
in Kelowna, en route to the Coast. Bench, expects to spend the Easter
• • X i holidays in Kelowna.Miss Joanne Browne expects to • • •
spend the Easter holidays at her Mr. and Mrs. Martin. Griffin, of 
home in Vancouver. Vancouver, who have spent the past
• • • . , month in Kelowna, guests of the
Mr. and Mrs. W. Gordon, of Vic- Anno Hotel, will return to
toria, were guests of the Royal Anne home this week.
Hotel during the past week. • • » ^
; • * • X,-- Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Laws, of Vic-
Miss Nora Elphicke leaves  ^this toria, are visitors in -Kelowna this 
week to spend the Easter holidays ^ggjj,
in Vancouver. • • • , ,,
• * ♦ . .  ^ Mr and Mrs. W. T. L. Roadhouse
Miss Mary McKinnon expects to jg£t gn Tuesday to spend a short
spend the Easter holidays at her the Coast.
home in Revelstoke. * J " v,. i• • • Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Knowles re-
Miss Norma Schroeder leaves this turned bn Tuesday from a holiday
week for Victoria, where she will spent at the Coast.
spend the Easter holidays. ~ ^  i^ .* • • Mrs. A. M. Lott, of Summerland,
Miss Edith Driver will spend the was a visitor in Kelowna this week. 
Easter hchdays on Vancouver Is- ^  ^ Und’erhiU and Doreen
• left on Tue^ay to spend a holiday
Miss Beth GiUanders leaves this'at, the Coast.  ^- ^
week to spend the Easter holidays Mr. and Mrs. T, W. Toogood, of 
at the Coast.  ^ . - Victoria, are en pension at the Royal
Miss Kay Spurling will spend the Anne Hotel,  ^ ,  ,
Easter season at the Coast. , jvir. and Mrs. J. M. Jennens retur-
• * .* . , . ned on Tuesday. from a holiday
Mr. and M ^ P .  ^tlpy and farmly  ^ Coast,
leave today, Thursday, to spend the •
Easter vacation at-the Coast. Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Newman, of
• • .,*  • Sorrento, are visitors in KelownaMrs. R. H. Wilson, of Vancouver, .^ggic. ^
was a visitor in Kelowna this week.
PRICES EFFECTIVE APRIL 2, 4, 7, 8 and 9
KELOWNA GIRL 
BECOMES BRIDE 
OF TRAIL MAN
Marie Olson W ed  to Peter 
- Clajrton Stewart— W ill Re­
side at Trail ;
Miss Mary Little leaves this week W I I  PRESENT
to spend the Easter holidays at the a
Coast.
Mrs, J. F. R. Baron leaves today,
Thursday, for'the Coast.
SHOW TO AID 
RED CROSS
In peace or war, two Nabisco Shredded Wheat, with 
milk is a' favorite breakfast dish with men who like 
to ."keep fit”. Nabisco Shredded Wheat is 100% 
whole wheat, retaining all the bran and wheat germ. 
For general fitness— k^eep well nourished. Eat tasty,' 
convenient Nabisco Shredded Wheat regularly!
THE CANADIAN SHREDDED WHEAT COAAPANY, LTD.
NIogara FolU, Canada
M. Heft, of Montreal, was a visitor
My. and Mrs. Harold Galbraith, of' , ,
J S S ;  variety Show Next T h o r n y
H: B. Ewer. ^  at Empress Theatre— i  WO
Miss Vera Ballance leaves this One-act P lays 
week to spend the Easter holidays local Chapter of the Beta
at the Coast. , . .. .
in Kelowna during the past week. .
NABISCO
SHREDDED WHEAT
A. Cameron leaves this week to 
spend the Easter vacation at the 
Coast. '
Hon. A. Wells Gray, Minister of 
Lands and Municipal Affairs, of 
Victoria, paid a visit to Kelowna 
during the past week.
R. L. Carson, of Prince George, 
was a visitor in Kelowna last week.
F. Hallwell and P. G. Bacon, of 
Saskatoon, visited Kelowna during 
the week.
‘ ‘ A l  V
8
i'j.«
PLACEYOUR ORDERS 
NOW! ' 
Phone 121
SUTHERLAND 
BAKERY LTD.
C R . C . C
Members of the Corps will work 
in the Bombed Britons depot, Law­
rence Avenue, on Friday evening, 
at 19.(K> hours.
Members of the Corps will attend 
the DugouL in Vernon, on Saturday 
evening.
Members of the Corps will work 
in the Toe H rooms on Saturday 
and Sunday.
The Corps will attend A.RP. lec­
tures at the Elementary School, op­
posite the Armory, on Tuesday ev­
ening, at 19.00 hours.
‘ The Corps will parade on Wednes­
day , evening, April 8th, at 19.15 
hours, at the Armory.
The Emergency Reserve Corps
, , , Sigma Phi Sorority is producing
• 4 9 - .iiGxtj Aipni 9* •
Mr and Mrs. George Jewell have Matinee and -evening perform- 
as their house guest Mrs. JeweU’s ances will he ,held,, and profits from 
father, A. F. Borden, of Vancouver, the show will go to the canauian
who is en route to the east. Bed Cros^ . ,• . * “Utter Relaxation”, and “Rendez-
The staff of W. B. Trench Ltd. vous” are the titles of the two one- 
presented Miss Marie Olson with a act plays to be shown. Members of 
lovely cut glass relish dish with the casts include Jean Matheson, 
sterling silver trim, on March 20th, Enid Ellwood, ‘Tiny” W^rod, Bob 
prior to her wedding on March 28th. Parfltt, Cameron and Mary
• • •• : M Parsons, Foster vMills and K.
Mr. and Mrs. A, J. Gayfer arrived Eland.
in Kelowna on Wednesday from special dancing numbers will be 
Calgary and are guests of the Wil- given by pupils of the Patterson 
low Inn. Mt. and Mrs. Gayfer ex- School and other numbers by pupils 
pect to make their home in-town. of Mrs. McPherson. .
. • * * • — ^ The Vernon military concert party
Mr. and Mrs. S. Radin, of Victoria, vrill also be on hand with their var-
have taken up residence in one "of iety show and pipe band.
the Willow Inn cottages. — —- — :
The -Willow Inn was the setting 
for a charming wedding ceremony 
on Saturday afternoon,. March 28th, 
at four o’clock, when Marie Helen, 
daughter of Mr. cind Mrs. Swan Ol­
son, of East Kelowna, became the 
bride of Peter Clayton Stewart, of 
Trail, son of John Stewart and the 
late Mrs. Stewart, of West Vancou­
ver. Rev. Dr. W. W. McPherson off­
iciated.
A  semi-tailored silk suit in dream 
blue tones, worn with a matdiing 
net and gardenia hat, was the en­
semble chosen by the' attractive 
bride, who was given in marriage 
by her father. Her wrist corsage was 
of gardenias and she carried a 
white prayer hook.  ^ .
Miss Jennie Reid was the brides­
maid, wearing a tropic rose after­
noon frock with matching accessor­
ies and blue iris en corsage. George 
Olson, of Vancouver, the bride’s 
brother, was the ^oomsman; _
■ During tile signing of the register 
William Budge sang “ I Love You 
Truly,” accompanied by Mrs. F. J. 
Foot, both of East Kelowna.
A reception followed the cere­
mony, at' which Mrs. J. W. Hughes 
and Mrs; N. Shaw presided at the 
urns. Serviteurs . included Mrs. V. 
Gregory, of Rossland, the bride’s 
sister, Mrs. Crete Shirreff, Mrs. Har­
old Pettman, Miss Nancy Reid, Miss 
Marguerite McLellan and. Miss 
Thelma Reid. . ,
Dr; W. W .. McPherson proposed 
the toast to the bride' and J. W. 
Hughes the toast to the bridesmaid.
For their wedding trip to Vancou­
ver and Coast points, the bride 
donned a rose and poudre blue 
-tSilleur with matching blue access­
ories.
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart will reside 
in Trail.
Hospital Egg Week
Donations of eggs will be gratefully 
received at the Hospital during the 
week of
APRIL 3 TO 10
A N Y  Q U A N T IT Y  W I L L  B E  W E L C O M E
Eggs will gladly be taken on accounts. Leave your 
eggs at the Hospital any time during the week,-or
at your Sunday School class on Easter Sunday
36-lc
— N ow  In  Effect—
G O V E R N M E N T  R E G U L A T IO N S  
concerning
B R E A D
and B A K E R Y  S U P P L IE S
W hile there are many new restrictions to. which 
the Kelowna Bakers must conform, listed are a 
few of the most important. Your co-operation 
in helping us to maintain them will be greatly
appreciated.
O N E  D E L IV E R Y  A  D A Y  to all 
stores and homes.; :
W if e  P re se rv e rs
Miss Hilda StiU, daughter of Mrs.
savage cries, danced madly and beat vemon. ______
tliG. earth.-with their clubs • • • . ■ tth'kkv* Hpar vou- look ■ very
like goU,” .a id  l » r a d  S k a T b S
l-a o
N O  R E T U R N IN G  O F  S T A L E  
B R E A D .
C A K E S  iVTAY N O T  B E  IC ED .
■ ' " ____ _ me a lot of mpney.”
will meet at the Women’s Institute Wifey; “What do I care for moneym w cua xxxaxx.ixi.^ . ,.xxv,j. -
Hall, Glenn Avenue, on Wednesday when it is a question of pleasmg 
evening, at 7.45. you, dear?”
You can keep yoor gioves.^fily pe  ^
fumed, and they, in tum, will delicately 
perfume your hands, by keeijuig glovM m
an air-tight box. and spraying said l»x
lightly from time to time with your fa­
vorite perfume.
S U T H E R L A N D  B A K E R Y  L T D .  
A. C. P O O L E  B A K E R Y . 
K E L O W N A  B A K E R Y  L T D .  
D U G G A N ’S B A K E R Y .
FOR E X C E L L E N T  JO B  P R IN T IN G ; SE E  T H E  C O U R IE R
m
iM m
i l r
i
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Easter Greetings |
Remember the Kid«— Baby Mugs, Baby 
Plates, Spoon and Eggs, etc.
-Moot Mnaui~
EVERYONE
SHOULD
Remember “The Little Wom an” with a dainty Cup and 
Saucer with Easter Egg, or a lovely Easter Box of
Chocolates.
— This china is all made in England—
FRESH DAFFODILS
. . . will arrive Thursday 
and Saturday inomingB. 
They are lovely too—
ORDER AHEAD 1
SWIITrS EASTER HAMS
. . . will arrive Saturday 
a.m. The supply will be 
limited, so order yours
NOWI
iMiiiim WHil
PICKLES
Swcct-mlxed, large 
27-oz. jar, reg. 35c.
ENERGY MALTED
Food Drink 
Choc, flavor. 1-lb. 
pkt., reg. 35c........
.......... PWQ hWiM
LUX SOAP
4 , or 2 5 c
GIANT BINSO
•■pk,............... 4 9 c
The McKenzie CO., Ltd.
Phone 214 The Master Grocers
DELIYERIES—llarvey »nd North, 10.30; South of Harvey, 3.30
C'X»!C»SBfogBK;':»seK^»asfc»^
ALL POPULAR SIZES 
AT OUR CAMERA COUNTER
Verichrome, Panatomic-X, Super- 
XX Film. FuU>co1o|t Kodachrome 
Film and all-around Plus-X Film 
for miniature cameras. Whatever 
your picture requirements, the 
Kodalr Film you’ll need is ready 
for you here.
IIII■=• |S
Helena Rubln- 
•tein Lipstick 
'efills, in every 
'nticing shade, 
1.00, .75, .50.
U SE  Y O U R  H E L E N A  
RUBINSTEIN METAL LIP­
STICK CASE AG A IN  AND  
A 6 A IN I
Even in the choice of a lip­
stick you can "do your bit!*" 
For the exquisite case of a 
Helena Rubinstein lipstick 
can be refilleda.^ aia and again 
. . . .  saving metal. . .  helping 
keep your budget under 
control! Helena Rubinstein 
Lipsticks, adored for their 
velvet-smooth texture . . . 
their soft, alluring shades 
... make lips more lustrously 
beautiful than ever. Red 
Coral, for honey blondes; 
Apple Red for brunettes; 
Red Velvet'^fot dramatic 
evening shade. 1.25, .85. 
Refills, 1.00, .75, .50.
h e l e n a
? b i i n s t e i n
Uf^STICKS
Alka
Seltzer
foK
C o l d ^
URGE Size 
Is most 
. economical
Soft as a fleecy cloud!
12 pads 
In box
M O D E S S  B E L T S  ZB*!;
From Page 1. Column 0 
ada who are interested In the well 
being of our families and tii® future 
of Canada, as a whole, to organize 
against the saboteur and the fifth 
column and campaign to our ut­
most, 80 ti»at the plebiscite will be 
not only carried but carried 100 per 
cent. Let us cliallenge the enemies 
in our midst
An all-out war effort is Impossible 
with the Canadian Government 
hampered ns it Is at present., so, 
therefore, it is the bounden duty of 
all citizens to vote “Yes" on the 
plebiscite on April 27. Vote "YES!"
G. A. M cK AY,
Mayor of the City of Kelowna.
All voters In Canada should mark 
Ills or her ballot In the affirmative, 
in order that our Government may 
be In a position to make the utmost 
use of our resources in men, money 
and materials, .for the successful 
prosecution of the war.
Canada’s greatest need at the pre­
sent time is national unity and a 
total >var complex, and what greater 
contribution could Canada make at 
the present time than a united 
front, calling on our Government 
for an all-out total war effort.
If the plebiscite carries with an 
overwhelming majority, then the 
whole world will know that Cana­
dian people are In the war with 
everything they have.
If the people vote “No,” then the 
whole world will know that they 
prefer soft living, case and luxury 
to freedom of self and national lib­
erty.
FRUIT UNION 
RETURNS BOARD 
A^VERNON
Growers From Vernon to W in ­
field Meet For Annual Meet­
ing Last Monday
BLACK MOUNTAIN
WATI7P .W A I E K  U a E K a
HOLD MEETING
Annual Meeting Attended by 
Fifty Persons W ho Hear 
Satisfactory Report of Year’s 
W ork— Trustees Returned
GLENMORE RED 
CROSS BRIDGE
Successful Bridge Party Held 
Last Friday in the Glenmore 
School House for Red Cross
HYDRO WORKMAN
E LEC T R O C U T E D
The Vernon Fruit Union, com­
prising the Veroon, Oyama,
Tlie annual meeting of the water 
_  _  users of the Black Mountain Irriga-
gan Centre and Winfield liScais, tion District was held in (lie Hut- 
held their annual general meeting
in Vernon on Monday afternoon, cnJng, March ^7, with an ^tend- 
with a fair number of growers in “n * - ? p e r s o n s .  Trusty 
attendance and President LeGuen IL Wightm^ was appointed to the 
In the chair chair, and D, McDougall, Secretary
All the members of last year’s to the Trustee Board, was chosen 
Board were re-elected, including, as secretary of the meeting.
P. LeGuen, P. E. French. Jamea The Trustees’ report, auditors’ rc- 
Goldlc V. E. Ellison, Copt. J. C. Port and financial staUmient. copies 
Keenan and J. H. Aberdeen. Those of which had been In the hands of 
chosen to serve on the Board of the the water users for some time, were 
Associated Growers were Messrs, tidopted without much discussion. 
LeGuen. Goldie and French. The secretary reported ^pon the
Mr. Watson offered two resolu- progress with the new low-level 
tlons to the Board for u further ditch and tunnels, and stated that 
study of co-operation between the the long tunnel sliould be completed 
producer and the consumer. about the anidlc of June and the
E. J. Chambers. President and grading of the ditch would be fln- 
Gencral Manager of the Associated ished by April 15.
Growers, gave a picture of the year 
1041 and some Indication of what 
wo may expect during 1942.
The apple-juice plant at Woods- 
dale will be closed this year on ac
In the discussion which followed 
the question was asked as to why 
the District did not buy a bulldozer 
of its own, rather than pay out so 
much money to a. contracting corn-
count of the governmental restric- Pany. In reply, It was pointed out 
tlons upon the use of tin cans. that, apart from the cost of such 
Monagors T. D. O. Duggan, Cliff “ machine and the difficulty of ob- 
Fallow and Jack Craig served cold taining delivery of such machines 
apple-juice liberally to all present, at this time, with the risk Involved
A very successful bridge party 
was held In the Glenmore school 
on Friday last, in aid of the Glen- 
more unit of Wie Ited Cross. Over 
thirty people attended and enjoyed 
a very pleasant evening. Lady’s 
first prize, donated by Mrs. A. Lou­
doun, Sr., was won by Mrs. W. R. 
Hicks. Tlie first prize for men was 
captured by M. D. Wilson, and first 
prize for Chinese checkers went to 
Berta Ritchie. M. D. Wilson put up 
his prize for auction, and all left­
over refreshments also were auc­
tioned. V. Lewis proved to bo an 
amusing and capable auctioneer, 
and several dollars . were added 
thereby to the net receipts, which 
totalled nineteen dollars. Mrs. V. 
Lewis was convener for the even­
ing and was assisted In making the 
arrangements by Nadine Moubray 
and Berta Ritchie. During the even­
ing quite a number of tickets were 
sold on a pretty and useful sewing 
screen. The lucky ticket will bo 
drawn at a later date.' • • •
Mrs. F. Hawkey and children 
moved from their fruit ranch Into 
Kelowna on Saturday last,
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Bokcr and children
Ed. Asperson, of Vernon, Dies 
From Injuries Rectsived as a 
Result of Accident at Oyama
Ed Asperson, lineman for the 
West Canadian Hydro Electric Cor­
poration. was electrocuted whi]e 
working on the wires at Oyama last 
Mfmday afternoon. Deputy Fire 
Marshal Fred Gore was cMled to 
the scene of the accident with the
left on 'Hiursday last for Courtenay, 
Vancouver Island, where tliey plan 
on making their home.
Kciowria puJzaotor, but the work­
man was dead when he reached 
tiiie loi'aJJty of tiw fatality.
Tt'i,e deceawMd wm a resident of 
Vernon and had been employed by 
tiie 'company for several years. He 
was making his way between wires 
whila rtoiiig a repair job and atn- 
tacted a live wire. 'Itie shock threw 
Asperson from the pole and he fell 
twenty-five feet on to a platform 
guard railing below.
"Once In Virginia," said a speaker 
who had received an introduction 
that promised ntore than he felt he 
could deliver, "1 passed a small 
church displaying a large sign. It 
read: 'Annual Strawberry FestlvaL’ 
and below in snuill letters, *On ac­
count of the depression, prunes will 
be served.’ "
Outstandingly Good
S A IA M
just before Mr. Chambers’ address. 
• • •
Mr, and Mrs. P. H. P. Grless mo­
tored to Summerland on Saturday. 
Accompanying them were Mrs. 
Beasley and Miss Connie. They all
In the type of work being done and 
the difficulty in obtaining expert 
drivers, it was felt that it was bet­
ter business to hire the necessary 
machinery and drivers.
The chMrman paid tribute to the
We have not beaun to win this ® Beasley’s daugh- work of Superintendent E. Mugford,
- - oonpenn and who wos now completing twentywar yet, we have Just succeeded In 
not losing it.
W . H. H. M cD O U G A L L .
President of the Kelowna Rot­
ary Club.
ter, Mrs. Barbara Pearso , 
family. • • •
Mrs. V. R. McDonagh paid a 
week-end visit to her parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. Lldstone, at Grindrod, 
leaving on Saturday and returning
years of service to tfie B.M.I.D. The 
work of the Secretary, D. McDou­
gall, who was also acting as engin-- 
eer on the new project, also came 
in for some kind words.
It was drawn to the notice of do-
I have discussed the Question Mondaj^ The occ^ion was her mestic water users that a small in- 1 nave aiscusseu tne quesuon father’s eiehtv-second birthday. ____
with the directors of the .Rotary 
Club and they believe that our gov­
ernment must be free to take any 
action that It deems necessary for 
the successful prosecution of the 
war and, therefore, believe that all 
should answer the coming plebiscite 
oh April 27th with the word “YES.”
W . A. C. B E N N E T T ,
M.LJL. for South Okanagan.
f t r’s ig ty-s  irt .• • «
Mrs. John Edmunds returned 
home on Saturday, after a short so­
journ in the Kelowna Hospital.« • •
Capt. F..C. Brown spent the week­
end at his fruit and dairy ranch, 
bringing with him a man to help his 
present foreman.
crease from the present low rate of 
sixty cents per month might be 
necessitated In connection with the 
renewal of a large i>art of the main 
domestic line. Most of the, funds on 
hand in the domestic system re­
serve had now been expended on 
this work.
The annual question of the water 
charges against the Rutland Park
Chas. Draper was confined to his came up for discussion and, after 
bed with an attack of ’flu all of some consideration, the meeting 
It is my considered opinion that last week, but was able to attend ^ resolution, moved by F.
this vote transcends far beyond the the growers’ meeting in Vernon on L. Fitzpatrick ^ d  seconded by H.
Monday.
W. R. TRENCH^  ^W ^^
Drugs and Stationery
Phone 73 Kelowna, B.C.
— W e  prepay postage on all mail orders—
Variety Show, Empress Theatre, April 9. Proceeds for Red Cross.
question asked in the plebiscite, and 
at this critical time one should be 
extremely careful not to become in­
volved in a complicated argument 
as to the why and wherefore of the 
plebiscite, but we all should stand 
back and secure a broad view as to 
how our vote will be interpreted 
and judged by our flghting forces, 
by other parts of Canada,, by our 
Allies, the United Nations, and also 
by our enemies, the Axis Powers.
Viewed in this light, I am confid­
ent that no one should have any 
difficulty in making up their minds 
how they should vote.
For my part, I am going to vote 
“Yes,” and I ask every citizen of 
South Okanagan to do likewise.
I am convinced that a “No” vote 
will be a “black ball” against Can­
ada’s war, effort, and T appeal to aU 
our citizens to not only vote “Yes” 
themselves, but to take a real active 
interest in this plebiscite,
H. A. W IT T ,
President, Kelowna Junior 
Board of Trade.
In the forthcoming plebiscite I be­
lieve that an impartial view on such 
a question would be no't only un­
patriotic and unwise, but also de­
finitely suicidal to the good of the 
people across Canada. It would be 
far better for us to crawl into a 
hole and forget than to pretend im- 
pairtiality on a question of such im­
port to our. country. ,
How can Canada possibly hope to h^^ured^work'^there^ contribute-its fair share to Victory secured work there.
imless our government has a free 
hand to take whatever steps it may 
deem necessary to insure that Vic­
tory?
Vote for Canada, vote “YES.”
L. -Willits, which gave authority to 
the Board to remit these levies for 
The ladies sewing for the Bombed this and each succeeding year, un- 
Britons at Mrs. Walmsley’s last til such time as the water users de­
week were Mesdames Jones, Smith, cided to rescind the concession. The 
Hall, Alex, McDonagh and Clark, actual cost to the District, per acre, 
Those at Mrs. Phillips’ were Mes- is approximately only fifteen cents, 
dames Gill, Moody, Hitchman, Elli- Questioned as to the prospects 
ott, Offerd^l and Swalwell,' for water supply for the coming
. , season, the Superintendent stated
Miss Eunice McDonagh returned Belgo Dam was about one-
home from the Kelowna Hospital third full, that snow conditions were 
on Saturday, and is doing nicely the best for some years, and that 
alter her tonsilectomy. Her brother, the indications were that the dams 
Ross, is also much tetter. would all be full again this spring.
There will be a special Easter ser- remuneraff^^
vice at the United Church on Sun- a
day, April 12, but no service this A  , hearty ot
c ^ m g  Sunday. Sunday School as g ^ p ^ r to tS S  and^^^
usual. . ,  * ,  tary, on motion by C. J. Dimcan,
■\Vm. Vaness is improving, also his seconded by A, F. Bach, 
wife. Both are in the Kelowna Hos-\ The meeting adjourned at 9.30, 
pital. They are the daughter and and thereafter Bert Chichester en- 
son-in-law of Mr. and Mrs. C. L. tertained the water users -witti a 
GOnn, of Winfidld. number of motion pictures of the
• • • new ditch and tunnel and other lo-
Mrs. Vera Pow returned home cal scenes. A  vote of thanks was ex- 
from the Kelowna Hoi^ital on tended to Mr. Chichester at the 
Thursday, much improved in health, close of the movie show for his 
.• • . , . , kindness in taking and showing the
Mrs. Wm. Petrie spent last week interesting picturesin Penticton, visiting her daughter. • • • •
_  - , . • • • , , Indicating the improved financial
^h ing season open^ .on conditions in the® Irrigation District 
W^nesday, April 1, for Woods jg ijjg only one tax pay-
Lake. • # • ment, a matter 'of $10.00 only, was
Mrs. Elmer Arrante, who has been Property
occupying a house back of the Win-
field .Service Station, is leaving for ^  misceUaneous shower was held 
Lumby to join her husband, ‘
Here’S Happy Easter Holiday News!
M A T IN E E S
Good Friday, 2.30 
Saturday, 2.30 
Easter Monday, 2.30
C H IL D R E N ’S Q U IZ  
on the stage 
S|2 S A T U R D A Y  2 p.m.
F R ID A Y  and SAT.
Radio’s foremost fun' 
stars together!
F IB B E R  M cGEE and M O L L Y  and 
E D G A R  B E R G E N , C H A R L IE  M cC A R T H Y
"LOOK WHO’S LAUGHING”
Laughter from start to finish 
— P L U S —
M A C R H  i O F  T IM E  (T he  Argentine'Question)'
And L A T E S T  N E W S  P IC T U R E S
Make up your Theatre parties for this personally recommended 
show— W I L L  H A R P E R
E A S T E R  M ON., TUES_, W E D ., 3 days, 7-8.22, Mat. Mon. 2.30 
The sensational best selling thriller
"I WAKE UP SCREAMING”
B E T T Y  G R A B L E  and C A R O L E  L A N D IS
And the sensational “big” man, Laird Cregar, who thrilled you in
“Hudson’s Bay.”
Also Barbara Stanwlck in 
“YOU BELONG TO ME”
Latest NEWS PICTURES with t 
—^Programs for April now
who at the home of M i^ Irene Bush on 
'iTiur’sday evening of last week, in 
Mrs. John 'E dm ^ds has her S^^^ter Woods (nee
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Will M_^oHy,R®ser). The^^tsw erepre- 
munds, visiting her from northern m a decorated toy w^on
Saskatchewan. ^ a w n  into toe room by httle Bar-
. • • • bara Marshall. Dainty refreshments
Mrs. Hitchman has received the were served by Miss Bush and by 
sad news of the death of her father, Mrs. M. Marshall, who was co-hos- 
J. 'Thibault, in Kelowna. tess.' • • • •. •
The special service for prayer at Mrs. Pauline Smith, of the local 
St. Margaret’s Anglican Church on school staff, receive a cable on 
Sunday last was very well attend- Monday to advise her that her bus­
ed. There will be an Easter service band, who is se^rig with the R.C. 
and Holy Communion next Sunday, A.F. in England, had been, injured, 
April 5, at 9.30 a.m. fortunately not seriously.
The Salvage Committee is start- The Radio Farm Forum ^oup met 
ing to collect on Friday and is tak- ®t the home of Mrs. Weighton on 
ing materials to the Winfield pack- Monday evening, March 30th. The 
ing house. * previous weel^ the meeting was at.^
. _________ the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Bond. Both meetings were well at-. 
The twins had teen brou^t to be tended, and, the sifbjects of the 
christened. r night’s broadcast were thoroughly
“What names?” asked toe clergy- discussed. The hostess in each case 
roan. served rrfreshments to those attend-
"Steak and Kidney,” toe nervous ing at both meetings.’ 
father answered. • • •
“Bill, you chump,” cried the mo- Tom Smith, who has teen local 
ther, “it’s Kate and Sydney!” road foreman for some years, left
■______ ■ this week fA: Princeton to take
/+A__1- ' over the foremanship of one of the
°  camps in the Hope-Princeton road 
being opened for Japanese.this morning, Jones?” • • •
Jones: “Yes, sergeant.” Mr. and Mrs. Sebastian Trenn
Sergeant; “Well, next time stand have received a cable from their son
closer to the razor.’
Current Best Sellers and 
Renters
R E A D  
T H E M  for 10c
ready-
program
Empress Theatre
“DRAWN CONCLUSION,”
Barber jand Shabelitz
“ALL THAT GLITTERS,”
Frances Parkinson Keyes
“THE STRANGE WOMAN,”
Ben Ames Williams
“HOW GREEN WAS MY 
VALLEY,” Richard Llewellyn
“THE BODY IN THE 
LIBRARY,” Agatha Christie
Magazine Subscriptions and 
New Books at Standard Pub­
lishers Prices.
MORRISON’S
1 Agents for Vancouver Sun 
LIBBABY A NEWS STAND
Tony, advising of his safe arrival in 
Britain with ai recent group of re­
inforcements for the Canadian Ac­
tive Army.
- Mrs. R. B. McLeod is a patient in 
the Kelowna. Hospital at the present 
time.
Earl Hardie is a visitor to the 
Coast on business, going down to 
Vancouver on Sunday last.
■ ■ • ■ ■
The girls’ High School basketball 
team journeyed to Vernon on Sat­
urday last to take psui; in a round- 
robin tournament of valley High 
School teams. The girls lost to a 
more experienced Vernon aggrega­
tion, though putting up a good fight. 
The Rutland players were: Irene
Hardie, Wilhelmina Fahlman, Dor­
een Grummett, Peggy Stevens, Jean 
l^cDougall, . Eva McKenzie, Hilda 
Gerein, Freda . Quigley and Agnes 
Harvie. Transportation for the 
players was supplied by D. H. 
Campbell and ^ s s  Enid Eutin.
Bob Hardie, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Wm. Hardie, who until recently has 
teen employed at Trench’s drug 
store, in Kelowna, left yesterday for 
Vancouver to take a practical course 
in aeroplane construction with the 
Aero I.T.I., having previously com­
pleted a ten month correspondence 
course. Bob went down by car with 
some Kelowna friends.
.  • •
Kayser
W hether they*re 
rayon
O r  cotton l i s h j
W h e n  K A Y S E R  
m akes them
Y o u r  sto ck in g s  
have  S T Y L E
— SHEER
— FLATTERING
— SERVICEABLE
SPRING  ^
Masterpieces 
h y . • .
Kayser
Gloves made of that wonder' 
ful'wearing, wonderful'wadi' 
ing rayon “K a y '  Spun”, 
(above) shirred darling for 
gay moments, (below) for 
dashing about these busy days.
I^
1,i--:
.€ 1
a i
Whether they’re rayon,, silk, ny­
lon, crepe or cotton lisle, when 
Kayser makes them your stock­
ings have style. They are sheer, 
flattering and serviceable;
See the new  spring shades in chiffon, 
service-chiffon ^ and semi-service. /
Pair ...... 79c, 89c, $1.00 and $1.25
TKAYSEB’S CHAMOISETTE—Double woven 
for double wear. They, wear better and wash 
better. White and natural material with 
black stitching; Navy and black with white. 
Sizes, 6%, 7 and 7%.
At, per pair $1.25
KAYSER GLOVES made of that wonderful 
wearing, wonderful washing rayon, “Kay 
Spun.” Plain shades, black, navy, natural, 
beige, white, , grey and red.
Priced at, p a ir ....... 7Sc iand $1.00
CHAMOIS WASH LEATHER GLOVES—
White and natural. Elastic wrist and long 
■ cuff..
At, pair...:......$1.75, $1.95, $2.50
GEO. A. MEIKLE, Ltd.
